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al discussion, stimuli for individual work and insights into
the most varying methods and research achieved by indi-
viduals. Thereby possibilities open up for human encoun-
ters.We need our Newsletter!
But in order to appear, our Newsletter requires the finan-

cial backing—an ever-recurring theme. Last year was a very
bad year with regard to subscriptions. A payment form is
always included in the Easter edition. € 20 is hardly a large
sum to support theNewsletter.Yetwhenmanypeople fail to
pay, it becomes a largeburden for the Section.Weverymuch
hope that in this respect 2009 inwill turnout better.Weneed
support. Donations are most gratefully received!
However, we are rich in written contribution; grateful

thanks should here be expressed to all the contributors.
In conclusion, the summer is calling with many activities

in speech and in eurythmy. First of all the conference for
eurythmists Bewegte Sprache–Sprechende Bewegung
[“Active speech – meaningful movement”] from 16–18 July.
Then, immediately following, the Eurythmy-Symphony
Summer Week from 19–24 July. You are most welcome to
attend.

With warmest greetings,

Dornach, February 2009
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Dear Colleagues,

The Christmas Conference 2008 at the Goetheanum car-
ried the title “Art and Initiation”. Firstly, because the new
productionof Rudolf Steiner’s firstmystery drama“ThePor-
tal of Initiation”wasperformed; secondly, because itwas the
60th anniversary of Marie Steiner’s death whose whole life
was dedicated to this theme. She saw the work in speech as
a preliminary tomeditation. “The laws of speech-formation
coincide with those of the path of schooling.”
These are her words. I can only marvel when I read again

the stimuli and directions she gives on speech-formation as
the method to re-enliven the cultivation of language.
Through her writings we can but divine to what spiritual
realms she penetrated through her tireless efforts and self-
less will to change.
Yet, as it always is, such things can no longer be imitated.

Everything has to be taken hold of through our own activity.
Through thewill and openness to change aswell as the con-
fidence in Rudolf Steiner’s stimuli we can take up this mod-
ern, future-orientated impulse of life-giving power for our
work, whether it be work with children, colleagues, patients
or audiences.The results of thework can be felt because it is
spiritually carried.
The Newsletter is now published in its 50th edition. Early

on, the eurythmistCaraGroot carried thework for years.Ten
years ago the form was revised through the initiative of
Werner Barfod. Since then the Newsletter has appears bi-
annually.OurNewsletter offers thepossibility of profession-

F O R E W O R D
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Jürgen Schriefer celebrates
his 80th Birthday

On 6thMarch Jürgen Schriefer celebrates inWitten his 80th
birthday with a host of festive occasions. Our Performing
Arts Section worldwide is obliged to express great gratitude
– not only for his lectures on the history and present state of
music which enthuse and open up new perspectives, but
especially for the tireless way he built up the impulse for
singing of the “School for Uncovering the Voice”. In recent
years, he has worked freshly deepening the piano works of
Mozart, Beethoven and Debussy. A detailed appreciation of
his work by several hands will appear in the next issue.

Margrethe Solstad and Michael Kurtz

A Life dedicated to the Renewal of
Musical Culture out of the Human Being
Heiner Ruland on his 75th birthday

Verena Zacher Züsli, CH-Zürich

Heiner Ruland was born on 6th April 1934 in Aachen, quite
near the cathedral, the Pfalzkapelle of Charles the Great.
Althoughenthusiastic formusic andpassedhis grades in the
humanities and ancient languages, he began first to study
chemistry. Yet already after the first term he changed
“remorsefully” to study music in Freiburg in Breisgau. He
was especially attracted to early music and harpsichord
lessons with Fritz Neumeier. As a student in Paris in 1959 he
got to know the“Schlesinger scales”—the early Greek aulos-
scales to which Rudolf Steiner pointed the musicians. He
was stimulated to penetrate these notes through practice in
order to be able to leadmusic further. At 25 years old, he felt
deeply touched by these “weird” notes, which both attract-
ed and repulsed him. He recognised in the sevenfold
sequence of seconds a tremendous vitality and depth, nev-
ertheless he felt confined in having to keep to only seven
notes. For him the link to the achievement of the twelve was
missing.
In this crisis in his life, he approached in 1962 Hermann

Pfrogner, whose book Die Zwölfordnung der Töne [“The
arrangement of twelve notes”] he had already studied. Here
Pfrogner points to the reality of the comprehensive twelve,
which closes the circle of fifths enharmonically so that it
does not spin off in a spiral. Through Pfrogner’s knowledge,
Heiner Ruland pursued the archetypal polarity of the cycli-
cal system-forming principle, which allows an interval to
circle back in itself, and the radial system as shown in the
aulos, which allows the fullness of all seven intervals and
their harmonies to ray out. The cycle of fifths appears in
Greece as the Apollonian system of lyre and kithara; it pass-
es to the modes of the Middle Ages and is apparent in the
Western tonal system. The Dionysian-radial system of the
aulos arisesnaturally out of the rayingof anote into itsmany
different relatednotes; out of this thehumanbeing takes the
octave, filled in seven times. This nature-bound system is

still to be found amongst shepherds and farmers, as in the
alp-horn, yodelling, bag-pipes, in which radial “minor” of
the aulos-scales, however, a “major” can be reflected.
In studying Rudolf Steiner’s research on the post-

Atlantean cultural epochs and their correlation to the inter-
vals, and at the same time orientating to the results of com-
parative musicology, Heiner Ruland studied the essence of
the intervals and thereby discovered the prehistoric precur-
sor of the circle of fifths: the circle of sevenths (Slendro) and
the circle of sixths. These tonal systems can be experienced
as a living mirror of the stages of human consciousness. He
learnt that tempering the Dionysian natural intervals does
not have to be an adulteration, but a living and sensitive
marriage. Indeed, it can be an intensification of the polarity
of radial and cyclical principle—in fact a humanising. This
was the emphasis for his own composing.
1963–74 Heiner Ruland taught at the Steiner-Waldorf

School, Benefeld. In 1975 he was a tutor at the Alanus
Hochschule; from 1976 he was a music therapist in Öschel-
bronn. He also taught in the free Music Seminary in Ham-
burg and lednumerous courses, amongst others for 14 years
in Salzburg. In his book, Die Neugeburt der Musik aus dem
Wesen des Menschen [“The rebirth of music out of the
human being”] he makes fruitful the 7 notes of the scale for
the 7 life-processes and the 12 tonal regions for the 12 sens-
es, which opens unimagined possibilities for therapy.
Full of enthusiasm,HeinerRulandgets towork inhis com-

positions with these expanded scales and their possibilities
ofmodulation. Short pieceswerewritten for choir of threeor
four voices. In 1966 a first clavichord with twelve additional
notes was constructed, and in 1985 a first organ. Linking to
Bach’s “Well-tempered Clavier”, Ruland has composed “12
Umspiele und Reihen” for organ, also the “Hohenfrieder
Orgelheft” with studies on the seven intervals andmusic for
the services of The Christian Community. Lieder with piano
accompaniment demand a special awareness of the com-
poser, since on the piano the alternative-tuned notes are
missing.Through the interest of othermusicians gradually a
wide spectrumof compositions in various genreshas grown:
for organ, chamber music, choir a-capella, also Cantatas
with chorus, soloists and instruments.
Out of my personal experience with Ruland’s a-capella

compositions, which I use in singing conferences, I can say
that it certainly possible with amateurs and very fruitful, to
practice daily for 20minutes to encounter these initially for-
eign intervals. After aweeka three-voice arrangement canbe
sung. This intensive work has a very positive effect on the
work with music that we know. Several people after severe
illness have reported how these exercises have the effect of
expanding, releasing cramped situations.
In collaborationwith the organ-builder Peter Kraul on the

extended tonal system, gradually in various congregationsof
The Christian Community and in anthroposophical organi-
sations organs have been installed with the additional
twelve notes: in Hohenfried near Salzburg, in a hall in
Öschelbronn, a positive organ (now with the Luzern Com-
munity) and during the past 16 years an organ in Zürich,
Basel, Hamburg Blankenese and in Bern. These organs can
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beplayed in theusualway, but also offer thepossibility to be
usedwith themore sensitive intervals. It is obvious that peo-
ple are needed to work on this new manner of playing. In
Zürich, Johann Sonnleitner has for years cultivated playing
in the extended tonal systemandhimself composes, as does
his colleagueOskar Peter. A quantity ofmusic for the Service
and also for concert use which makes it possible for people
to extend their habits of listening. Holger Schimanke con-
tinues the work in Salzburg and Linz. In eastern Switzer-
land,HeinzBähler has for years studied the extended scales.
With a small choir he performs annually cantatas by Heiner
Ruland in various Communities in Switzerland.
The inauguration of the organ in Bern took place October

2008 with the first performance of theMichaelmas Cantata.
This was based on the Apocalypse, chapter 12: the sublime
pictures of the woman with child, standing on the moon,
clothedwith the sun, crownedwith twelve stars, pursued by
fiery red dragon, followed by the fight with the dragon.
Ruland takes the account not as alarming pictures of the
end of time, but as a path of human initiation. He attempts,
by means of the extended tonal system, to lead the listener
to a higher sphere in which the alarming elements receive
anothermeaning.The starry crownof the twelvenotesof the
circle of fifths show the laws of the “I” in the spatial world.
The rays which proceed in sensitive tonal degrees, lead us
into the unfolding of time. This demands of the musician
and listener an increased attention. Entering into these
sounds the occasion nevertheless becomes unbelievably
colourful, the experience is deepened and transparent for
other levels.
Let us return to the beginning of Heiner Ruland’s life in

Aachen.At thecourtof theEmperorCharles theGreat,Paulus
Diaconus worked at the end of the 8th century. He wrote the
well-known Hymn for St John’s-Tide “Ut queant laxis res-
onare fibris”,whichwaspracticed for twocenturies asamed-
itative singingexercise in thechoir schools, beforeGuidovon
Arezzo around 1000 added the names of the notes: ut, re,mi,
fa, sol. From this our tonal system developed from the early
Greek main notes A to our keynote C. Now from Heiner
Ruland there comes a new exercises, an “Utqueant novum”,
which leads us singers from C into the new notes within the
arrangement of 24. As a boy Heiner Ruland often looked up
into the copula of the Cathedral and saw there the 24 elders
of theApocalypseof St John in themosaicon its goldenback-
ground. InHeinerRuland’swords:“On the cross of the earth-
ly world of the sense and head,musically given in the twelve
dead, tempered notes of the keyboard, the inner life of the
seven has to die. Only as the ‘slain Lamb’ on the cross is this
power of the seven able to open the scroll of world-wisdom
and world-future sealed with seven seals. When this takes
place, then there sounds the song of praise our of the com-
prehensive circle of the 24 kingly, crowned ‘presbyteroi’, who
play stringed instruments, which include not only the seven
but also the twelve.”* A songof the 24 elders is included inhis
choral works.
With reverence, we may glance as some connections in

this life, and hopewith warm greetings for his birthday, that
further beautiful work may still arise.

* Heiner Ruland, “Ein Weg zur Erweiterung des Toner-
lebens”. Die Pforte, Basel 1981, p. 275; c.f. “Expanding
Tonal Awareness”. RSP, London 1992, p. 176.

Section for the Arts of Eurythmy, Speech
and Music: co-ordinator Trond Solstad
In Bewegung sein—To be in Movement

Since September 2007, the Performing Arts Section has not
only acquired a new leader, but also a new Secretary, Trond
Solstad. He is a trained and active artist (musician, teacher
and speech-artist), also co-ordinator, administrator, inspir-
er, organiser and co-responsible for the Section.

Sebastian Jüngel, ed. of the weekly “Das Goetheanum”, CH-
Dornach

Ameeting with Trond Solstad is like a fresh wind, which full
of joy blows over the ragged rocks, and in so doing connects
humorous lightness with substance. Unknowingly, this
impression points to an important motif-his work with the
air. Born in 1947 in Norway, he learnt at the Gymnasium
[secondary school] besideshismother tongue, English,Ger-
man, French and Old Nordic. During his music studies he
practiced fashioning the air throughwind instruments, and
he studied speech-formation at the Goetheanum.
“As in singing according to ValborgWerbeck-Svärdström,

so too in speakingwearedealingwith the subtlety of the air”,
says Solstad and straight awaydemonstrateswhat hemeans
practically with a poem. In the first version Solstad intones
the verses strongly, which recalls the vibrating sing-song of
a speech-formation that has become a cliché-speech. Then
Solstad speaks the same words with a dynamic, word-syl-
labic rhythm. This sounds enlivened and formed of air, yet
remains speech, not relapsing intomusical chanting.

Dynamic forming of the air
Compared to eurythmy, which according to its power of

expression and in view of all the new training initiatives
seems to be on the way up, speech-formation is experienc-
ing a crisis. Even if there are somenewspeech schools open-
ing, the Speech School at theGoetheanum, for example, has
announced a temporary closure in order to find its future
direction.
Solstadcomesstraight tothepointswhichtohimare impor-

tant for an enlivening of speech-formation—it needs joy from
thepractitionersandpraise fromtheparticipants!“Andenthu-
siasm:Godthroughus.”Ontheotherhand,one’sowndemand
for precision to correct a certain excludingmanner could lead
to a holding back of speech-formation. Especially at the
Goetheanumtheadditionalproblemis that theacousticof the
great auditorium does not only help positively. “In smaller
spaces”, says Solstad, “one can work more in a more relaxed
manner.”Apart fromtheseouter factors it is important thatnot
only one’s own resonance spaces (head and chest) resound,
but also the whole human being comes into movement and
the air is taken hold of as a resounding foundation.
When asked what in speech as such is important for him,

Solstad answers: “Tempo changers. Pauses. Light/warmth.
Preposition as an indicator of changes of direction. Syllable
steps, scansion. Flow of time and the speech-choir.” Here a
strong impulse is expressed, to lay hold of the quality of the
air and to form it dynamically. And so it is not surprising
when Solstad relates to a saying of Rudolf Steiner’s to the
doctors, “Air is courage; courage is air.”

T O P I C A L F O R U M
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Stimuli from all the professions to do with speech

During the Christmas Conference 2007 at the
Goetheanum Solstad became aware, through the priest
Michael Debus, the medical doctor Michaela Glöckler and
the musician (and doctor) Armin Husemann, that these
three professions also present a“knights of theword”,which
cangivenecessary corrections for artistic speech-formation.
“In such a collaboration lies the new seed for the re-awak-
ening of the speech-impulse of Marie and Rudolf Steiner”,
claims Solstad. “There are people”, he continues, “that the
speech-impulse ofMarie Steiner is dead. But one cannot say
that! What has been created through her work exists in the
spiritualworld. It is up tous to connect to it – ‘Knock, and the
door shall be opened unto you.’”
Solstad came now as Secretary of the Performing Arts Sec-

tion at the Goetheanum. A return. From 1975 to 1979 he had
studied speech-formation here, was then eight years working
as a speech-artist and musician in Dornach, Zürich and
Solothurn.Duringthis timehewasanactor inGoethe’s“Faust”
and in Steiner’s Mystery Dramas, and played in the orchestra
at the Goetheanum. During the “intermission” of 20 years he
was theman for all jobs at the Eurythmy School inMoss, later
inOslo – caretaker, secretary, tutor – “and enthusiast!”

Meeting instead of protocol
Now, since taking up his new position as secretary of the

Section, Solstadunexpectedly received the task tohelp as an

advisor with the new direction of the Speech School at the
Goetheanum.The aim is tomake it attractive for a stage-art,
therapy and educational professions. Instead of fulfilling
bureaucratic conditions forBachelor andMasterdegrees, he
is interested in “an intensive work on speech” and its inner
connection with eurythmy, which will also be important for
dramatic art.
Solstad is also in charge of speech-chorus performances,

which are repeatedly indemand, sincewith these in thepast
the force of uprightness and the intensity of language have
beenpositively experienced. For summer2009 theSection is
organising a conference for the collaborationof eurythmists
and speech-artists, amongst other things with the cosmic
poetry of Fercher von Steinwand.
With this conference a further motif in Solstad’s work is

encounters.“Insteadof getting stuckunder thepower inpro-
tocol, Iwould like tomakeencounterspossible.”Peoplehave
to feel this. Solstad repeatedly enters discussions especially
with artists who feel closely linked to the Goetheanum, but
were disappointed with the work there. “And”, asks Solstad,
“do we invite those who have died to our meetings?” Saying
this, he tidied the chairs neatly around the table, andwent to
the next meeting, as lightly as the wind, yet full of strength
and substance like the rough rocks through which it blows.

From: “AnthroposophyWorldwide” Nr. 5/2008
(Nachrichtenblatt Nr. 23/2008), p. 9.
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Primal Artistic Process:
Uniting Art and Knowledge

Heinz Zimmermann, CH-Dornach

Rudolf Steiner’s Mystery Dramas are performed at the
Goetheanum in a new production. Heinz Zimmermann
shows how the dramas can become a bridge from theword-
less spirit-world to thoughtful contemporary people. He
emphasises what a strong influence the artistic work of
Goethe and Schiller had on Steiner, and how central this is
to understand these dramas.

One of the most beautiful but also demanding tasks of
anthroposophy is the uniting of science, art and religion as
Goetheexpresses it:“Whoeverpossesses scienceandart also
has religion; whoever does not possess either, let him have
religion.”
Withhis firstmysterydrama“ThePortal of Initiation”, cen-

tral to the Christmas Conference 2008, Rudolf Steiner inau-
gurated in1910 the secondphaseof anthroposophy.His four
MysteryDramas, theGoetheanumbuilding,“TheSoul’sCal-
endar”, the development of eurythmy, and so on, are phe-
nomena of anthroposophy as art, which follow on the first
phase of anthroposophy as spiritual science. This step sig-
nifies an individualising and amaking concrete. In the place

of the presenting the path of knowledge in the form of
thoughts, Rudolf Steiner now brings a group of human
beings on to the stage, who in their individual manner
progress on this path with themost varying experiences.
Steiner always resisted people, who taking his dramas as

mere illustrations of what he brought in spiritual science
asked about the intended meaning of the events. They
shouldbe experienceddirectly asworks of art.Nevertheless,
we can of course not follow these dramas unless we take
themas theartistic expressionof spiritual science.He shares
Goethe’s and Schiller’s conception of art, to which he linked
all his life.

Art as envisaged by Schiller and Goethe
Inwhat does this conception of art consist? Every genuine

work of art speaks directly to the senses, but in such a way
that the art-lover is raised to a higher sphere through the
form inwhich the sensory elements appear.Thedecisive jolt
occurs when, without disturbing attempts to explain, the
art-lover gives himself completely to the sensory phenome-
na of thework of art in the aesthetic experience, through the
sensory elements (material) becoming one with the artistic
form (spiritual side). In an abbreviated form, he reproduces
the artistic process. This is what Schiller meant when, in his
“On theAesthetic EducationofMan in a Series of Letters” he
writes, that the actual secret of the master in any art is “that
he canmake his form consume his material” (22nd Letter).
The following diagramsummarises this conception of art.



Form as the mysterious result of the process arises
through the change ofmaterial according to themeasure of
the artistically inspired will to fashion.
It is through sensory elements of the individualising spir-

it (at the same time universal and individual) – unique and
yet according to lawfulness. There is only one Sistine
Madonna, which unmistakably bears Raphael’s signature;
yet at the same time it reveals a wealth of universal lawful-
ness. The artist places himself with his individual creative
powers in the service of cosmic laws, which inspire him.
Active [spiritual] forms face devoted receptivity for higher
laws. In this way the artist gets beyond a self-presentation.
The work of art is the product, the form of the ennobled
material that has been raised to the spirit.

From art to knowledge
Such a conception of art is inwardly related to the search

for knowledge, indeed it necessarily arises out of it. Goethe
felt that his researcher’s eye on the phenomena of nature
came from the same source as his poetic creating. This
applies in the same way for the coming-into-being of
anthroposophy. Its revelationas art developsnecessarily out
of the path to knowledge. Study and meditation are both
aimed at finding the way from head to heart, to call to indi-
vidual life what has been laid hold of in thought. Rudolf
Steiner faced the task so to transform the results of his
research into the wordless spirit-world into a form of
thought and language that could be accessible as spiritual
science for his thoughtful contemporaries.
This, however, is an inartisticprocess, to give spiritual con-

tent aprescribed form, that is, to individualise theuniversal,
to transform it into an organism of thought and a language-
form.Howcan theexperienced realmof the inexpressiblebe
conveyed toanhonest, thoughtful person?ThiswasSteiner’s
lifelong struggle. And for the reader, too, these form are the
prerequisite to decipher and enliven with an artistic sense,
that is, once again to individualise. It is a fundamental indi-
cation of method, when Rudolf Steiner, surveying the three
phases of the unfolding of anthroposophy affirmed: “On the
path of anthroposophy, we learn to proceed from knowl-
edge, to raise ourselves to art and arrive at religious inward-
ness” (“AnthroposophischeGemeinschaftsbildung”,GA257,
lecture of 30 January 1923).

Through the “how” to religion
In studying spiritual science, science, art and a religious

mood are already united.
This means, alongside receiving the content of existing

forms, to discover and appreciate their qualities – composi-
tion of thought and forms of language (sentence structure,
word-pictures, rhythm and sound). This path of the “what”,
the content, to the “how” of the form leads eventually to
experience, to internalizing and opens up a religiousmood.
Only in this way can anthroposophy be individually experi-

enced.Knowledgeandexperienceare twophasesof oneand
the same processs. In artistic experience I have first ener-
getically to create space for the existing form, but then be
prepared to relax to become receptive for what approaches
me out of the surrounding spiritual context. In meditation
this can eventually lead to communionwith a higher world,
to a spiritualmeeting.Theprerequisite forhigher knowledge
is an inclination towards what we brought with us as chil-
dren– astonishment,wonder, reverence,whichare religious
feelings.

Mystery Drama unifies
We find all this again, now artistically as individual expe-

rience in themystery dramas. They ask to be received in the
heart, stir upall sorts of insights and inspiredeedsoutof reli-
gious-moral experiences. The dialogue on destiny in Scene
One of “The Portal of Initiation” is the point of departure for
the spiritual drama, which the painter JohannesThomasius
undergoes through his crisis on the path of knowledge and
which raises him spiritually to unite with Maria. Out of this
communion there blossoms a new artistry, which Capesius,
whose portrait he has painted, describes:

“I’ve heard you say repeatedly,
you owe your powers in art
entirely to that gift
of consciously perceiving other worlds.” (Scene 8)

It is the step from the denying “Oh Man, know yourself!”
(Scene 2) to the gratifying “Oh Man, experience yourself!”
(Scene 9).The final scene in theTemple of the Sunopens the
third stage of the heavenly realm, in which Johannes spiri-
tually experienceshis future ideal in a completely individual
constellation of destiny. It is the reality of that which, in the
earthly context, is characterised byMaria in Scene One:

“Whenmany people join in conversation,
their words present themselves before the soul
as if among them stood, mysteriously,
the Archetype of Man.
It shows itself diversified inmany souls,
just as pure light, the One,
reveals itself within the rainbow’s arch
inmany-coloured hues.”

The drama beginning with the deeply shocking self-
knowledge of an artist, leads on to the path of higher knowl-
edge and to communion with the beloved being in the spir-
it-world. With this Johannes discovers a new, conscious
artistry. At the end he enters the sacred Temple, where he is
shown his destined task.

The art of life in the future
It is decisive for the fruitfulness of anthroposophy, that

one is repeatedly aware of the significance of the artistic
process to enlivenwhat onealready knows.Without this one
cannot neither individually nor as a whole realise it on the
earth. The transformation of material through the spirit is
the aim of the artist, but also the aim of the human being.
The creative “I” can so transform his/her received corpore-
ality so transform that it becomes the expression of his/her
spirit.
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The entire development of the earth and of humanity is a
cosmic-artistic process.Cosmic architects, cosmic sculptors
and cosmicmusicians were at work to create for the human
being his threefold bodily nature. To link this corporality to
the spirit out of the free “I”, is the demand of a future art of
life, as it hovered before Schiller.
This connects to the wonderful secret of the Christmas

mid-point, which is able tomediate heaven and earth in the
human head and limbs, thinking and doing, and in the
world.

The Eurythmical Soul-Gesture
“Reverence” and the Pentagram

Jan Ranck, IL-Jerusalem

Continuing on Beth Usher’s enriching quotation (Newslet-
ter,Michaelmas2008) in response toRosemarieBock’s ques-
tionabout the eurythmical gestureof reverence (Newsletter,
Easter 2008), I would like to offer a further source of insight
addressing in particular the tradition of placing the right
arm over the left. It is to be noted that in the Austrian dialect
Hand, “hand”, also includes the arm.

“If one crosses ones hands in such a way that the right
hand lies over the left hand and one concentrates on these
crossed hands in connection with a very specific word, one
will soon notice – assuming that the exercise is done often
enoughwith the greatest energy andperseverance – that the
two hands strive apart and that the arms spread out all by
themselves. It is the position of themedieval saints.”

Esoteric Lesson, Berlin, November 14, 1906 (GA 266/1)

Also of interest for eurythmy is the continuation of the
description:
“This exercise also has its specific meaning. Etheric

streamsare continually circulating fromthecosmos through
the human body. One such stream enters through the head,
flows from there into the right foot, then into the left hand,
then into the right hand, then into the left foot, and from
thereback to thehead. Ifwe thinkof thehumanbeing stand-
ing in this position with outstretched arms, the stream has
the form of a pentagram (drawing).
It would be very bad for the human being if the stream

would not enter through the head but rather through the
feet. All bad influences are drawn through the feet into the
human body. The blackmagicians take advantage of this.”
The remark about the feet contradicts other references of

Rudolf Steiner to the etheric streams, for example, Basle,
November 17, 1907 (GA100),where theyaredescribedas fol-
lows:
“…In truth the etheric body is a sum of streams of force.

For the clairvoyant certain streams appear in the etheric
body, which are of great importance. For example, one
stream rises from the left foot to the forehead, at a point
which lies between the eyes, about one centimetre deep
within the brain, then turns down to the other foot, from
there into the opposite hand, from there through the heart
into theotherhand, and fromthereback to its startingpoint.

In this way a pentagram of streams of force is formed.”
(Drawing).
The meditation “Steadfastly I place myself within exis-

tence…” (“Standhaft stell ichmich insDasein…”, described
in GA 267 and other sources), as well as the meditation on
the pictures of theMadonna (given in 1911 by Rudolf Stein-
er to the medical doctor Felix Peipers for the patients in his
clinic) beginwith the left foot and right foot, respectively. In
addition, the ego and astral body are said to enter the body
upon awakening by way of the feet (cited in Dr Margarethe
Hauschka, “Rhythmic Massage according to Dr Ita Weg-
man”).

The Water of Life and of Death
Eurythmy-work in November 2008

Brigitte Schreckenbach, DE-Unterlengenhardt

Rudolf Steiner spoke of the origin of water, what he called
“water-air”, when the airy and watery element were a unity,
as in Atlantean times. The Teutons spoke of Nifelheim, and
other myths point to it. Later the elements divided. The
water sank down into gravity, encountering the earthly ele-
ment. In time this element took on a solid form, as a result
of the hardening forces of death.
The human form, too, the physical body, earlier much

more alive and mobile, in the course of time became more
solid and non-transparent for the soul and spirit. For eury-
thmical activities it is a help to concern yourself much with
the element of water. In existing forms, the activities and
effects ofwaterwe can recognise the enlivening forces of the
etheric world.
Rudolf Steiner gives us a beautiful artistic picture of the

original condition of water in Scene 2 of his fourth mystery
drama. Before our eyes he enchants Imaginative pictures of
a spiritual chorus of sylphs, woven of water and air. These
elemental beings are presented here as dreaming, almost
without heads.Their feet andhands are something between
flippers and wings.With regard to colour, some appear yel-
low-red in a somewhat strongly contoured figure, others
blue-green, uncontoured, rather unclear.
If we bear this in mind, it shows us a path that enables us

to experience the elemental world. Yellow-red experience
leads us to an airy-warm situation, a light, friendly, active
doing. It wants no longer to link itself so much to the earth-
ly. Blue-green calls up cooling feelings, inclined to watery
heaviness, sad, almost resigned. Fairy-tales of undines relate
the melancholy of these beings and their longing for their
homeland, their original condition.
We receive another picture to experience from R. Steiner,

the fairy-tale of “The wonder of the rock-spring” in scene 5
of his secondmystery drama.Herewe see the earthlywater-
drops accompanying the events, still mobile, delicate and
bright. Behind these, somewhat raised, Steiner makes three
ensouled female figures appear.
In the elemental realm we experience water belonging to

the etheric world. When our soul-eyes are opened we see
undines “behind” the water. In mythology and fairy-tales
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water appears as the elementof soul.To this belong the three
women.With our sensory eyes we cannot see the elemental
world; our eyes have to be opened from the next higher
member, the soul-world. Only with their help can we get to
know the activities of the etheric world. They awaken our
eyes for us.
The boy in earthly form stands before the drops of water,

while the narrating master of words can be glimpsed above
everything.
This fairy-tale shows us the primal form of eurythmy

placed Imaginatively before the eyes of the soul through
Rudolf Steiner. His descriptions, for example in the book
“Theosophy”, can enlighten our understanding of these
secrets. He describes how the human being is revealed in a
triple threefold manner:
1. The corporeal constitution consists of physical body,

ether- or life-body and sentient body.
2. The realm of soul consists of sentient soul, intellectual

or mind-soul, and consciousness-soul.
3. On the spiritual level we can gain, through energetic

soul-work of the individuality, the three spirit-members:
Spirit-Self, Life-Spirit, and Spirit-Man.
This can be shown in an image:

Fig. 1: In presenting the ninefold human being, for spiri-
tual vision sentient body and sentient soul are two differen-
tiated entities.
Fig. 2: In presenting the sevenfold human being, sentient

soul and sentient body merge into one entity, as do con-
sciousness-soul and Spirit-Self.
Fig. 3: Nevertheless, we have to be quite clear about the

completely different origin and their different activities.The
sentient body receives its attraction from the outer world
through the bodily senses. The sentient soul is completely
active in the inner world, the soul-world.
For us today the boundary A, differentiating body and

soul, is tremendously important. The entire eurythmical
work rests on this.
Along with the great cosmic stages of development of

Ancient Saturn, Ancient Sun and Ancient Moon, up to the
stage of the Earth, Rudolf Steiner also gives us surveyable

descriptions of the development of humanity towards the
earthly form. Here we can see the great significant stages of
evolution:
1. The ancient Indian cultural epoch, in which the human

ether-body was fashioned for employment in the solid ele-
ment of earth.
2. In the ancient Persian cultural epoch the human being

achieved the same for the sentient body.
3. In the Egyptian-Chaldean-Babylonian epoch, human

beings were given the sentient soul as the great gift of the
gods. The powers of the soul at that time were under the
higher rulership of the priests, the pharaohs. From that time
we see the figures of the gods presented with the heads of
animals. This indicates that at that time the animal-like
ensoulment was still pure, experienced as deified. Only
when the supersensory bodily members entered increas-
ingly into the solid element, even the ether-body inclined to
an iron rigidity; out of an original purity into a ever cruder
state, seen to us as leading into earthly animality.
4. In the Greek-Roman cultural epoch the human being

achieved the ability to lay hold of the cosmic and earthly
events also from the understanding and with the still noble
life of themind. During this period theMystery of Golgotha

took place for the salvation of the
earthly and human world, in order to
lead “fallen” humanity back to the
divine.Weknow thatwhatwe received
as gifts of the gods is now achieved by
ourselves, through thepowerof the“I”
strengthened in us, and thanks to the
consciousness-soul, destined for us.
5. In the present cultural epoch it is

our task, in a certain way walking
backwards, looking back to become
conscious of our heavenly origin in
order to find the path to the future.
Stage by stage, as we once stepped

down, we can strive up again, raising
ourselves. That which we once
received as a gift, laid hold of through
ourselves, wants to be returned trans-
formed.
Thepathof humanity canbe seenat

a glance when presented in a simple
scheme:

The task of the present culture of humanity consists in
strongly contemplating the events of the third cultural
epoch. With the power of “I”-consciousness was can raise,
transform the sentient soul to Spirit-Self. For this eurythmy
can be a tremendous help.
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Already in his earlier esoteric teaching, Rudolf Steiner
pointedout tohis pupils how they could and shouldworkon
their souls, their sentient faculties.Theverses andmantrahe
gave, pointing to the spirit, guide the human soul to its
divine-spiritual origin. Then he showed them how they
could experience all this pictorially ensouled. He even
helped them to experience and feel the individual sounds of
the words, that the pupils receive the content not only with
the intellect. He appealed to deeper levels of the soul which
are still sleeping or dreaming in every human being. He led
them on the paths of divine creating, how everything origi-
nates out of theWord.Many things,whichhe gave us later in
eurythmy, were already prepared at that time.
Rudolf Steiner wanted to lead human beings away from

the present intellectual thinking that leads deep into mate-
rialism and is antagonistic to the spiritual world, and on
again to an enlivened and ensouled Imaginative thinking.
Imaginative, pictorial thinking, which still as a gift of the
gods brought humanity into the fourth cultural epoch, the
surplus remaining into the Middle Ages, has to achieve a
new level.
Rudolf Steiner called his book “Esoteric/Occult Science:

an outline” a great school of Imaginative thinking.When the
pupil of the spirit has thoroughly studied this—the study of
spiritual science is the first stage on the path—what is Imag-
inatively described in it should lead to ever-greater experi-
ences. Imaginations are not external, sensory perceptible
pictures. They arise in the human soul-realm; they live, and
resound; their colours are pure soul-colours which form
themselves into figures, into beings. Out of this fairy-tales
and myths develop, revealing a deep content of truths, not
something thought up.
In continuous association with our fellows it is certainly

helpful to practise in the pictorial element, for in the depths
of the soul humanity yearns for this. Theworld accessible to
the senses can only be a parable, it should not be imitated.
(Today this is done by photography, television, and so on, as
a caricature of what is intended.) Pictures should increas-
ingly allow an expression of soul and spirit to shine through.
In our dealings with children we hopefully do this to a great
extent. Steiner consoled his pupils, when he said: “If you do
not yet manage it, to form pictures to real Imaginations, the
childrenwill correct this in themselves, they can still do this.”
Later he even said that adults could change still incomplete
Imaginative content in themselves to true pictures of the
soul and spirit.
Eurythmy that should carry into the soul pictorially expe-

rienced content into the sensory world; it shouldmake visi-
ble the mysterious forces creating and working in the back-
ground. It expects that those engaged in eurythmy can pen-
etrate into this Imaginative world of pictures. Eurythmy
leaves the imitation of the content of sensory pictures to
mime. Because Rudolf Steiner described every single
speech-soundas adivinebeing,we shudder full of reverence
how in ourselves we should make the divine alive in our-
selves in order to move under and with these gods, to feel
with them.
Rudolf Steiner said that for himself he needed the Imagi-

native manner of presentation, in order to put spiritual sci-
ence into words, or into artistic creations, and that anthro-
posophy couldonly live inhumanitywhenbrought in Imag-
inative, pictorial form. Here we also see the great possibility

and task of eurythmy. It is a very great task thatwe seebefore
us with a properly grasped eurythmy.We shall only be able
to fulfil it in every moment by earnestly beginning. Every
step however small is helpful for those to build on who will
follow us.We can penetrate into the Imaginative world only
when in our souls our feelings are prepared.
Consequently, Rudolf Steiner ledhis pupils also in the first

esoteric directions towards work on the soul, which every-
one has to achieve. “We begin with esoteric work in the sen-
tient soul”, is what he said. Hementions as a great school for
the sentient soul the knights of King Arthur’s round table.
Pictorially speaking therewere always twelvewho, emerging
fromadventure in theworld –not in the isolationof amonk’s
life –, in coming to termswith the earthlyworld they achieve
higher, pure soul-qualities; their souls are tobechanged.Out
of what is received, changing by ever-higher degrees and
qualities, they are to be ennobled. Only someone who in
ever greater selflessness reaches through to transform his
soul, can relate his virtues so ennobled to the twelve virtues
of the zodiacal forces, has learnt to give eachof hiswords the
right content of feeling, can enter the Grail Castle as a can-
didate. This picture Steiner also gives us. And when he
relates how the knights also had to fight tremendous giants
andmonsters, he indicates what takes place in a real adven-
ture in the soul-world.
“The feelings have grown too crude,” he said.This crudifi-

cation reaches over to the ether-body. As in the wintery
world water freezes to ice, we with our bodily members and
soul-members findweare frozen. It is necessary tomelt this.
Thephysical bodyhas continuously to receive its enlivening
from the ether-body, which in its turn is enlivened by the
soul.Todaypeople attempt sometimes towork fromoutside
on the chakras. This soulless work can only fall into the
hands of Ahriman.We cannot perceive the ether-body with
earthly eyes. Through soul-work the eyes for this seeing are
opened. Becausewe are only able to recognise likewith like,
the soul has to learn to become pure and chaste like the
plants. The ether-forces work on it in purity. Consequently,
the tremendous, continuous work to change the virtues of
the soul. This is the reason why eurythmy was given to us,
according to Steiner’s words, completely created out of the
feelings, and only through them can it be understood.
The sentient body conveys to us the properties of the

earthly world, whether something is hard or soft, warm or
cold, pointed or round, light or dark, sweet or sour, and so
on. Having taken that in, we wait to hear what our soul says
it. A desire for sweet things can only come out of the corpo-
reality. The property of sweetness deriving from the spiritu-
al world can only bemanifested to the soul. Goethe spoke of
the “sensory-moral effect” of things. This is shown especial-
ly well in experiencing the world of colours. As “moral” he
means what want to appear out of the divinised soul-world
as higher aspects of the earthly properties of everything, ris-
ing out of the hidden depths of the soul. Here the perceiving
human being has the possibility to unite again the earthly
with the heavenly. Only in this way can the dying earth-exis-
tence receive new life, and humanity find its way to the lost
divine world.
In this delicate border-experience between outer and

inner world lies all eurythmical activity.
Steiner gave a beautiful picture for this to Lory Smits right

at the beginning when he first read the alliteration exercise,
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unlock it, as little as the experienceof theprimeval plant can
be followed with themethods of natural science.
Amusic-eurythmy formbyRudolf Steiner is like the sketch

of a river-bed,where the relationship of abstraction to living
reality is similar as musical notation to sounding music.
Learning to read it places on the eurythmist a greater and
more difficult demand in our present time than even in
Steiner’s day, since for us today an inner necessity is present
to penetrate what has been bequeathed with a clear con-
sciousness. To make myself understandable, I will take the
above comparison in what follows, which nevertheless is
insufficient in so far as with a river-bed in eurythmy we are
dealing not with something spatial, but with a pure creation
in time.
As a first step it is necessary, that when themusic is heard

either directly or in thememory, to enter into thewaters and
to participate fromwithin, feeling, groping one’s way, in the
creation of the river-bed in all its windings and forms. The
next step is to perceive the situation in space and especially
to perceive the manner of the flowing itself, as it is given in
the musical course, that is, quietly streaming, stopping,
striving forwards, flying, and so on.
When the tempo is externally the same the dynamic of

inner time can take place very differently. In this process of
searching,mywill to express, schooledon themusic, and the
feelingof theSteiner-formare to findeachotheruntil a com-
plete identification with it is possible.
Toachieve this a verydecisivedifference in self-knowledge

is to be observed: do I interpret the form, i.e., do I bring to it
my own notions and feelings, or do I allow it to speak in me
in all its differentiated forms. In the first case, according to
my observations, as a rule the form at different places
becomesquitedistorted, eachaccording to theartistic effect
that is intended. Then, for instance, out of small loops great
forms appear or vice versa, other things will be passed over
with a sweeping movement, and much more in a similar
manner.This occurrence is forme very understandable, but
it is no longer necessary as soon as the form has become
really transparent and we can become one with it.
Let us look exactly at a form. It frequently appears to be a

matter of regular wavemovements, yet how differently they
are formed, how varied the size, proportion and position.
The lines manifest extremely differentiated bounding sur-
faces, indicating etheric formative forces, something that
from our side requires an inner supplementing, in order to
recognise them as such. Let’s return to superficial observa-
tion – have we, for instance, noticed how within a round
loop the form carries on for a short distance completely
straight? Or how is it with themoremarked passages, which
in the landscape of the form frequently spring directly to the
eye and in relation to themusic are surely not arbitrary? Are
we aware of noticing these different forms and understood
in feeling them through in a eurythmical-musical manner?
I mean really everything, for meanwhile an experience of
movement tells me that Rudolf Steiner respects each finest
musical nuance through the entire piece.Youhave to look at
the form ever again in order to discover in it new and sur-
prising things.
Here Iwould like to report a kindof key-experience,which

even today makes me think. I had been practising for many
hours a passage out of a study by Chopin, but it never satis-
fiedme. I displaced the division ever so little, whereupon to

laying hold of the hard earthly world with strong steps, and
feeling the sympathy of the surrounding elemental world
revealed in the storm, billows and tossing waves of the sea –
right into the apparently little exercise, where standing on
her feet she could only perceive the almost unnoticed inner
movement in the feet, when she did in the gestalt slight
movements forwards and backwards. Then he added, three
times,“Learn to feel this as I - A -O”. Between the former and
the latter exercise he had already accompanied her to expe-
rience cosmic, starry things. Every step of the pictorial and
of the experiential should be strongly impressed in the soul.
Every smallest step leads us on the way that we want to go.
For the outer movement, we are directed to the spirit and
soul lying behind, as with the I-A-O–exercise that brings to
us the comprehensive saying of Christ “I am the Alpha and
the Omega”.We may not linger overlong in sensory activity.
What lies behind wants to be revealed; only with it can we
form our movement. “The soul lays hold of the ether-body
and this moves the physical body”, Rudolf Steiner demand-
ed. We have continually to step beyond the boundary, not
only in perception but also in our doing. Sentient soul and
sentient body want to be brought to a unity and this ever
afresh.Thewhole cosmic existence awaits this; with euryth-
my we stand at this important point.
What could be described here only in a small sketch

demands resolving intoan Imaginativepicture.Goethegives
a wonderful help for this, in his Fairytale and in Faust. Here,
from the “Prologue in heaven” through the “Classical
Walpurgis Night” to the “Assumption of Faust” the most
comprehensive secrets ofwater areplacedbefore the eyesof
the soul, and they would be recognised and carried out.
If we take all this deeply into our feeling life, our move-

ments will really be formed etherically. Etherically formed
means, to reveal the secrets of the watery element.

Rudolf Steiner’s Forms forMusic Eurythmy

Brigitte Sattler, DE-Wilhelmsfeld, bei Heidelberg

The view exists amongst eurythmists – also heard from a
well-known eurythmist at the Eurythmy Conference, Dor-
nach 2007 – that Steiner’s music-eurythmy forms can be
worked out in various ways, since the essential thing about
them is that the idea of the piece of music as a whole is
expressed. After more than 30 years intensive work with
these forms, I arrive at another view. It is certainly true that
there lives in them a higher completeness of a composition,
but just as in every living organismall the organs are formed
according to their function and take their special place in
relationship to the others, so according to my experience it
is with these forms. Art loves not only from thewhole as also
from a differentiated work on detail, where all the parts are
consciously formed and are placed in meaningful mutual
relationships. Here it is not amatter of indifferencewhether
I move a tonal sequence, for example in a loop or a wave,
whether I am in the front or back part of the space, carry out
a wide, round or a small pointed curve. I do not mean, of
course, an external arrangement of parts of the form to
musical passages. A conventional musical analysis doesn’t
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my great astonishment everything suddenly fitted. The
whole rhythmical flow was thereby changed. The smallest
causehad the greatest effect,whichother thingsbeing equal
can reach to the end, indeed work back to the beginning of
a piece. This showswe are dealing here with an experienced
and thought-through harmonising, with which every intru-
sion affects the whole, as in an organism.
Today I know exactly when I have left the level of interpre-

tation and find myself in the situation in which the form
itself begins to speak in me, so that all insecurity and doubt
about the divisions disappears of itself. This is each time a
freeing and a resolving. I would like to mention some crite-
ria that have come tome:
(1) The form feels always natural and inevitable.
(2) Learning it by heart happens as it were by itself. The

measure that themusic lives inme allows the form to come
about out of myself. I know the reverse, too, that the form
carries the music to me, when, for example, with a Prelude
by Bach I am not yet conversant with all the winding turn-
ings. I can overview thewhole form, without having to learn
all the details by heart, for instance, to count all the waves.
(3) The angle-gestures with which I carry out eurythmy

with the arms grow as if by themselves with the form. Both
are like an integrated whole and artistically alternate. In
rehearsing a piece this has become for me a decisive mea-
suring rod with which I can orientate myself.
(4) The forms are frequently full of movement. If they are

technically to be mastered and to move right through me,
they have certainly to be carried out in a small area. For a
divisionof the formthat speaks, theapplication, also inover-
coming great obstacles, is always healthy.
(5) The form is purely a movement of breathing that car-

ries in itself, full of strength and in an unsentimental man-
ner, the feeling-dynamic of a piece of music, as it results
from the working together of all the musical elements. As
rhythmical energy, it flows right through and between the
notes in ceaseless change and transition. In all its bendings
and formations, as well as its streaming in time exactly with
themusical progression, it takes up as if in a vessel ofmove-
ment. Everything is brought into rhythmical occurrence, so
that in stormy passages and passionate outbursts I myself
am not torn out of myself, but can hold a healthy middle. It
lives in the periphery in the air, as also in me as rhythmical
vitality. This latter I find so important, because in the rock
and popmusic of our time a strongwishmakes its appeal to
feel rhythmical life right down into the corporeality. It is
good, if eurythmy come to terms with this need, even if it
leads far beyond.
Each form by Rudolf Steiner for music eurythmy is an

open secret. The task is to uncover them so that it leads to a
genuine evidential experience. Today I do not rest until I
arrive at this. Then I find the music again in each tiny detail
of the form and can experience how out of these elements
the great phrases with their tensions and resolutions are
constructed. From this moment another possibility of divi-
sion does not come into the question. But I have to say that
the process so far was very tiresome and difficult. Yet the
result showedme that there is no reason for resignation and
there is no need to give up prematurely. Consequently, my
article is directed especially to those who know the agonis-
ing search and struggle with these forms, along with the
experiences of estrangement, disappointment, insecurity

and self-doubt connected with it. But I am aware that writ-
ten accounts are insufficient.The real thing canonlybe con-
veyed in apersonal exchange of experience,where theman-
ner can be shown how one uses his/her self and his/her
instrument in eurythmising these forms. This belongs indi-
visibly to it. In this, the understanding and the facility with
the angle-gestures likewise play an important role.
In conclusion, I would like to take a stand towards some

traditions that have come to be published, because I radi-
cally doubt that they originate fromRudolf Steiner.Thedivi-
sions for the“Minore” fromBeethoven’s Piano Sonata, op. 7,
as described in the volume “Eurythmieformen für die
Toneurythmie”, p. XXVIII, I regard asmusicallymeaningless.
In the same volume, it is emphasised on pp. XX&XXXV, that
the forms where usually given without repeats.Why should
the first part of the Minore be an exception? The repetition
is quite dispensable and is one of the reasons for a really dis-
torted division of the form, with an absurdly quick first part
and then a drawn-out slow passage; this in a piece, which
frombeginning to end takes its course in a constant dynam-
ic ofmovement. I do theMinore in eurythmywithout repeat
and begin the second part of the form after the middle sec-
tion in B-flat minor, when the return is heard (b. 29).
On the other hand, in the Allegretto from Beethoven’s

Sonata op. 27, no. 2, there is a repeat that cannot be omitted.
The first part of the Trio section has unquestionably to be
repeated, otherwise themusical architecture in relationship
to the secondpart is noticeablydestroyed. I think thatRudolf
Steiner included this repeat in his form and also drew it as
such.The formnevertheless ends the second time thebegin-
ning is played (da capo al fine) already with b. 16. If wewant
to lead themusic to its end as Beethoven wanted, it is easily
possible at b. 17 to change over in the form, which has
already been expressed in eurythmy the first time round.
As a final example, I would like to mention Mozart’s “Ave

verum”, on the form to which Steiner marks four places for
the lighting. In the book of lighting indications “Beleuch-
tungs- und Kostümangaben für die Toneurythmie” bar
numbers arementioned which presuppose a specific form-
division,where it remains aquestion fromwhomthese indi-
cations originate. I don’t believe they originate from Steiner.
Even if the piece was performed in front of him, that for me
is no proof that he saw that as the best artistic solution, but
rather that he left theperson free, giving them time to search
and find. In any case, I arrive at another result.
Similar objections couldbe reported.Butperhaps enough

has been said to help a little those unsure and self-doubting
in working with Steiner forms, to encourage them to take
themselves seriously and trust their own feelings, for only
thereby can the subject-object divide by overcome. If we are
prepared to give the most honest account for what we do,
this could be for us the best but also the mot demanding
teacher towards music eurythmy. It means, with patience
and humility to raise priceless treasures out of the depths of
our selves.



Wie in den Busen eines Freunds zu schauen.
Du führst die Reihe der Lebendigen
Vor mir vorbei, und lehrst michmeine Brüder
Im stillen Busch, in Luft undWasser kennen.
…
Dann führst dumich zur sichern Höhle, zeigst
Mich dannmir selbst, undmeiner eignen
Brust Geheime tiefeWunder öffnen sich.

(quoted by Steiner, GA 54, p. 231)

[Sublime Spirit, you gave me everything, gave me every-
thing forwhich I bade.Youdidnot in vain showmeyour face
in the fire. Gaveme the splendid nature as a kingdom, pow-
er to feel it and enjoy it. Not a cold astonished visit do you
allow only, you allow me to look into her deep bosom as in
the bosom of a friend. You lead the sequence of the living
pastme and teachme to recognisemy brothers in the silent
bush, in air and water… Then you lead me to the secure
cave, showmemyself andmyownbosom; secret deepwon-
ders open up.]

Goethe’s being ishere characterisedas amiddle-European
researcher. The other method of research is concerned to
eliminate all “subjective” influence and objectify the world,
to explain through “objective” theories, or through theories
to observe and explain the world. According to this line of
investigation, if possible the only objects that can be mea-
sured and weighed are to be researched.
Rudolf Steiner goes beyond Goethe by stepping directly

from the experience of the sensory, given natural phenom-
ena, with full consciousness to the supersensory and
researches there. One of his first works consequently carries
the subtitle “results of introspective observations according
to the method of natural science”.3 A research of the super-
sensory is of course no new thought. The ancient Eastern
traditions know the supersensory organs, called lotus flow-
ers or chakras. The path of development then however is for
modern times different.
In the ancient Easter schools it was necessary initially to

work out a knowledge of the connections of the otherworld,
as recorded, for example, in the ancient Vedas. This was
already part of a cleansing and purification process. The
pupil worked further on this systematically, for example,
through fasting or through a kind of spiritual gymnastics
(Hatha-Yoga). Only when the pupil had gone through these
degrees through practicing for years was he allowed to
devote himself to actual spiritual exercises. It is not different
in the path of schooling suggested by Rudolf Steiner. He too
builds up with anthroposophy a science of the spirit. It can
be studied, for example, in his book “Esoteric Science: an
outline”. The reader will find much that is described in
another form in theVedas (GA 142, Germ. ed. p. 22). Anthro-
posophy, too, leads topathof schoolingwith several degrees,
which Steiner exactly describes and from different points of
view.The important difference is that on the anthroposoph-
ical path there is no longer a guru. “In our age every single
individual has to find in him/herself a kind of directing spir-
it in the innerpart of the soul, Buddhi, thepowerof Life-Spir-
it” (GA 54, p. 120). The strict teacher in the early tradition
becomes a friend and advisor, who accompanies the pupil
on the path of autonomous learning. A further difference
consists in this, that meditation and contemplation pro-

The Art of Movement and its spiritual
Foundations

Dietmar Ziegler, DE-Karlsruhe

Abstract
Eurythmy is an art ofmovement given at the beginning of

last century through the artist and spiritual researcher
Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925). It was born at the same time as
other avant-garde forms ofmovement (rhythmical gymnas-
tics according to Jaques-Dalcroze, dance-like forms of
expression according to Rudolf von Laban, and so on).
The foundations of this art ofmovement are developed, it

relationship to spirituality in general and inparticular to the
spiritual science of its founder. In conclusion, on the occa-
sion ofDarwin year, the significance of eurythmywith refer-
ence to an understanding of evolution is sketched.

Introduction
Without spiritual foundation therewouldbenoeurythmy,

an art of movement, which was born in the period between
1911and1925. It began its development as a stage-art on the
anthroposophicalbasis ofRudolf Steiner’s spiritual research.
The time of its birth is surely not coincidental with other
expressionist artistic endeavours, when the attempt was
made to get beyond naturalism in art.
Rudolf Steiner’s concern at that time was to create an art

ofmovement that can directly express a spiritual, supersen-
sory events (GA 271, p. 201). Just as each art-form has its
medium in order to come to expression (paint and canvas,
musical instruments, stone material, and so on), eurythmy
taking hold of the whole human being brings speech and
musical sound to expression. Eurythmy is “visible speech”
and “visible singing”. It is linked to the art-forms of speech
andmusic.

The spiritual deeds of Rudolf Steiner – anthroposophy
One of the roots of anthroposophy, amongst others at the

beginning of the 19th century, is found in Goethe.What was
Goethe’s basic concern and his achievement—not only as a
poet but also as an artist? Goethe always attempted to
approach the phenomena as a full, complete human being,
that is, he included human subjective feelings. When, for
example, in researching light, he spoke of the deeds and suf-
ferings of the light. Red comes about when the light has to
force its way through a densemedium, against resistance—
as is observed with a sunrise and sunset, when the light has
to take a longer passage through the atmosphere.1

Another of Goethe’s research fields was to understand a
part of an organism in relationship to the whole. With the
example of the metamorphosis of plants (change of form),
he showed how the single organs of the plant are to be seen
as transformations of the leaf.2 For him nature is not a life-
less entity; he addresses her as a living spirit:

Erhabner Geist, du gabst mir, gabst mir alles,
Warum ich bat. Du hast mir nicht umsonst
Dein Angesicht im Feuer zugewendet.
Gabst mir die herrliche Natur zum Königreich,
Kraft, sie zu fühlen, zu genießen. Nicht
Kalt staunenden Besuch erlaubst du nur,
Vergönnest mir in ihre tiefe Brust
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ceeds mostly from sensory objects or symbolic objects, in
order to arrive in the first realm, called by Steiner elemental
world. This is the level of mobile being. This first stage, that
of purification (catharsis) follows, Steiner calls the Imagina-
tive stage.Only fromthis stagedoes thepupil attemptactive-
ly to achieve an empty consciousness, so that Beings who
reveal themselves initially in moving pictures, are them-
selves able to speak. According to thedescriptionsof various
spiritual researchers, this is a world of sound, the music of
the spheres. The further stage is the most difficult one. It is
the stage of offering; using this conceptwill understandably
provoke resistance today in our rather egocentrically organ-
ised age. This is the stage where Christ can say, “I and the
Father are one” (John 10:30). It is an entrance to another
world. Rudolf Steiner also mentioned this as he introduced
the eurythmical vowel-gestures. About the gesture of“O”, he
said: “I become, for example, completely the tree-soul.”This
speech-sound begins the word that signifies the great bird
that leads us into the spirit-world: OM. Steiner used the
expressionAUM, then laterAOUMwithhispupils.“A” stands
for wonder, the being touched by a higher world; “O” as the
taking hold of this world, and the “U” as the becoming-one
with the higher, divine being and the resting in him. Steiner
created out of his supersensory research a new art of move-
ment, which later received the name eurythmy. What was
researched in the supersensory world?

Eurythmy as a spiritual and expressive art
It can be a cause of wonder that Rudolf Steiner related

eurythmy to the endeavours in expressive art of his time.
What does “expression” mean? I have to experience within
something concrete that I can express and for which I need
a method. This is possible through the various arts, in vari-
ous ways. Through sculpture in a plastic, three-dimension-
almaterial; throughpaintingwith colour in twodimensions
(the canvas); in music through the musical sounds, and so
on, andonewill notice that thedifferent arts canexpressdif-
ferent aspects, more or less completely in their medium.
Howmuchmoredifficult does the strugglebecomewhenwe
are dealing not only with experiences which involve experi-
ences of the sensory world, but with experiences, events of
the supersensory world, which contain a multiplicity of
more movement, musical sounds, flowing colours than the
experiences of the sensory world. Rudolf Steiner hoped of
the eurythmists that they would be capable to report about
this other land through strongly expressive gesture. What
are these gestures?
According to Steiner, when we speak the supersensory

human corporeality moves.4 Singers and speakers know that
the whole body is engaged in speaking and in singing. He
studied these supersensory movements and, in line with
Goethe’s conceptofmetamorphosis,presented thecontext in
a language of gesture.Thepoint of departure for this research
to arrive at the supersensory gestures Steiner describes with
the connection of Felicia Balde, the teller of fairy-tales in the
mysterydrama,andCapesius, theacademic.FrauBalde takes
Professor Capesius to task, since he apparently does not
understandproperly.Shepointsout toCapesius that theheart
has to ascend into the head, in order to perceive the super-
sensorymovements which form the basis of her stories.With
reference to eurythmy this means: “What we could establish
in thosemeetingswithFrauFelicia is now to form thebasis of

our art of eurythmy” (GA 227a, p. 52).
And if one allows these movements not to stream to the

larynx, as Felicia Balde does, but inscribes these gestures
andmovements deeper into the body, then one has euryth-
my – supersensory events become visible in the sensory
world (GA 277, p. 344f.). For each sound of the alphabet a
corresponding gesture is found. Speaking, however, is itself
part of a supersensory, spiritual process. Rudolf Steiner
makes this clear with a simple example: Earlier peoples
apparentlyhadadifferent relationship to thinking.They felt:
“when you think you stretch something out; you feel some-
thing” with your supersensory organisation.
Whenpeople said, “It’s a clear day; the night is dull – in the

‘clear’, that one still findsno resistance to the feelingaround”.
People felt, however, no onlymore or less resistance, but felt
the supersensory gestures. If these were not lamed at the
brain and our other nerves, killed off, so that only the unen-
livened reflection remains, but if these gestures leadone fur-
ther, then speaking arises. Speaking is condensed gesture in
the air. If one inscribes the spiritual gestures still deeper into
the body, into the body of formative forces,5 without the
diversion via concepts or speaking, then one comes to
movements, which are related to the spirit. Nevertheless,
the physical body has to be trained as the lowestmember so
that it doesnothamper gestures full of soul, that the gestures
of the inner human being are able to flow freely.
Consequently Steiner could say that you actually have to

carry thequestion in yourheartwhenyou seeeurythmy,“Are
all these people angels?” – for angels do not possess a min-
eralised, physical body,whichhinders themovements of the
higher members.
On the path of schooling, the pupil of spiritual science

progresses on the levels of thinking, of mental pictures,
Imagination, Inspiration and Intuition, whereas the euryth-
mical artist takes the counter-path, which Steiner sum-
marises in themotto of anthroposophy:
“And, looking for amotto forwhat I have characterised for

youas out of spiritual science, out of anthroposophy as their
true meaning, I have to place the following motto for the
whole of anthroposophy: “The overcoming of the sensual
element through the spirit is the aim of art and knowledge.
Knowledge overcomes the sensory element by resolving it
completely into spirit, the other, that is, art, by transplanti-
ng the sensory element into the spirit” (GA 78, p. 44).
In an introduction to a eurythmy performance, Steiner

mentions this processmorepreciselywith reference to eury-
thmy. According to this, in Intuition we are still one with
what is being formed, on the stageof Inspiration it lies on the
tipof the tongue, andon that of Imagination, facing the enti-
ty, we can fashion it in order to lead it over into the sensory
world. Steiner once said that forhimhewouldprefer that the
eurythmistwould leave their headbehind stage (reportedby
Annemarie Dubach-Donath 1983). What does this mean?
What is meant? From the above account and Steiner’s
description of the systemof nerves and the senses, it is clear
that the concept is a form in which entities can be build up
as far as the concepts of memory with the system of nerves
and the senses. The entity appears in the form of concept or
mental picture. To want to pour this out directly in another
artistic form (e.g., eurythmy) would of course be inartistic,
since the life has disappeared out of the concept. From this
point of view the symphonic poetic creations ofWagner can
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nated with mineral substance. Secondly, the etheric
body, or bodyof formative forces, inwhichpulsate all the
processesof life andgrowth.Thirdly, the soul-body, bear-
er of consciousness, feelings and urges. “Body”must not
be confused with the physical-material but only to be
compared with it; the word here indicates the indepen-
dent, closed existence of human soul-being. Conscious-
ness belongs to the soul-body or astral body; without it
all conscious experiences would sink into forgetfulness.
The principle that saves experiences from oblivion,
memory, belongs to the “I”. The “I” is the fourth human
member.

(5) Under this aspect, theworkof biologist Rupert Sheldrake
is interesting, who published “The Creative Universe”
(1981) [seewww.sheldrake.org].On theotherhand, com-
pare the viewofnatureof Schelling andOken:“Every ani-
mal shows us certain human characteristics in its one-
sideddevelopment.What theamphibianshave,what the
snails have, is also to be found in humans. Every snail,
every amphibian, and so on, physically has something
one-sided. But when you make out of it a whole, the
result is the harmoniously formed human body that
summarises everything that is extended outside. As
Paracelsus says, we find outside in nature alphabetical
letters, and when we put these together, the result is a
word, and this word is the human being…—One has to
recognise the rest of nature out of the human being and
not the human being out of nature… One only needs to
enumerate the characteristics of the human being, and
thenoneunderstands the rest of nature” (GA54, p. 404f.).
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Coming from the heart,
it speaks to the heart

Emilie van der Held, NL-Zeist

Meditation for eurythmists
I seek withinmyself
The working of creative forces,
The life of creative powers.
The powerful weight of earth
Tells me
Through the word of my feet,
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be felt as inartistic when music is used as an illustration of
another art, in that case stage-art.Musicians likeBrahms feel
this and speak of“absolutemusic” needingnothing besides.
So toowith eurythmy. It would be a greatmisunderstanding
if in eurythmy wanted to present thoughts, imaginations,
passages of speech, musical pictures, which already appear
through the respective arts (philosophy, the art of speech,
music).These thingshavealready found their formand from
theredonotneed toappear yet again.This problem is recog-
nised by musicians, when they want to transcribe a piece
written for a particular instrument to another.Themusician
has to keep to the sphere of time composer’s intentions in
order to bring about a meaningful transcription, true to
style.
It is not different for the eurythmist, who hasworked hard

on a poem or a piece of music. Only in this way can Rudolf
Steiner also speak of a choral working together of the arts of
speechandof eurythmy. Eurythmy is not only anexpression
of the spoken word, but the spoken word and eurythmy
appear in tandem and influence each other chorally (GA
277, p. 417). The eurythmist doesn’t fashion movements on
the speechormusic, but it is a choralworking together of the
arts. That means, he/she has to link to the source out of
which the poem or piece of music originates.
Since the viewer is involved inhow the supersensorypass-

es over into the sensory the stage-area of eurythmy can
become a modern public Mystery-area for a new dramatic
art.Thisprocess, howsupersensory eventspassover into the
sensory manifestation, is also continuously to be seen in
growing and burgeoning nature. For this reason Steiner
could also say that, “in eurythmy one should be able to sniff
nature everywhere” (GA 277, p. 415).5

Through the relatedGoetheanism, eurythmyespecially in
DarwinYear can contribute something to a correct thinking
about and feeling for evolution, by revealing to people the
true driving forces of evolution. Alone this understanding
can lead the progressive, ascending movement of our cul-
ture and society into a healing, harmonious future of the
sounding together of feeling perception.

(This revised version is of an essay commissioned for the
Yearbook 2009 of the Gesellschaft für Tanzforschung (GTF)
[Society for Dance Research], under the theme of Spiritual-
ity and Dance.)

(1) This can be shown in a little experiment by holding
before a light source several sheets of transparent paper
as a mediumwhich is dense but transparent.

(2) In 1790 Goethe published his “Attempt to explain the
metamorphosis of plants”. In this undertaking, Goethe
attempts to describe “the laws of transformation”
according towhich the plant produces one part through
another, presenting the most varying forms through
modificationsof a single organ.Withhismanner of com-
parison, Goethe foundedmorphology.

(3) Rudolf Steiner. The Philosophy of Freedom. Bases for a
modern world-conception – results of introspective
observations according to themethodof natural science
(first German edition 1894; first English edition 1916).

(4) Steiner differentiates initially four members of the
human being: the physical body, which is today impreg-



The formingmight of the air
Tells me
Through the singing of my hands,
The force of the light of heaven
Tells me
Through the thinking of my head,
How the world inman
Speaks, sings, thinks.

(Rudolf Steiner)

I would like to describe some thoughts in an aphoristic
manner on thisMeditation, out ofmy 42 years experience in
thework, and in all humility try to explainmy inner struggle
with this endeavour. I write out of my enthusiasm, as a call
and as a concern, How can we carry eurythmy into the
future?
The above theme has concerned me for a long time, and

increasingly so. How can we find answers, when the first
lines sound: “I seek within myself / The working of creative
forces, / The life of creative powers”?
Rudolf Steiner lets us seek in our own inner being, to

become awake and upright in this inner space. How alive is
this inner realm in us, where the creative forces live and
work?
Have I already discovered this inner realm? This is initial-

ly connectedwith our ownpersonal development and eury-
thmical talent.
Howdoes one recognise this creativeworking and life and

how does it work in the etheric element? As far as I can see,
from the etheric penetrated by the creative life and working
comes the real creativity, the process of becoming, of the
future – that is the essence/being of eurythmy. The genera-
tionsof eurythmists beforeushaveworked like architects on
this creative etheric substance. The foundations are there!
Everything is present in the akasha-chronicle.

How are we doing eurythmy today?
This is an enormous theme, because the great human

examples are no longer present in the physical world. We
stand in a completely new situation; much has changed,
everything is open, and I think that this openness will
increase. Ahelplessness canbe felt –what is it all about actu-
ally? Becoming free of traditions? No longer any laws?
Improvise? It is interesting to perceive how everyone is
searching or is resigned. Yet precisely with helplessness,
something “new” can arise.
As far as I can see, things can only progress in our inner-

most being,where the future is to be found, andwhere it has
to go through our personal individuality. Initially it is a lone-
ly path. It is to orientate anew, an orienting in awake, intent
listening; here thenew iswaiting,waiting tobe touched.The
entire creative path of practice is an inner preparation.
I can ask myself the question, for example, before I begin

tomove, Can I openmy inner space? Do I perceive whether
I can listen intently? Is the space really open and receptive?
Does stillness reign or a chaos? Can I experience this as my
centre? Many questions, and there are manymore!
In the inner realm lies the meeting with the creative life

and working; if I can affirm it, then I can enter every move-
ment.
I sense a lightness of the etheric, something surroundsme

like a veil; the movement is then no longer external, it is

enlivened; I am inmyself and ammost awake.
In feeling after the movement (can I actually do this?) –

was themovement right?Do I notice howeurythmyhas tak-
en its course with me? Am I incarnated in the hidden wis-
dom-filled substance of the work? This critical scrutiny
brings the greatest joy or pain of the work.
Ever and again it comes down to persistence, the hard

inner work on the (heart-) consciousness. Everything
requires to be practiced until a transparency comes about
and a full ether substance can grow the links again with the
space that streams around me. Thereby a deeply human
mutual connection arises, a kind of protection, an uncon-
strained enclosing substance. This light of consciousness
wouldalso streamthrough the instrument as if frombehind.
Through this opening in the back-space the gestalt acquires
a greater expression.Work on themost inward intent listen-
ing of the soul has also to be practised; there is the work-
room. In this “I seek within myself” we find the source and
the fruit at the same time, since there life-strengthand solid-
ity arise.
“Tells me” is heard further on in the Meditation. It comes

as if from outside, the cosmic qualities penetrate my con-
sciousness and technical work becomes spiritualised – out-
er and inner things find each other; here new things arise.
I stand in a spiritual space; it is there!Without this space it

is not yet eurythmy.
The movement acquire a power to say something, a pre-

cise characterisation, honestly carriedout; everything is cor-
rect and order is created.
Practise the primal phenomena in eurythmy, they are so

rich and the never change themselves. They are not thought
out formulae.
It is exactly the same in music. One has first to “submit”

oneself to the composition; gradually one’s own work
emerges. I become progressively freer, and somy own work
of art comes about, having gone throughmany processes. It
forms me as a human being. I have learnt something from
the piece!
“The force of the light of heaven”, that sounds further on

in theMeditation, can be the working which proceeds from
this.We can compare the words from theMichael-Imagina-
tion: “The word of light in the cosmic age of Spirit-Man”
(Christ).
This is the cosmic substance of love that can arise out of a

correct preparation – where the eternal, the cosmic love,
works onand through the gestalt:Where it speaks in the feet,
the hands sing, and in the thinking of the head.
That is the homeland of eurythmy. That is the deep long-

ing of the human being for the spirit; on this path we are
helped and we are tested.
Eurythmyallowsus experience in the cosmic gestures, the

highest in the innermost realm of the soul. Here initially for
short moments I can experience it. Rudolf Steiner’s work
intends that thehumanbeing can findhisway in freedom to
the spirit. The meditation for eurythmists: “I seek within
myself” is then like a new birth in the deepest ground of the
soul.
– The divineWord resounds like a Sun and transfigures all

Being in the innermost heart (cf., Soul Calendar;Week 38).
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“Shining light lay over the land”
Further training in therapeutic speech practice in
Helsinki

Gabriela Swierczynska, CH-Gempen

Already for the second time a number of speech-formation
artists met for a further training in art-therapy in the far
north. This initiative arose within a course after the gradua-
tionof the therapeutic year 2006at theDoraGutbrod-Schule
in Dornach. Themeetings were to take place in an irregular
sequence always in one of the countries of the course par-
ticipants and should present an attractivemixture of further
training and holidays. Through the concrete invitation of
Dorthe Rosendahl to come to Tversted, Denmark, last year
the beginningwith a course addressing the various forms of
illnesses causes by fear. Under the mentorship of the tutor
for therapeutic speech practice Dietrich von Bonin, his
morning lectures were supplemented with individual case-
studies from the participants. These reports from the prac-
tice were arranged according to the working-principle of
therapeutic speech practice, such as diagnostics according
to stance, breathing, voice, thinking, speech perception,
according to aims of therapy, practice sequences, course of
therapy and a final decision.
The presence of Yvonne Dunderfelt from Finland, her

report and that of Dorthe to the Nordic Speech-Formation
Group raised an interest amongst them to connect their
annual meeting 2008 with the therapeutic speech impulse.
So the further training this summer on the theme of depres-
sion took place at the Snellman-Hochschule in Helsinki.1

Over the land lay shining light
Situated on one of themany delightful bays of the sea, the

Snellman-Hochschule contains theWaldorf Seminary with
a state-recogniseddiploma, aswell as thebasic artistic train-
ing in speech formation. An organically formedmain build-
ing built in an “organic” style (the former mansion of the
founder), with the small sauna house blackened by smoke
whichextends to the sea, andanadjoiningbuilding for crafts
are loosely arranged over the natural park-like campus. The
transition flows gradually into a light forest. Granite rocks
form the landscape.
As the speech artist and tutor Eila Väisänen reports,

through state-funding one study-course can help the other.
Encouraging student numbers confirm the work achieved
throughmany years.

Depression
Not just out of the blue, we connect this year with the

theme of depression to the already established illnesses
causedby anxiety, becausebothoften appear combined.We
all knowat least oneperson in our surroundingswho suffers
from depression. Nearly every fifth young person goes bio-
graphically through a depressive period; 1% of the popula-
tionbecome really ill.The reactive depressionoften appears
after strokes of destiny, crises in life. Many mothers know
post-natal depression, that is, directly after giving birth.
Around 50% of those seriously ill attempt to take their life;
15% die from their own hand. Markus Treichler2 brings the
dominating life-feeling of those concerned in following pic-
ture:

“With the healthy person the solar ego stands high in the
heavens.Withdepressivesthesunoftheegostandsjustoverthe
horizon casting long shadows over the landscape of the soul.”

The symptoms are liberally dispersed over all levels; the
following list is not complete:
Physical body: disturbed feeling for the body, headaches,
functional heart problems, tingling in the limbs, pale grey
skin, shallowbreathing, loss ofweight or gain, lack of bod-
ily hygiene.

Etheric body: tired, loss of energy, feeling of heaviness, loss
of appetite, constipation.

Astral body: slowing down, reduction ofmovement, depres-
sions, loss of feeling, social isolation, soul constipation,
loss of speech, soft monotone voice, feelings of guilt,
repressed aggression.

Ego-level: passivity, inability to make decisions, self-preoc-
cupation, hopelessness,weakness of concentration, com-
pulsive thoughts, feeling of self-worth fixed on the past,
inability to work, worthlessness, suicidal tendencies.

Thediagnosis ofmainstreammedicine is oftenanadditive
collection of symptoms: if 7 of 10 criteria is fulfilled, then a
diagnosis is made. The illness is regarded from the bio-psy-
cho-social dimension; the spiritual level is missing.
Neuro-biologists speak of what they call “time-win-

dows”—that which was not established at a certain time in
childhood ismissing; the person is damaged for their whole
life. A hyper-kinetic disturbance in childhood can often be
followedbyanoppositional stubborn social disturbance. An
anti-social personal disturbance, a disturbed personality,
would often lead to fear, stress and an abuse of substances.
Negative inner thought-models can lead to cognitive dis-

tortions and to social retreat.Various degrees of severity can
be present from dysthymen disturbance (lack of courage),
through light and middle-severe depressive disturbance,
right up to serious disturbance with the danger of tenden-
cies to self-harm.

What does anthroposophical medicine add towards an
understanding of body, soul and spirit? We receive an edu-
cation from outside from parents, teachers, fellow human
beings, through life itself. Illnesses we have gone through
prepare the body in such away that the individual spirit can
better lay hold of it. The body as instrument of the soul does
not only contain pre-birth intentions, not only the past. The
futureworks into it—“aims as sources” in the sense of a des-
tiny-forming power coming from the future. Rudolf Steiner
looks or sources of mental illness in the body, in the instru-
ment. On 9 January 1924, he gave3 a directing verse to the
young doctors:

Schau in deiner Seele Leuchtekraft.
Fühl‘ in deinem Körper Schweremacht.
In der Leuchtekraft strahlet Geistes-Ich.
In der Schweremacht kraftet Gottes-Geist.
Doch darf nicht Leuchtekraft ergreifen Schweremacht (*)
UndauchnichtSchweremachtdurchdringenLeuchtekraft. (°)
Denn fasset Leuchtekraft die Schweremacht (*)
Und dringet Schweremacht in Leuchtekraft (°)
So binden inWelten-Irre Seele und Körper
InVerderbnis sich.
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[Behold in your soul the power of light.
Feel in your body the power of gravity.
In the power of shining light there rays Spirit-‘I’.
In the power of gravity there strongly lives divine Spirit.
Yet the shining power of light may not lay hold of the power
of gravity (*)
And the power of gravity may also not penetrate the power
of shining light. (°)
For if the power of shining light lays hold of the power of
gravity (*)
And if thepowerof gravity penetrates into thepowerof shin-
ing light (°)
Then soul and body are bound into universal confusion,
Into destruction.]

The first four lines describe the condition of health, the
fifth and the seventh (*) the process of somatising. The sixth
andeighth line (°) canbe readas adescriptionofdepression.
In the first lecture-course for doctors (GA 312), Rudolf

Steiner describes the activities of the organs in relationship
to the stream of nourishment. In short, it is the task of heart
and lungs to etherise this stream, of the kidneys to astralise
it, and of the liver to imbue it with ego-forces.With depres-
sives, the astralised substance in the following step is not
able fully serve thebuilding-upof thebodyby the liver; it still
has to be penetrated by the ‘I’. The liver gets used to a disor-
derly working in of the astral body. Substance that is not ful-
ly humanized pushes into the soul-element.With a form of
hysterical digestionof experiences, in the above-mentioned
manner (for example, after losses, break-ups of loving rela-
tionships), “the power of gravity penetrates the power of
shining light”.
It occurs not infrequently, that the relationships of the

depressive (partner, family, therapist) lead todependencies:
those involved should inall cases retain their role given them
by the depressive.This, what is called“secondary gain of the
illness”, however, leads not infrequently to a chronic degree
of suffering.Thedepression, too, often leaves its signature in
a periodicity: worse in themornings, better in the evenings.
Amorewell-known rhythmof this illness is bi-polarman-

ic-depressive disturbance. The manic-driven Luciferic-
seeming phase lasts, for example, 3-4 weeks, perhaps fol-
lowed by a normal phase till the pendulum swings over, or
down to the depressive period, which bears more an Ahri-
manic character.
Classically, the 30-50 age-group suffer this formof depres-

sive illness. The depression of older people has more obvi-
ous organic causes.
The soul-capacity to suffer of the astral body is immea-

surable.What can the human ‘I’ do in actively dealing with
the ever-recurring scourge of this illness? From time to time
it can say, “No, I will no longer suffer!” The strong spirit can
change this to “I suffer!” Can he/she say “yes” to the illness
and studyexactlywhat is happening tohim/herself? Suchan
ego-deed would carry the seal of self-knowledge of the
anthroposophical path of schooling. Rudolf Steiner advises
in relation to the sober recognition of oneself, even an“Ahri-
manic cold-bloodedness” 4 towards one’s astral body.
What karmic effects candepressionhave on a subsequent

auf incarnation? In a positive case the soul is deepened
through a ripened power to suffer. Essential and inessential
things can be better distinguished in a subsequent life. In a

negative case, through lack of interest and inability to ques-
tion beyond oneself,5 one possibly brings in a subsequent
incarnationmore dulled organs [of perception] towards the
world, which through renewed, though transformed suffer-
ing give a new possibility to open to the world.

Shining light lay over the land6
This simple speech-exercise, spoken softly in standing,

together with the arms held above, open to the side and led
downwards, shows the possibility gently to approach with
pictorial language and movements the inner space of an
imprisoned person. EU E E 1 A Ü E E A [the German vowels
of the exercise] gently lead the speaker from the space above
of light and lightness down into that which is resting, sure
and firm. The words spoken in reverse order “Über dem
Land lag leuchtendes Licht”, contains in itself a turning
upwards. An initial rhythmicbringing-into-movement takes
place through this objective and at the same time poetic
description. Through this the kernel quality of therapeutic
speech practice is activated; forming and finding direction
through theobjectivity of speechand its spiritual laws.Who-
ever lives imprisoned, as in this case the depressive person,
in a slavish self-centredness and at the same time in a noth-
ingness, that is not-‘I’, learns with help for some time to see
beyond his own suffering.

Therapeutic principles in treating a depressive
person
How can a biographical event, which on the one hand

leads to an inner fall, andon theotherhand leads to thewish
to dissolve oneself outwardly, be brought into a “breathing”
dialogue with therapeutic speech? Speech is fashioned out-
breathing.Thework in the fieldof the rhythmic system leads
tophysiological effects of thewholeorganism.The threefold
human being is ordered anew and the three interpenetrat-
ing systems (nerves and senses, rhythmic system, digestion
and the will) are consolidated in their ownmanner.

– General motives: These are stimulating and harmonising.
With sympathetic authority the therapist leads in alterna-
tion certain practice sequences.

–Thebreathingof speech: Sadness, suffering and stress sup-
press para-sympathetic part in the vegetative nerve-sys-
tem. Metrically-fashioned speech leads via the breathing
and the pulse to physiological counter-effects on the
whole organism. (Rhythmical speaking aloud and walk-
ing, e.g., of the hexameter, allows the breath to pour out, a
complete breathing out allows the wished-for deepening
andextensionof thebreathing; the therapeutic formof the
exercise “In den unermesslich weiten Räumen” is used to
treat disturbances in sleep-patterns.)

– Exercises with sounds of speech: Exercises for articulation
or dexterity, full of wisdom, lead into aworld that is await-
ing discovery, full of different qualities and atmospheres.
Beyond the dry intellect they appeal to playful discovery.
Sound-sequence trains the speech apparatus withmean-
ing.

– Exercises of voice placement: Beyond everything else the
human voice (Stimme) mirrors how a person is tuned
(“Gestimmt-Sein”), somebody’s mood (Stimmung). Soft
and held back, it makes expression and listening difficult
for the depressive person. Who would not want to speak
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RosendahlDK, Gabriela Swierczynska CH, EilaVäisanen
FIN.

2. Dr Markus Treichler; head doctor of the department for
Psychosomatic Medicine, Art Therapy und Eurythmy
Threapy in the Filderklinik near Stuttgart DE; diverse
publications.

3. Rudolf Steiner. Lecutre-course to youngdoctors.GA316.
4. Thomas Meyer, postscript in Mabel Collins, Licht auf

demWeg, Perseus-Verlag; Rudolf Steiner, GA191, lecture
2 November 1919.

5. Rudolf Steiner. KarmicRelationships,Vol. II, lecture 4, 24
February 1924.

6. Unfortunately, it is unknown tomewhooriginally devel-
oped the exercise. Does anyone know?

7. Dietrich von Bonin. Materialien zur Therapeutischen
Sprachgestaltung. Persephone-Reihe.

Joseph Matthias Hauer (1883–1959)
pioneer of a spiritual understanding of music
Thoughts on the 50th anniversary of his death
22 October, 2009

Johannes Greiner. CH-Dornach

Decline in the 20th century
The 20th century is the age in which everything sublime,

everything which was previously venerated, everything
sacredandall ideals aredragged through thedirt.Howmuch
the human being is capable of for-
getting his humanity and that of oth-
ers was shown by the deeds carried
out during the Second World War.
The world was thoroughly de-robed
of all heavenly splendour. A sobriety
entered. Even the artificial myths of
the media-world surrounding film-
stars and pop-singers proved to be
deceptive pictures, even when many desperate people in
falling graspedat them, trying to find somethingon towhich
tohold. Illusioneverywhere!Unless fromthe innermostpart
of the human being there grows a light which gives sense to
what is experienced, and to one’s own activities, then the
world remains cold and antagonistic. Of the humanbeing—
once the heir of the gods—there remains an ape, a common
animal or [alternatively] a machine, if we do not find a new
sensewithwhichwe can illuminate theworld.This new life-
sense has to lead us to the gods; it has to raise our gaze in
such a way that we are able again to revere, that we can look
aloft again. Through this we can gain the certainty that we
are not animals, even though the business world wants to
makeus such, and thatwearenotmachines, even thoughwe
have constantly to work with them.
The C20th is also the time in which the divine origin or

music was negated with a vehemence never experienced
before. Everything was done to forget this origin. Music was
used for purposes of propaganda, to glorify one’s own ego,
and to make a lot of money. The forgetting of the supersen-
sible origin ofmusic is shown right into the theory ofmusic.
Attention is onlydirected to the aspect of acousticnoise.The
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withhis/her ownvoice? (Support canbe foundwith E (eh)
and I (ee): “Ichwehre dir denWeg, ichwehre dir den Steg”
led with rods in pairs in the E-meeting; a consolidation of
the voice contributes to a healthy boundary with the
world).

– Work with the basic gestures: The patient is met where
he/she is. They live in the exaggerated basic gesture of
“holding-on-to-myself”; on the other hand, they want to
hold the sensory world away from themselves; they are
fleeing fromtheir actual ego-task.Howdes ahealthyhold-
ing-on-to-oneself look?Howcan sympathyundantipathy
be developed? (Body-work on the upright posture in
standing, in sitting; one’s own body is felt and laid hold of;
the gestures are experienced as expressing the relation-
ship of myself and the world; wrestling practiced as dia-
logue; throwing robs or balls quite objectively mirror the
impulses of the sleeping will-man.)

– Questions of temperament:What do we experience out of
the anamnesis? Can the patient become angry or, as in
many cases, is he/she a hidden choleric? (A gentle freeing,
e.g., through the exercise provoking anger and calming
down, “Du zweifelst? Du zürnest? Du zerreissest zornig? –
Zweifle nicht, zürne nicht, zerreisse nicht zornig” or with
“Ketzer petzten jetzt”.) On this, see the most interesting
research work of the therapeutic pioneer Hilde Jordi.7

–Artisticworkwith texts: (dependingon the state and sever-
ity of the illness.) Poetic pictorial contents are thought
through and felt through, from factual descriptions of
nature, via dramatic presentations of characters to the
speaking of prayers ormantra. New thought-contents are
made one’s own, in that the language of the verses is first
translated into one’s own words. Sentence structures are
factually followed and analysed in order to strengthen the
power of concentration. The development of a dramatic
event is explored as a conception, instead of suffering it as
a tragic chaos. The ability to identify with strange charac-
ters is schooled. The structural content of speech in gen-
eral penetrates andcorrects theego-filled speaker, impart-
ing health at all levels.

Review
It is not possible to pass on the abundance of suggestions

from this summer’s further-training in the far north. Report-
ed in detail and practiced together and on each other, the
thoughts andevaluations of theparticipating therapists and
educators strengthened the tools for the variouspossibilities
to employ speech formation in education, therapy and pre-
ventive medicine. An improvised artistic evening of recita-
tion, spoken in various tongues, allowed us to hear some-
thing of the abundance and variety of the European cosmos
of languages. Concert contributions with piano, a song
recital accompanied with guitar, brought in the sister arts.
Trips into the Finnish landscape gave impressive impres-
sions of a strong, elemental beauty, surrounded by living
clarity, for über dem Land lag leuchtendes Licht.

Endnotes:
1. Participants:Dietrich vonBoninCH,TheresBrennerCH,

Bernard Buegerde NOR, Yvonne Dunderfelt FIN, Oliver
Ifill F1N,AndreaKlapprothCH,KnudArildMelboeNOR,
Helena Pihlsström FIN, Kirsti Pohjasniemi FIN, Dorthe



threefold human gestalt of spirit, soul and body, corre-
sponds in music to the tonal essence, the mantle of sonori-
ty and the body of acoustic sound.1 The tonal essence is the
actual musical element; what of music is inwardly experi-
enced andwhat a composer inwardly hears before it is audi-
bly realised. The mantle of sonority contains the feelings
which the musician gives to the work as it is realised in the
audible world, and which the music-lover can recreate in
experience. The body of acoustic sound, the audible experi-
ence that can be picked upwithmicrophones, is the body in
the audible world. One can hear a piece of music purely
inwardly.2 In which case it does not possess an acoustic
body; atmost an imagined one.This shows that the acoustic
body is not absolutely necessary for the musical element. It
is but themediator when earthly ears want to hear the actu-
almusical element. Everythingof soul and spirit fell through
the fingers of the music theorists; only the physical aspect
remained – acoustics: oscillations of the air and stimuli of
the auditory nerves.

Reflection of the crisis concerning the image of
the human being in our culture
In the observations about music there is shown a faithful

reflection of the sad event that in the C20th the higher
humanbeing inmandisappeared fromview.Materialism, it
is true, had worked for centuries towards a forgetting of a
spiritual dimension of the human being, but the closeness
of the human being to the ape remained as a thought. Only
during the hellish deeds in the concentration camps of
WorldWar IIwere they lived, and through this realised. Itwas
made true that man is an animal. A new, terrible image of
man was not only conceived but lived and became deed.
In the same way as the human soul and spirit was lost, so

was theunderstanding for tonal essence andmantle of soul.
Themanycomposersworking afterWorldWar IIwho turned
only to what sounds in music, composed the image of man
that had remained. Cultural creating and image of man
belong together. Spiritual art is not possible without a spiri-
tual understanding of man’s being.
It does not help only to mourn the death of culture in the

C20th. It is also not helpful nostalgically to long for the past
when theworldwas still whole, of a Bach or aMozart, and to
curse everything contemporary. When everything is dead,
then all possibilities are open again. A new era of art can
begin.We are free to create a new culture.
The new culture does not simply arrive, it does not just

develop, alsonot something that canbe left to the collective,
general public. If the individual does nothing, then nothing
will happen. It seems tome that everything lies in the hands
of the individual, not only in his hands but especially in his
will. In earlier ages inspirations fell like rain from the gods
down tohumankind. People forgot the gods; the rain ceased.
If we do not strain ourselves towards the gods again—which
means schoolingone’s ownbeing—thenwewill only receive
intellectual games of a Marcel Duchamp, or the eruptions
out of the tummy of a Jackson Pollok. These are stones, not
bread.The new culturewill only come aboutwhen the artist
wins through in an energetic schooling of the self to find
again the path to the spiritual world, the path to the gods.
The path of schooling is the basis of all new art, not brain-
waves neither impressive velocity of the fingers [virtuosity].

J.M. Hauer
Shining examples from the past can become leading stars

for the future. This does not mean to flee from the present-
day cold into past times, but one can learn much from the
great ones of the past about the tasks of the future. For this
reason, I would like to turn to the musical conceptions of
J.M. Hauer (1883–1959).What he thought about the essence
of music can for many centuries still be a leading star. As
hardly any other composer of the first half of the C20th, he
was conscious of the spiritual dimension of music. His the-
oretical works stand like a last rebellion against the
approaching darkness at the beginning of the century. He
was hardly noticed. Till today, many musicians have never
heard of him. History did take another turn; he remained a
lonely voice in thewilderness.His call couldbe summarised:
In the growingworld of noise, do not forget the spiritual ori-
gin of music!
It is not astonishing that Rudolf Steiner became aware of

Hauer, followed his work and in a sympathetic manner rec-
ommended to the participants of the lecture-course on
music eurythmy3 that they concern themselves with the
musician, composer and musicologist Josef Matthias
Hauer.4 He even sent anthroposophical musicians as
“apprentices” to Hauer.4 Rudolf Steiner, who always pro-
claimed—do not forget the spiritual human being, but re-
find him through the new science of the spirit!—probably
saw in Hauer a fellow-fighter. He could link to him.
Hauer’s view of music: “VomWesen des Musikalischen—

The essence of the musical element” to “Deutung des
Melos—The interpretation of melos” and its realisation
“Vom Melos zur Pauke—From melos to the timpani”. He
records his thoughts on the musical element in his three
mainworks:6“VomWesendesMusikalischen” (1920),7“Deu-
tung desMelos” (1923)8 and“VomMelos zur Pauke” (1925).9

The titles of these works also stand for his development; he
searched for the deepest essence of music (Wesen des
Musikalischen) and found on his search the spiritual
strength of the intervals. These link the individual notes and
thereby can call forth experiences that cannot be physically
fixedbutonlybe inwardly, spiritually experienced.He recog-
nised this spiritual power as melos. Whether one can cor-
rectly interpret melos which can only be experienced spiri-
tually, shows, according to Hauer, the musicality of the per-
son (Deutung desMelos). If the person is able to lift himself
into the sphere ofmelos, then he can gain inspirations there
to be realised in a concrete composition and a concrete
interpretation. ForHauer, themost earthly instrument is the
timpani, since they produce almost only noise, hardly
pitched tones. All music-making takes place in the field of
tension between spiritual melos-inspiration and earthly
noise-like sonority (VomMelos zur Pauke).

J. M. Hauer – memorial stone
For Hauer’s understanding of music, it was obvious that

the origin of themusical element lies in the spirit, and is also
laidholdof through thehumanspirit.To composeandmake
music means to lead the spiritual to the earth and to help it
come to birth in the sensory world. A musician not con-
sciousof the spiritual originofmusic doesnot knowwhathe
is doing. He works blind and without consciousness of his
greatworld-connecting task.Togiveback this consciousness
to modern man was Hauer’s concern. To care for the con-
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nection between the spiritual and the sensory world was in
earlier times the task of the priests, medicine man and
shamans. This priestly aspect of connecting the worlds
Hauer brings again into music, after music had served oth-
er aims for centuries. It was used as a personal expression,
for political propaganda, for demonstrations of power by
the Church, and all kinds of things. Now through a new con-
sciousness, the origin of the musical element in music
should be given back its ancient dignity.With this, its earlier
task, the forming of a bridge between the earthly and heav-
enly worlds, could be taken up again.
Hauer can be seen as a real pioneer of a spiritual under-

standing of music, a concept of music, which assumes a
spiritual image of man. Consequently Rudolf Steiner, who
fought for a spiritual understanding of man, pointed
emphatically towards Hauer’s views onmusic.
Even50yearsafterHauer’sdeath, theconcern tomakecon-

scious the spirit in man and in music has lost nothing of its
urgency. On the contrary, faced with the increase of sound
consumerism in the age of i-pod, i-phone, mp3-player & co.,
it seemsmore necessary than ever that the mission of music
becomes again conscious. A continuous sound backdrop in
the age of consumerism, or consciously crossing bridges to
thespiritualworld–what forusshouldmusicbe in the future?

Biography as Colour, Sound and Gesture
Summer Academie in der Pfalz, led by Jan Ranck
& Arie Ben-David, Israel

Sabine Brüggemann, DE-Berlin

In July 2008 twenty-two teachers, curative teachers, euryth-
mists, mothers and other “artists of life” met in Neustadt on
the Weinstraße. Katharina Knipping, a eurythmist from
there, had organised this conference. During her eight years
working in Jerusalemshemet JanRanck andArieBen-David
and their work in Israel and learnt to value it. Jan Ranck,
founder of the Eurythmy Academy in Jerusalem, teacher of
eurythmy at the Waldorf-Teacher Training at David Yellin
Teacher College and artistic director of the Eurythmy
Ensemble Jerusalem worked eurythmically with the partic-
ipants. Arie Ben-David, artist, painter, co-founder and tutor
at theWaldorf-Teacher Training in Jerusalem, took over the
studies on the conference theme and also the artistic paint-
ing course.
In the seminar course we concerned ourselves in exciting

discussionswith the soul-activities thinking, feeling andwill
and their transformation into Imagination, Inspiration and

Intuition.The focuswas the thoughts, observations andcon-
crete life-experiences of the participants, and exercises in
these areas.
In speech eurythmy we practised the qualities of move-

mentof theHebrew languageand inobservingRudolf Stein-
er’s eurythmy figures. Jan Ranck knew how to introduce in
masterly fashion the eurythmical gestures for the colours in
the triad of movement, feeling and character of the figures
and to awake-experiences which in painting were then
deepened throughmovement.
Arie Ben-David allowed the participants to experience

what it can mean when “the paintbrush begins to lead the
hand”. Attentionwas awake to the process, and a playful use
of paint and form began.Whoever persevered could experi-
encewithastonishmenthowconceptual patternsweakened
and a finer soul-breathing in using colours awoke. Aston-
ished and smiling, certain participants in this conference
experienced quite often how they observed the forms and
play of colour in the sky. An external picture, which goes
beautifully to show the lift that this conference effected. On
the basis of these experiences, the experience of the euryth-
my figures in their threefold colours could lead later into
meditative exercises.

1. This triune differentiation is an insight of Hermann
Pfrogner, [taken up by] Friedrich Oberkogler and espe-
cially Heiner Ruland.

2. One thinks of composers who in later years were almost
completely deaf, such as Beethoven and Smetana, who
nevertheless released splendidworks and could [contin-
ue to] compose.

3. Rudolf Steiner. Eurythmy as Visible Singing. GA 278.
Stourbridge1998, obtainable fromeurythmy.wm@ukon-
line.co.uk.

4. Hauer is reveredmore than any other by Steiner in Eury-
thmy as Visible Singing. Alongside the fact that the dis-
cussion on him takes up relatively much space (lecture
5), I think he is connected to many other comments in
these lectures, though this is not directly said, e.g., with
the contrast of themelodic and chordal (time and space
in music, or life and death), with the T A O-meditation,
with the vowel-note correspondence, and with the con-
cept of melos as used by Steiner in these lectures.

5. See: Das Goetheanum, Wochenschrift für Anthroposo-
phie und Dreigliederung, 10 Dec. 1933.

6. Moreover, Hauer published amongst numerous essays,
two writings: Über die Klangfarbe,Wien 1918 (the most
important matters flowed into his book VomWesen des
Musikalischen) and twelve-note technique, Die Lehre
von denTropen,Wien 1926.

7. J.M.Hauer: VomWesendesMusikalischen. Leipzig-Wien
1920.

8. J.M. Hauer: Deutung des Melos. Leipzig-Wien-Zürich
1923.

9. J.M. Hauer: VomMelos zur Pauke.Wien-NewYork 1925.
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In music eurythmy we worked on the vowel-correspon-
dences as thekey to theeurythmical point of departure.Here
too Jan Ranck knew how to lead the participants on the one
hand into a complex series of exercises, as well as in the
most elementary exercises to allow room for amood to grow
for the essence of eurythmy.
A report on the anthroposophical work in Israel opened

the round-dance of evening events, whichwas followedby a
moving and virtuoso recital by the Israeli pianist Michael
Zelewinsky.The eurythmyperformance in themiddle of the
week formed without question the climax of the evening
events. Jan Ranck especially impressed the audience with
her strong, sculptural-eurythmical language of gesture,
which was especially apparent with poems in Hebrew. A
splendid contrast was her enchanting interpretation of
Debussy’s “Clair de lune”. Eurythmists Annemarie von
Andrian and Katharina Knipping supplemented the pro-
gramme,withMichael Zelewinsky at the piano andArie Ben
David as speaker.The evening events continuedwith a show
of pictures showing the history of art and the development
of consciousness. The evening on the theme “Children’s
drawings—whatdo they tell us?” stimulated theparticipants
to practise observing.With the theme of “Social Initiative as
aPathof Initiation” the eveningmeetings endedwith a stim-
ulating exchange of experiences of the participants and
guests from the Anthroposophical Society in Neustadt.
Although the conference language was German, there

appeared ever and again amusingmixtures of Hebrew, Ger-
man and English, which demanded an awake searchmove-
ment amongst the participants, releasing an intuitive
“understanding between the lines”. For even more than its
enriching content the real value of this conference was
shown in the possibility to follow processes at many levels,
in inner activity to produce references and especially to
experienceoneself as apractisinghumanbeing. For thepar-
ticipants thiswas adeeply felt encouragement,whichhope-
fully will experience a sequel.

World Premiere
A new staging of the “Foundation-Stone Verse”

Michael Mehta, London

On Sunday 27 July, guests, friends andmembers of the Bot-
tonVillage Camphill Community were privileged to witness
a “world premiere” of a new staging of the eurythmy chore-
ography for Rudolf Steiner’s Foundation-StoneVerse.
The work was taken up following a conference on the

Foundation Stone held at the Goetheanum in Easter 2007.
Whilst attending the Conference, eurythmy and stage light-
ing designer JohnWatson was struck by the difficulty of the
current staging where the eurythmists who entering from
the centre back of the stage have to emerge sideways out of
darkness. Having pondered over the dilemma, John created
a model that would allow the eurythmists to appear out of
light using silk curtains that could be back lit. John was able
to share both his model and his thoughts with a number of
conference participants in informal discussions and met
with considerable enthusiasm and support. On returning to

Britain, John set about raising the funds to enable this vision
to be realised. Thus it was that the new staging was present-
ed, in conjunctionwith a groupofnine eurythmycolleagues
from theMidlands and North of England.
From the audience, one sees a stage surrounded by fine

white silk (in fact two layers at the side and three to the rear).
The stage and the silks are bathed in a glowof colour. Exper-
imentation led to the decision to adopt the use of LED (light
emitting diode) light-sources, supplemented where neces-
sary with more conventional stage lights. The light gains an
amazing translucence and seems imbued with life. Indeed,
the light itself nowenters into theprocess andenhances and
modifies the existing choreography. This is especially so in
the silent forms of the prelude andpostlude to the first three
stanzas and the transition to the fourth stanza of the Verse.
The light veritably “eurythmises” in amanner not previous-
ly experienced by the present writer.
During the silent eurythmy prelude following the entry of

the centre front and four side figures, the light at the back of
the stage intensifies and the central figure emerges in light.
Similarly at the end of the silent eurythmypostlude the cen-
tral and front figure once again “vanish into light”.We know
that the rear half of the stage (as viewed from the audience)
represents the spiritual realm; it was heart-warming to see
how this world of light could be represented so beautifully
on stage.With the transition to the final stanza, once again
the light came into its ownas it slowlymetamorphosed from
a delicate rose through blue into yellow, before the entry of
the eurythmists from either side.
Another“first”was the eurythmy itself; here performedby

a new group of eurythmists, mostly from central and north-
ern England. Also inspired by the Easter Conference, this
new group has been studying the Foundation Stone and
working on the choreography together.Mentoring and sup-
port was given by Melissa Harwood, who was a participant
in the original staging in English under the guidance of Bar-
bara Beedham. The background study clearly showed itself
in the degree of penetration of the choreography which
came to life with humble reverence. The group will contin-
ue further, and I am sure that the fruits of their eurythmical
work together will continue to ripen and bear fruit.
The staging itself has been created so as to be flexible and

can accommodate most medium-to-large stages in Britain
andEurope. It is intended that groupsworkingwith theVerse
could arrange to use this staging, and perhaps this will
inspire others to create their own similar staging. Further
showingswill take place in the autumn at the Pennine Cam-
phill Community 1 November (Northern members and
friends meeting) and at Rudolf Steiner House on April 2009
with other venues in the UK. There has also been an invita-
tion to take it to Dornach for the 2010 Foundation Stone
Conference where it will be performed in the Carpenters’
Workshop; this was where the very first eurythmy perfor-
mance of the Foundation Stone was given in 1924.

For further information or if you would like to contribute,
please contact JohnWatson +44-1773 71 21 30

john@light-design-ed.demon.co.uk

Pictures and reports can be seen on
www.light-design-ed.demon.co.uk
click on foundation stone buttons
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Polarity and Musicality in Russian
Speech and Eurythmy

Marina Sevastyanik, RU-St. Petersburg

The second conference on “Polarity and Musicality in Russ-
ianSpeechandEurythmy” tookplace from12–14September
2008 in St Petersburg, Russia. This conference was preceded
byoneof the samename from16–18March2007 inDornach.
Eurythmists and others interested in eurythmy came to St

Petersburg, fromRussia, theUkraine, fromSwedenandNor-
way. A “master-class” was led by Elisabeth Reyman von
Sivers.* In these three days she presented work on Russian
eurythmy according to Rudolf Steiner’s indications.
Eurythmists fromSt Petersburg helped the running of this

conference. Since 2001 they met regularly with Elisabeth
Reyman von Sivers and worked on the questions of Russian
eurythmy. The eurythmist Tatiana Kisseleff worked often
with Rudolf Steiner on questions of eurythmy in Russian.
Elisabeth Reyman von Sivers received fromTatianaKisseleff
decisive things for the work on Russian eurythmy and so it
is greatly significant that the work can be continued.
Rudolf Steiner called eurythmy “visible speech” and “visi-

ble singing”. His wife, Marie Steiner von Sivers worked a lot
with the rhythms in Russian poetry, with the Russian lan-
guage in general. She stressed themusicality of the language.
Rudolf Steiner pointed to a polarity as something character-
istic ofRussian.Almost all the consonants canbe spoken soft
or hard. In her memoires Tatiana Kisseleff describes how
Rudolf Steiner advisedhow to fashion thesequalities euryth-
my. She spoke of the necessity to experience consciously the
middle between these polarities, giving a feeling of balance
and security. In the vowel-gestures and the transitions
between hard and soft consonants one can find the middle.
The consonants are formed in such a way that the hard con-
sonants are taken form the right side towards oneself, and
onegives thesoft consonants fromthe left side into thespace.
For the participants it was significant that they were able

to experience Russian eurythmy from a Russian speaker.
The participants had the possibility to show eurythmical
work on Russian poems and to be corrected, with the rec-
ommendations and insights of ElisabethReymanvonSivers.
To bring the faculties into balance is a necessity for mod-

ern people. Eurythmy is a help to achieve this. The middle
becomes visible through eurythmy.
Elisabeth Reyman von Sivers said, that one can give Russ-

ian eurythmy to people of different ages.With children you
work through pictures and play. Older people can receive
new life-forces through this art.Themost important thing is
always to link the right and left space through themiddle.
The participants hope that this conference will not be the

last and that after working through the recommendations
such ameeting can be carried through again.
* Elisabeth Reyman von Sivers, niece of Maria Steiner von

Sivers, learnt eurythmy and Russian eurythmy with Tatiana
Kisseleff and for years worked in the stage-group at the
Goetheanumand inMunich. She passed on herwork-experi-
ences tothenextgenerationsbygivingcourses invariouscities
of Europe: Berlin, Helsinki, St Petersburg, and elsewhere.

Organisation and information:
Olga Rosanova Tel. +7 (812) 235 68 82

Marina Sevastyanik E-mail: sevmari@rambler.ru
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I amapilgrim –project of the humanbeing
Reflections on the exhibition of pictures by Marc
Dimmig and two eurythmy performances in
Kloster Chorin, Brandenburg

Ursula Steinke, DE-Berlin

The artistic creating of the modern human being is to allow
his/her specific means a voice, to serve it, to listen intently
to it and tohelp it to achieve formandexpression.The imag-
ination of a contemporary person is to see a finished work
back to themovement of its beginning andonwards into the
expression of its future.

This took place with a sequence of twelve portrait paint-
ingsof theartistMarcDimmig.Theyall keep tovarious tones
of grey / off-white /white / verydarkblack / lightenedblack.
In the programme-booklet Dimmig notes: “The increasing
painterly division of light and darkness was like a gradual
awakeningoutof adream…After a suddenawakening, Iwas
faced by a challenge as it were with shock and enthusiasm.”
These grey-white-black human portraits were seen on a

brick-red, brownish-green, large coloured surface; theywere
seencarefullymovingand inone single strongmomentwere
seen between dark grey-green forests in and on the walls of
the Cistercian monastery Chorin in Brandenburg. For two
and a half years, a relatively large group of artists moved
these colour and sound imaginations.
Birgit Hering wrote in the programme-booklet: “The pic-

ture, a moment in time, frozen movement, becomes like a
chord which has to be released into a ‘before’ and ‘after’.
Through the movement-language eurythmy, Brigit Hering
and Annett Plocher express the process which the pictures
have set into motion, connecting outer event and inner
experience.” Now the pictures hung in the loft of the brew-
ery of the monastery on brownish, yellowish roof beams,
where the rust-red, greenish tiles shone through. In front of
this with an oaken coloured floor a long but narrow space
was foundwhich was used as a stage and auditorium. Care-
fully and slowly, from two sides the movement-narration of
eurythmy began. Birgit Hering’s movement-imagination
(already shown in earlier projects, e.g., “Peter and theWolf”)
met the movement-intensity of Annett Plocher, wrapped in
an ether-veil rich in feeling. They initiated an address and
expression of movement whereby the colour-experience of
the pictures took on in the auditorium a tremendous, but
above all a spiritual dimension.
Three artists with their three varying talents and various

life-qualities and soul-structures, now collaborated in order



to make visi-
ble an Imagi-
nation = spiri-
tual reality
outside space
and time.
M o r e o v e r ,
a p h o r i s t i c
impressions
of texts were
added to the
pictures of
K l a u s
Hundgebrut.
Holding it

all together
( “ i n s i d e r s”
will now be
su rp r i s e d ! )
was the strongego-presence, the lighterChristianSenfft von
Pilsach.Through absolute presence ofmind he createdwith
picture andmovement completely new entities.
In one of the cloister passages were installed passages of

texts by Andreas Laudert on dignity in our age. Amongst
these sat amusician,Monika Ritter vonHattingberg – a true
magician – she played on a recorder (sometimes treble and
sometimes bass recorder) short pieces and improvisations,
which seemed to be truly taken in by the walls of the clois-
ter.
The rib-vaulting began itself to shine and to speak. This

careful interaction led the audience into the actual nave of
the church and its quire with a second series of pictures by
MarcDimmig.These, what he calls “modern saints” show in
their colour but especially in their form consisting of circles
the individual differentiation of the human being today and
perhaps also gentle indications of past meetings of destiny.
In the quire of the church before the typical high-Gothic

Cistercian windows, the eurythmy ensemble performed
Bach’s “GoldbergVariations”.
The direction and choreography, full of imagination and

rich in variety,werebyAnnett Plocher andBirgitHering.This
ensemble had worked hard, rehearsing on and off over two
years. The String Trio, Edburg Forck, Dieter Forck und Mar-
tin Seemann, playedmasterfully.
Rob Barendsma, the co-director, who had especially

designed the costumes, showed again his artistic nature in
his choice of colour and fabric, right into the practical
sphere. Hewas able to take up the colour of the Patina of the
ancient stones and at the same time of the character of the
ruins of the monastery, including its wooded surroundings
into the costumes, humanising it.
The audience received the impression that in the cloister

passages as well as in the quire the architecture bows to the
art that is carried out by human beings.
In two lectures in a small chapel Dr Michael Wilhelmi

spoke on the founding impulse of the Cistercians, especial-
ly ofBernhardofClairvaux,whohad the impulse tomake the
land farmable and at the same time as improving plant
strains andanimal breedshebrought an impulse tobuildup
a human social structure in theMiddle Ages.
The project “Ich, Pilger – Projekt Mensch” is an uplifting

impulse for us today—it is worth being a human being!

Warm thanks to the working-centre of the Anthroposophi-
cal Society inBerlin, especially toHerrArminGrassert for the
financial and active support for the birth and premiere this
project on 20 September 2008.
One member of the ensemble, Constanze Schlesinger,

said toherdaughter on the eveningbefore theperformance:
“Just think, for the first time for 750 years eurythmy will be
performed for the first time in Kloster Chorin…”

Review of Master-classes with
Gia van den Akker (22 Aug.–6 Oct. 08)

Martje Brandsma

“La Fabbrica–The Factory”, Gia’s eurythmy studio, is situat-
ed in an idyllic village in north Italy. It is situated in an old
factory in a typical Italian architectural style of the ’60’s,with
a small inner courtyard, a large studio, a small office, and a
kitchen. An ideal place, where Gia hasmade space for artis-
tic work andmeetings.
I flew to Italy, in order to rehearse a solo programme with

Gia,which consistedof amodernDutchpoemandmusic by
S. Gubaidulina for upper-school pupils. As a freshly-baked
graduate I too wanted to practice my artistic abilities. Dur-
ing the course of the years, Gia has specialised especially on
modern music and poetry and I wanted to learn from her
expertise.
Every day was introduced with many warm-up exercises

and various techniques to refine the [eurythmical] “instru-
ment”. With these we concentrated especially on the per-
ception of our own movement, and also the possibilities of
movement, inorder to train a concrete consciousness in this
realm.
With the help of exercises in improvisation, weworked on

an approach to different way to initiate movement. Here it
was aquestionespecially of becoming conscious andbreak-
ing throughwhathasbecome fixed sequencesofmovement,
in order to foster more autonomy in the realm of “creative
movement”.
After this, using the eurythmy-figures and the “evolution-

ary sequence”,weworkedonextendingconsciousness in the
feet, arms and gestalt. Here the focus was “movement–feel-
ing-–character”, especially the way these elements play
together, how they are perceived in the body and how they
are manifest. Various exercises taken from Rudolf Steiner’s
EurythmyasVisible SpeechandEurythmyasVisible Singing
were also studied. Here we are dealing especially in how to
use inner mobility and vitality.
After a relaxing midday break, my programme for the

upper school was looked at critically. After an analysis of the
poem, concepts of form and movement were investigated
from different points of view, for example, Dionysian-Apol-
lonian.
And fashioningmovement beyond speech [alone], how to

fashion various possibilities of interpretation, gesture and
theuseof differentways to initiatemovementwere takenup
in context.
In working out of the whole structure questions arose, as

for example:
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“Howcanonehelp audiences to be receptive for a poem?”
“Howcanone fashion the transition fromspeech tomusic

eurythmy?”
“How does one end a stage presentation?”
Here the demands of a special programme conceived for

upper-school pupils were not forgotten. Alongside forming
a programme in the studio, general aspects, too, for artistic
initiatives were illuminated. For example, finding and using
the sources of inspiration; the need for stamina in the artis-
tic process of building up something; and conveying inspi-
ration to the audience.
The demands of organising the programme, too, were not

skimped. All pointswere covered from financing aproject to
keeping a portfolio.
The most beautiful thing about this working week with

Gia, however, was to experience how I can work onmy own
inspired by eurythmy, and how I can keep this inspiration
warm and can continue.

“First performance”
of the Mystery-Dramas in Japan
Visit of Gioia and Johannes Falk

Hiroko Kagawa, Japan

On30thSeptemberGioia and JohannesFalk arrived inTokio.
After 6 days adjustment in western Japan, they had to jump
immediately into eurythmy-rehearsals, for on 5 October a
eurythmy performance was planned for the Michaelmas
Festival of the NPO, the Anthroposophical Society in Japan.
The 2 fromDornach, 4 Japanese eurythmists and 2 speakers
worked intensively for 3 days and then came the Festival.
She began with a eurythmical presentation of “Wel-

tenseelengeister”byR. Steiner.Then there followeda lecture
by Gioia on the Michaelic content of Steiner’s mystery dra-
mas.
During the afternoons a eurythmy performance lasting

about an hour showed several scenes from themystery dra-
mas. For almost all of the numerous audience it was the first
time they were able to experience something of Steiner’s
mystery dramas. Lucifer and Ahriman with specially made
costumes and head-gear for the performance were espe-
cially impressive.
ForEuropeans, the significanceof thisperformance isper-

haps missed, for hitherto the Japanese only had photos of
the carved statue, “The Group”, a few colourless stills of
Lucifer and Ahriman. Now suddenly they became coloured
and alive! As an introduction to the mystery dramas the
combination of scenes in connection to the lecture of the
morning could not have been bettered.
In the followingweek thepossibilitywas given for lovers of

eurythmy to concern themselvesmoredeeplywith themys-
tery dramas in two active eurythmy-workshops. In the 2
weeks inTokio there were in all 6 eurythmy-workshops dur-
ing 9 days led by Gioia. About 120 amateurs and trained
eurythmists were able to learn new things in eurythmy, or
indeedexperiencealreadyknown things inanenlivenedand
renewed manner through the highly artistic teacher. Gioia
gave us the impulse to research afresh:What is the essence

of eurythmy?What indeed is the etheric?
Somany anthroposophists in Japan are livingwith further

questions on the mystery dramas and eurythmy. It was
recognised that the mystery dramas are a great area in
anthroposophy. The hope was awoken that the not-yet-
translated 3rd and 4th dramas will appear in the near future
in Japanese and that artistic experiences like thesewill again
soon be possible.
We Japanese anthroposophists and lovers of eurythmy,

aredeeply grateful toGioia and JohannesFalk that theyhave
devoted their precious time for Japan, and to Kyoko Fujii,
who through a long friendship with themhasmade this vis-
it possible.

The Grail Epiphany:
The Grail Question Today
Conference at Rudolf Steiner House, 29 Nov. 2008

Lesley Becket

The “Grail-Epiphany, Music and Eurythmy” (evening of 29
November) was a culmination of the day’s conference (an
initiative of the CambridgeMusic Conference). The day had
been a Grail-experience in itself, in dialogue with C.G. Jung,
Kathleen Raine and Rudolf Steiner.
TheeurythmyperformedbyMarenStott, tookmeat times

into the turmoil of humanexistence and leadingme into the
beauty of hope. A vision of something beyondmyself, root-
ed in a reality that I could take as nourishment for daily life.
Maren’s performance was a voicing of how I felt in the
momentof themusic, and themeaningand“weaving”of the
speech.
There were some new compositions and the eurythmy

helped to make these live. Maren gave us clarity of expres-
sion, carried in the rhythm, the pulse of the sound, pene-
trating visibly in gesture the poetry of the word.
I enjoyed the detail of the costume, the change of dresses

(the subtle“chance”of light playingwith the colour) for each
performance – “easy on the eye”.Maren’s attention to detail,
her sensitivity in the smallest gesture and largermovement,
allowed the composers works to be expressed with “conver-
sation” between the sound and themovement.
Had I at the time considered writing something, I would

havewritten thoughts, jotted scribbles, of the details of each
piece: Schönberg’s Six Little Piano Pieces (played by Alan
Stott), two Shakespeare-sonnets, a passage from Ecclesi-
astes, chapter 3 (speaker Patrick Dixon), then for oboe
d’amore “Transformations” celebrating six goddesses by
Nigel Osborne, Howard Skempton’s “A Healing Question”
and JinnyShaw’s eucharist inspiration, beautifully playedby
Jinny, and“Epiphanies”, cellopiecesbyKateWaring inspired
from literary sources (played by Lesley Shrigley Jones). As it
is, I can but tell of the memory of the experience, which for
me (at the end of a full and inspiring day) was that of a com-
pletion. The atmosphere in the hall of Steiner House at the
end of the evening of music, speech and eurythmy was of
calmandpeace created froma feelingofwholeness, a“deep-
er realisation”. Maren had given us a “singing of the Grail”.
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presentation right at the beginning on Friday evening, we
entered into such a quite rare event.Works by Pär Ahlborn,
Wolfgang Friebe, Torben Maiwald were heard, interspersed
with poems by Ingeborg Bachmann and Christian Morgen-
stern. I found the eurythmical presentation of the butterfly-
poems enchanting, and the ensuing music “Papillons”. We
heardMaxGross’“Saturn”on the lyre, thenon thepiano, and
once again on the lyre. It was interesting to compare the
eurythmical interpretations.The soundof thepianowas vis-
ibly differently fashioned from that of the lyre; the former
was more strongly contoured, the latter more flowing in
movement.
The music of Christian Ginat from his seven planetary

pieces written in the Schlesinger scales fascinated me. For
the eurythmists it was a daring task to lay hold of these dif-
ferent intervals. The attempt convinced me. Alongside two
pieces by György Kurtag and the “Horche” by Thomas
Pedroli—both bold, modern compositions—we heard the
poem “Den Abgeschiedenen” by Vladimir Soloviev. With
Alois Künstler and Max Gross more usual harmonies
returned.The colours for the planetary pieces byGrosswere
chosen according to the keys. Is it reallymeaningful to allow
red to dominate keys with several sharps? This question
arose for me with the piece for the Moon, with which not
only thedressbut also the lighting in shadesof redproduced
almost anoppressivewarmth.Toend theprogrammeamer-
ry piece byMaria Schüppel was enjoyed—very refreshing!
During theworkshop on Saturdaymorningwewere given

the opportunity as a group (a mixture of eurythmists and
amateurs) to practice some elements of music eurythmy
with lyre-music, und even to begin to move some pieces of
music out of the programme of Friday. Werner Barfod
emphasised how important it is to bring the whole body to
sound. The special thing about the sound of the lyre is part-
ly through the “touch”, the pressing of the strings and with-
drawal of the fingers.Tomake this visiblemakes tremendous
demands on the eurythmists.When only the dying-away of
the sound is presented, a caricatured image of “sweet” lyre-
music arises. Herr Barfod bid us not to sleep into the sound
but in wakefulness to enter it “as though” falling asleep, in
order towakeuponahigher level. In thisway theartist in full
ego-presence and awareness can bring the music to a visi-
ble sounding. It was tremendous to have the opportunity to
experience somepieces fromboth performances in practis-
ing. We were allowed to participate beforehand and so to
enter more deeply into the concert in the evening.
The performance on Saturday evening: “Offering: Euryth-

my and Lyre for Advent today” was not so exciting as that of
the previous evening; the title “Contrasts” already carried a
tension in itself. Much of the Advent expectancy seemed to
memuch rather“of yesterday”. PiecesbyLotharReubke, Jur-
ri Jurrianse,Thomas Pedroli andTorbenMaiwald seemed to
me really of today. A respect for the first lyre-generation
appears to me justified; that somuchmusic out of the early
days of the lyre has tobeheard I regret, for it gives a false pic-
ture of what the lyre can say today. Nevertheless, I find it
praiseworthy that theopportunitywaspresented for the sec-
ond time, to feel what Rudolf Steiner has suggested: euryth-
my to music for new instruments—the lyre. In December
2009 a third occasion with eurythmy and the lyre will take
place.Wewarmly thank the Section, the lyre-players and the
eurythmists that it is possible to experience this.
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“Because I love…”
25 Years of Eurythmy West Midlands

Malgorzata Spaan

On 14th November, 2008, in Rudolf Steiner House, London,
25 years of EurythmyWest Midlands was celebrated. In the
programmewe sawpoemsbyKathleenRaine, Michael Bur-
ton, Portia Nelson, D.H. Lawrence, Edwin Morgan, Celia
Fremlin, Emily Dickinson and music by Shostakovich and
Bartok.
Itwas a real festival of English eurythmy.Running through

the whole programme was a lightness and joy in eurythmi-
cal movement, which was conveyed to the audience. It also
seems to belong especially to the English language. And this
stood in crass contrast to the outer world that day, when
everyonewas surroundedby adarkness, blownabout by the
cold wind, and pelted with rain.
First the programme, somewhat shortened, was shown at

midday to the children of the Rudolf Steiner Schools of Lon-
don.Alreadyanhourbefore, theotherwise emptyhousewas
full of children, from whose voices an excited expectancy
could be felt.
Then, as the performance began, the children’s enthusi-

asm knew no limits. After every item the eurythmists
received an ovation – especially for “The Loch Ness Mon-
ster’s Song”, and“Autobiography inFive ShortChapters”.The
responsewas somewhatmore controlledduring theevening
performance for the anthroposophical friends.
Theprogrammecontainedahappymixtureof serious and

humorous poems, very lively music, and a Turkish story,
which already with its title “The Missing Gold Coin” suited
very well the world-situation today.
All told, the artists managed to let us experience the future

elementofeurythmythroughthepicturesofeurythmistsmov-
ing with lightness and joy, a moving sculpture. This was very
muchsupportedthroughthechoiceofmusic-fourpreludesby
Shostakovich and “Ostinato” from Bartok’s “Microcosmos”
(Book 6).Thismusic also has something future about it.
This really was festival celebrating the future, that never-

theless took place on the basis of 25 years solid work of the
group EurythmyWest Midlands.
Many thanks to all those who took part, working for the

future of eurythmy! On this day it was: Tomie Ando-Board-
man, John Browning, Andrea Damio-Gibson, Kathryn Kelly,
Brenda Newton, Shaina Stoehr, Maren Stott, Lee Whitaker,
Brenda Ratcliffe (speech formation), Alan Stott (piano), and
MikeWatson (lighting).Theyhadgiven this celebrationa title,
also borne by a poem of Kathleen Raine: “Because I love…”.

Eurythmy and the Lyre

Verena Zacher-Züsli, CH-Zürich

Howoften have you seen presentations in eurythmy to lyre-
music?MichaelKurtz andour Sectionperformedagreat ser-
vice a year ago by accompanying on its way the work “Eury-
thmy and the Lyre”. On 5 and 6 December 2008 the second
meeting took place. With “contrasts” in composition and



The Human Essence – allowing the self
to come to expression
The Twelve – the eurythmical zodiac and Leonar-
do’s Last Supper in Milan: Seminar with Werner
Barfod, 27th–30th Dec. 2008

ElisabethViersen, CH-Dornach

Pioneer spirit, eurythmist Gia van den Akker (Incisa Oca-
paccino, Italy) sent out the invitation to “La Fabbrica” [the
Factory]. Who of the participants would have thought, in
what an exceptional situation he would find himself!? Gia
vandenAkker carries culture into the small, picturesque vil-
lage (you have to experience it for yourself!) – and the locals
“answer”, amongst other things through the fact that we
were looked after in the hostelry, an arched cellar next to La
Fabbrica.
Agroupofpeople came together toworkon the zodiac and

also with the aim of studying Leonardo’s “Last Supper” in
Milan. Amixed group in everyway, including age and“eury-
thmical age” – four languageswere continuously tobeheard
(the language of the course was German, with translation
into Italian); after a fewdays themixture appeared united in
all the variety. How is that possible?
Level on level –Werner Barfod led the participants. Each

person, laying hold of him/herself – the self between heav-
en and earth – periphery and centre, always stimulating
one’s own creative strength. Pursue “feeling what you do”.
The primal source of the eurythmical forming, questioning,
listening intently. For example, the four stagesof contraction
and expansion. This exercise for the instrument creates,
amongst other things, the possibility to observe Leonardo’s
picture in the evening: Werner Barfod, always working
directed to the process, allowed the 12 disciples to express
their own being (Leonardo has painted the moment when
Christ speaks thewords,“Oneof your shall betrayme”). Each
of the 12 reacts in his own manner; Werner Barfod put the
reaction into themouthsof thedisciples andoutof the eury-
thmical situation of “slipping in”, the twelve differentiated
gesture-reactions arise.
A contrasted programme! We leave our lonely environ-

ment, striving for eurythmical concentration and eurythmi-
cal substance (very companionable and full of humour!) and
travel toMilan: themetro – colourfulmasses of people – and
stand before the work of art! The eurythmical preparation
creates the possibility of opening the soul. Experience of art
IS grace. IT makes something special take place – for every
individual. In the evening, wewok onwhat we experienced.
Wework at the further levels on the way to the zodiacal ges-
tures. So, for example, outof thequalities of colour, outof the
primal formative tendencies of raying out and of spiralling
in, the 6 speechgestures, andweexperiencehow throughall
the levels new dimensions arise. Astonished, we can per-
ceive that the zodiacal gestures, through this manner of
development “come about as though by themselves” – and,
borne by the“I”, they are taken hold of by the consciously by
the “I”.
Is it then a thing to wonder at that the “mixed group”

became a united whole!? The common sound came about
out of the source of the eurythmical element.
Gratitude was not, for instance, first expressed during the

review by the individual participants – it lived to make its

mark during the days. The quickening-power could be felt,
whichwill work on in each individual. Christmas event dur-
ing theChristmas season.Deep thanks toGia vandenAkker,
who had created the vessel and to Werner Barfod, who
worked within it. A sequel should follow!

Eurythmy in South America

Eduardo Torres, CH-Dornach

For a while now in South America there exists an enormous
interest in eurythmy from people in all walks of life. Euryth-
my is seen as a direct way to be artistically active and at the
same time to become engaged in doing and experiencing
anthroposophy. In somepeople the need and concretewish
arose to take up eurythmyprofessionally, especially in Chile
and Argentina.
On28April 2008 theEurythmySchool in SantiagodeChile

with students fromChile andColumbiawasofficially found-
ed.The leaderof theSchool is fromthere,HarletTrujillo,who
has years of experience in educational eurythmy. Carina
Schmid and Eduardo Torres from the Goetheanum Stage-
Group inDornach are thementors of the training and teach
there in blocks.

In order to accompany the forming of this eurythmy
school, to teach there and in order to see through and sup-
port furtherprojects inChile andArgentina, Iwas relievedof
my activities as member of the Eurythmy-Ensemble at the
Goetheanum from April to December 2008.
The Eurythmy School in Santiago de Chile is situated in

the immediate vicinity of one of the three Steiner-Waldorf
Schools in Santiago. It is housed in a community roomof the
Comunidad de Peñalolén, measuring c. 40 and is unfortu-
nately not equippedwith a toilet neither supplied with run-
ning water. Yet a talent for improvisation and a strong will
allows intensive eurythmy lessons to take place. With it we
have an interested audience consisting of about 15 dogs
which every day assemble outside thewindowof the studio,
for they obviously seem to appreciate our work!
The students aimed to finance the first year of their train-

ing completely by themselves and only to apply for assis-
tance for the second year. This venture earns great admira-
tion, considering the partly very difficult destinies of the
individuals and the economic situation in South America.
Within the bounds of what is possible, they will be support-
ed by different people and institutions, including the Stein-
er-Waldorf Schools, the clinic“Yohannan”andWeledaChile.
Above all they achieve a tremendous amount on their own
efforts in the formof sales, auctions, etc., in order to finance
the costs of their training.
On 13 December a public end-of-term took place that

inspired a great interest and enthusiasm.With a great talent
formovement and anunbelievable application the students
presented the impressive results of their work. The training
to become a eurythmist involves not only learning a tech-
nique, but in changing the whole human being into an
instrument. On this path the students have already made
goodheadway.Thenext step for the eurythmy schoolwill be
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their own simple building that is to be built on the campus
of the Colegio Rudolf Steiner. This site is placed at our dis-
posal free of charge by the school.
In Santiago five qualified eurythmists are living with

whomIhad the great pleasureof rehearsing aprogrammeof
eurythmy. This programme, with which we not only gave
school performances in the Steiner-Waldorf Schools, but
also public performances, consisted in a fairy-tale, various
solos, group-pieces and a humorous part.
The teachers and parents of the school urgently wish for

more eurythmy in their school, not only in the form of per-
formances but especially lessons. One of the three schools
still has no eurythmy teacher for the children, who wish for
it so much.
The general interest in eurythmy is everywhere very great.

So I was asked straight away atmy first stay to give an intro-
duction for 500 students of the Department for Phonoaudi-
ology at the University of Santiago.
The community administration of Peñalolén, the quarter

of Santiago in which the eurythmy school is situated, offers
annually a day only for women. These women come for the
most part from the poorest circumstances and are 90%
indigenous people. For the participants on this day themost
varying courses were on offer. Here too I could give an intro-
duction in eurythmy for 70women. One of thewomen, at 82
yearsold theoldest in thegroup, saidat theendof thecourse,
that through eurythmy they received back their dignity!
In southern Chile, in Pucon, I was invited by the initiative

group of the Steiner-Waldorf kindergarten to give a euryth-
mycourse for 30beginners. InArgentina too a great need for
eurythmy exists. For 8 years an intensive eurythmical work
has developed of a group of people aroundMonicaDelgado
and Axel Rodrigué. Out of this the wish arose a year ago to
build up a eurythmy training.Meanwhile a roomwas found
and40 students in twocourseshavebegunwith theprepara-
tory course for the training, which itself will begin in 2010.
When I was in South America I had several opportunities

to participate in the classes of the training and also to teach.
Andhere too I can say,wecanbehappy for suchhighlymoti-
vated and talented future eurythmists! The venue in which
the eurythmy school in Buenos Aires finds itself, was previ-
ously a factory building, in need of complete renovation,
called “El Faro” – the lighthouse. In this centre twice there
came together over 80 persons for a eurythmy weekend
workshop. I mention each time the number of participants
in order to show the immense interest in eurythmy.
At the requestofMrsUrsulaVallendor (leaderof the teacher

seminary in Buenos Aires), I was invited to a seminarweek of
part-timeWaldorf teacher training.This seminar tookplace in
southArgentina, in Patagonia.There roughly 90 future teach-
ers gathered out of which only two had a vague idea of eury-
thmy. Itwas a shattering experience for the participantswhat
worldsmovement filledwithmeaning open up. And here too
at the end of the course stands the question: Howdowe con-
tinue?Wewant to learnandexperiencemoreabouteurythmy!
During this year I have attempted, through my work to

find the mood of this culture and to help it to be expressed
through eurythmy. This tremendous, enthusiastic and
pledged movement, which during this year I was privileged
to experience, allows me to hope that in the future it will be
possible that a stream from this part of the world returns
fructified back Europe.

Contact:
eduardo.torres@goetheanum.ch, htrujillo@web.de

Formación de Euritmia Santiago de Chile
Harlet Trujillo c/o Colegio Rudolf Steiner Antupirén

9591 Peñalolén Santiago, Chile

Donations:
Verein zur Förderung der Eurythmie, Account: 2038489,
Landesbank Baden-Württemberg, Bank code: 600 50 101,
Transaction: Eurythmieausbildung Chile

im-pulse.eurythmy
International Eurythmy Studies

Withgreatpleasurewewould like to report onournew train-
ing “im-pulse.eurythmy” (www.impulse-eurythmy.org).
This is an international courseof studies in eurythmy,which
began on 25 August, 2008, in Dornach/Aesch, Switzerland.
Nine students from Brazil and U.S.A. applied. A wonderful
group of young people withmuch talent, pioneer spirit and
a deep interest in eurythmy came together to study.
During the course of the past two years, the members of

Austin Eurythmy Ensemble (Austin, Texas, U.S.A.) have
accomplished a lot of work in preparing and organising this
new international course of studies.The training takesplace
in three different venues: Dornach/Aesch, Switzerland; Sao
Paolo, Brazil; and Austin, U.S.A. Many teachers in various
countries, all experts in their area, have been able to like to
this impulse. Please look at the report of a student, printed
below.

Im-pulse.eurythmy: Student Report

Virginia Hermann

After just a fewshortmonths, if I had todescribe ina fewsen-
tences what my and my fellow student’s experience in the
im-pulse.eurythmy training means to us, I would be at a
complete loss for adequate words. However, I can tell you
that it has become incredibly apparent that what we are
experiencing is un-paralleled in terms of what it has to offer
us. Far beyond the skills and the academic rigor, the depths
of [knowledge] that we have begun to uncover and explore
in this program leave no doubt that this training has the
potential to be wholly transformative.
For the training itself, the premise is simple: bringing

together a vast range of preeminent eurythmy instructors;
fashioning a curriculum that covers a full spectrum of sup-
porting arts and philosophies; and selecting an internation-
al groupof student participantswhohave alreadyhad expo-
sure to a high level of artistic eurythmy training. The objec-
tive as well is clear, even if yet to be realised: Saturating the
students in a dynamic and collaborative artistic training ini-
tiative, in order to enable them to penetrate the nebulous
boundaries of this evolutionary art form, plumbing the
depths of how theywill carry the eurythmy-impulse forward
into the world.
As you can imagine, when the first day of training official-

ly began back in August of this year – with nine students
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coming from threedifferent countries around theworld and
a virtual cornucopia of teachers – there was an overwhelm-
ing feeling of excitement and anticipation. Each student,
having made the difficult choice to leave behind their cur-
rent life and occupation in order to join im-pulse.eurythmy,
was compelled with a sort of passion for what they were
about to undertake that can only be described as fiery.
Since that first day, the spirit of our initiative has only con-

tinued to grow and expand its wings. As we diligently docu-
ment every step along the way, from lessons, to class notes,
to personal reflections on our experiences, the fact that our
efforts are apioneering journeyhas really begun to takehold
and bolster our enthusiasm. On each one of us rests the
understanding, and ultimate responsibility, to help mold
this program into a new paradigm of advanced training and
artistic development in the field of eurythmy.
The work itself that we are developing in our eurythmy

lessons is unique in that with each teacher, there comes the
task to take the concepts andbasic elements the teacher has
taught us and apply them in individual and group work,
solely developed by us during student practices over the
course of that teacher’s lessons. In this way, there is a con-
stant creative collaboration of sorts between the teachers
and the students, in whichwe, the students, gain a very inti-
mate understanding for the creative eurythmical process
itself. The other defining element to the particular training
configuration described above, is that it requires tremen-
dous flexibility, resilience, and strength tomanage this con-
stant ebb and flow of learning and creating. Ultimately, I
think,wearenot only learninghow tomaster both the learn-
ing and the artistic processes, but more importantly to find
the placewhere the learning becomes the artistic process in
itself and vice versa. In training our bodies,minds, and souls
to tap into this stream of symbiotic exchange, we are reach-
ing towards the infinite source of creativity itself in hopes
thatwewill emergewith apowerful and resounding impulse
within each of us that we will carry forward.
Similar to the aims of our eurythmy lessons, our other

subjects provide uswith an ever-abundant source of knowl-
edge and inspiration from which we can learn to construct
within ourselves a stronger andmore expansive foundation
for our artistic work. Furthermore, it has been fascinating to
have the opportunity to re-discover many of these subjects
in a way that brings a completely different, and perhaps
muchmore enhanced, perspective than that whichwewere
taught in high school or college.
In my opinion, the inherent beauty of eurythmy as an art

form is that the capacities for true artistic expression thatwe
are striving to develop in this trainingwill only ever be as full
and capable as the sources fromwhich they have to draw. So
it is absolutely essential that we are fully engaged in learn-
ing the theoretical framework out of which eurythmy arises,
including, amongother things, anthroposophyandSteiner’s
philosophies on the transformation of the soul,music, visu-
al art, poetry, and human development. In my opinion, the
teachers that have been brought into im-pulse.eurythmy so
far for this purpose have been nothing short of amazing.
As in the experience with our eurythmy instructors, there

is a sense of mutual exploration in these classes. Teachers
have been given the chance with im-pulse.eurythmy to
come to an understanding, some for the first time perhaps,
of how their field of study relates directly to the art of eury-
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thmy. And for us, what has begun to take shape as we have
woundourwaybetween subjects andeurythmy lessonsover
the course of this semester, is the first budding of a shim-
mering web of interconnections – resonating layers of new
forming consciousness streams – that, without question, is
imparting new light on the way in which we view the world
around us and shaping the process of our own becoming.

The Eurythmy MA course in Järna

Göran Krantz, SE-Järna

TheMA programme Eurythmy consists at present (autumn
2008) of four groups consisting of 37 eurythmists from 14
countries.

The first group has now complete more than half of the
three-year course. In spring they begin their work for MA
graduation. On various levels the project has proved very
fruitful. First of all, a clear development of the individual is
to be perceived, to do with the demands made by the pro-
gramme on the reflective and creative faculties of the stu-
dents. Through entering in depth into their own research
questions and the extension of their ownpoints of view, and
through the perspectives of the other students, many new
aspects for eurythmy are apparent andnewpoints of depar-
ture developed. The titles of the written work to date, listed
below, show the themes encompassing a wide spectrum of
eurythmy. Many studies aim to discover new methods of
teaching, or improve thewriter’s own teaching.Others bring
eurythmy in dialoguewith topical insights fromother disci-
plines. Again others search to deepen chosen eurythmical
elements, or survey thepresent situationof eurythmy in spe-
cific fields of work.
Collaborationwith theUniversity of Plymouth is essential

for the development of this MA-programme. Through their
work on the eurythmical research questions, the MA-eury-
thmy students take on very competently the approaches to
research of the MA-programme that the University pre-
scribes. Goethean, anthroposophical approaches and
thoughts are made fruitful for individual work in dialogue
with theworkmethods of theprogramme.Over thepast two
years, the MA-eurythmy programme is well established in
the University in Plymouth, because:
(a) theprogrammehas achieved ahighpercentage of passes;
(b) the programme has achieved very high standards in the

regular quality control;
(c) the programme has an innovative and new design, and
(d) shows amarked international character.
The collaboration with those responsible in Plymouth is

exceptionally good. We are planning for the future. This
involves the possibility of more studies at Masters level. A
regularResearchConference to share anddiscuss the results
of research is also planned. The next possibility to begin the
MA-programme is in autumn 2009.

Information: www.steinerhogskolan.se
Göran Krantz, R. Steinerhögskolan, SE-15391 Järna,

goran.krantz@steinerhogskolan.se



Completed work in MA-eurythmy, Järna (Nov. 2008)
1. Übenaneurythmischen IntervallgebärdenmitMusikern

undMusikstudenten. Praxisforschung durch ein Projekt
(Maria Scheily – HU).

2. Eine kritische Analyse der Literatur zur Bühnenkunst
Eurythmie (Arnold Pröll – DE).

3. Eine kritische Reflexion über die Qualitäten des Raum-
Erlebens in der Eurythmie (Charlotte Frisch – DE).

4. Die Entstehung und Entwicklung der Eurythmiefiguren
(Michael Leber – DE).

5. Wiekann ineinerAusbildung fürEurythmiedie Initiative
unddie Selbständigkeit der Studentenangeregtwerden?
(Renate Nisch – BR ).

6. Critical reflection on the practice of teaching eurythmy
students to become reflective practitioners (Geesiena
Stradmeijer – NL).

7. Asperger syndrome and eurythmy lesson (Outi Rouso –
SF).

8. Awakening in Eurythmy Students an Artistic Feeling for
the Gestures of theMusical Scale (Maren Stott – UK).

9. Eine kritische Betrachtung über den Symbolbegriff,
angeregt durch eine Choreographie von Rudolf Steiner
(“TIAOAIT”) (Nicole Keim – DE).

10. Reflecting on the Integration of Early Childhood Devel-
opmental Movements within the Context of a Eurythmy
Practice (Maria Keller Birnbaum – SE).

11. An investigation into eurythmy students’ experiences of
transferringGardner’s theory ofmultiple intelligences to
the practice of eurythmy – a project to identify new
teaching approaches (Charlotte Krantz – SE).

12. Das Fach Eurythmie in der Lehrerausbildung (Walter
Appl – A).

13. WelchenEinflußhat dieEurythmie auf dieEinschätzung
der gesundheitsbezogenen Lebensqualität bei alten
Menschen? (BarbaraWeber – GE).

14. Der Einfluss von Bildern auf die Bewegungsqualität der
Studentinnenwährend einer Eurythmieepoche (Brigitte
Reepmaker – A).

15. Stimulating a sense for poetic rhythm and pulse in
speech eurythmy (A recent study of teaching practice
and learning process in the first-year class of an English
eurythmy school) (Jonathan Reid – UK).

16. Reflektioner över koreografi somhantverkoch skapande
process i ensemblearbete (Hans Fors – SE).

17. Developing, monitoring and evaluating the process of
teaching a groupof third-year eurythmystudents topro-
duce and perform a fairytale (Shaina Stoehr – UK).

18. A critical review of a body of knowledge: Eurythmy and
theMusical System,with emphasis on theDiatonic Scale
(Maren Stott – UK).

19. Eurythmie, einebesondereBewegungsart? Einekritische
Betrachtung einiger Aspekte der eurythmischen Bewe-
gungsschulung (Ernst Reepmaker – A).

20. Welchen Einfluss hat eine Schulung des Hörens auf die
Bewegung? Versuche mit Gesang und Eurythmie im
1. Studienjahr einer Eurythmieausbildung (Stephan
Nussbaum – DE).

21. The sense of self and eurythmy: a reflection on the
importance of a basic eurythmy exercise (Göran Krantz
– SE).

22. The Theory and Current Practice of Music-Eurythmy
Therapy (Shaina Stoehr – UK).

23. En kritisk refleksjon om eurytmi kan utvikle sosial intel-
ligens (Hadwig Christina Pedersen, NO).

24. Multiple Intelligences, Self-Discovery and Eurythmy: an
experiment todiscover the significanceofmultiple intel-
ligences in the eurythmypractise of a group of adult stu-
dents (Charlotte Krantz – SE).

25. Three Dimensions and the Foundations of Eurythmy
(Maria Keller Birnbaum – SE).

26. Teaching Social Competence in a Eurythmy Therapy
Training (Shaina Stoehr – UK).

27. Kriterien zur Bewertung von eurythmischer Bewegung
(Walter Appl – A).

28. Welche Bedeutung hat das Schlüsselbein für die
Toneurythmie? (TaniaMireau – DE).

29. Reflektion der eigenen Praxis in der Eurythmieausbil-
dung in Bezug auf die Ausbildung des Tonansatzes
(TaniaMireau – DE).

30. Warum Kunst mit Kindern und Jugendlichen in den
Armenvierteln Brasiliens (Renate Nisch – BR).

31. Wie kann Bewegung zu Sichtbarem Singen werden? Teil
1: Was macht das Singen zum Singen? (Stephan Nuss-
baum – DE).

32. Wie kann Bewegung zu Sichtbarem Singen werden? Teil
2: Ein Arien- und Liederabend mit Gesang und Euryth-
mie (Stephan Nussbaum – DE).

33. Eine kritische Reflexion über eine Unterrichtsstunde
unter Einbeziehung von Unterrichtsqualitätsmerk-
malen, zur Verbesserung meiner Lehrtätigkeit (Nicole
Keim – DE).

34. Die Einführung des Schleiers im ersten Ausbildungsjahr
(Michael Leber – DE).

35. Läkeeurythmie i skolan –påvilket sätt kanndenbidra till
barns lärande (Maria Keller Birnbaum – SE).

36. Eurythmywithin aDramaProduction: Fostering awork-
ing relationship on a shared campus between a Euryth-
mySchool andaFurther-TrainingCollege for youngpeo-
ple with learning difficulties (Maren Stott – UK).

37. A critical review of the literature on pedagogical Euryth-
my with regard to the question:What is the pedagogical
purpose of Eurythmy in the Waldorf curriculum?
(Geesiena Stradmeijer – NL).

38. Heileurythmie mit Aranka – Entwicklung modifizierter
Übungen in der Therapiearbeit mit einem entwick-
lungsgestörten Kind (Clemens Schleuning – HU).

39. Können aus dem Studium der Basistherapie weiter-
führende Gesichtspunkte für die heileurythmische
Arbeit mit gehirngeschädigten Kindern gefunden wer-
den? (Clemens Schleuning – HU).

40. Das Bewegungslernen und Üben von Eurythmiestu-
dentInnen (Brigitte Reepmaker – A).

41. Welche Ansatzpunkte dominieren in der Forschung und
Therapie der Legastenie?

(Maria Scheily – HU.
42. Die Erweiterung des Raumerlebens bei Eurythmie-

Studierenden des 2. und 4. Studienjahres (Charlotte
Frisch – DE).

43. Grundlegende Erfahrungen imUmgangmit Instrument
bildendenÜbungen inderEurythmie – anhandderAllit-
erationsübung (Nicola Anasch – F).

44. A critical reviewof textsbyPlato,Rudolf Steiner andMary
LeCron Foster discussing the relation between speech
sounds andmeaning (Göran Krantz – SE).
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45. Das Einführen der Intervall-Gebärde in unter-
schiedlichen Zielgruppen (Maria Scheily – HU).

46. Rhythmen im Unterrichten von Eurythmie-Studieren-
den des 2. Ausbildungsjahres (Arnold Pröll – DE).

47. Die Wirkung und Resonanz eines Märchens durch die
Eurythmie auf Kinder (Michael Leber – DE).

48. Rudolf Steiners ästhetische Theorie und ihre Rezeption
heute (Dietmar Ziegler – DE).

49. Durchführung und Evaluation eines Cross-over Projek-
tes im Rahmen einer Eurythmie-Theater Ausbildung
(Ernst Reepmaker – AT).

50. Das Schaffen einer märchenhaften Stimmung in der
Kindergarteneurythmie (Walter Appl – AT).

51. Leka-öva-skapa – på väg till delaktigheten (Marina Ubil-
la – SE).

52. Art and Art Criticism: A Comparative Study of Modes of
Aesthetic Critique (Jonathan Reid – UK).

53. Enkritiskanalysav förhållandetmellan inrebildskapande
och rörelse som grund för rörelsekvalitet (Hans Fors).

54. Die Entwicklung eines Trainings für Eurythmiestuden-
tenbestehendausÜbungenderFranklin®Methodeund
eurythmischen Übungen (Brigitte Reepmaker – A)

55. Lernprozesse in der Musik und ihre Anwendung im
Eurythmieunterricht (Felix Abend).

56. Reflektioneromeurytminsmöjligheter att stimulera vär-
men och dess betydelse inom det läkepedagogiska
arbetet (Caroll Gransted).

57. Heilpädagogischer Eurythmieuntericht im Hinblick auf
die Entwicklung des Kindes umdas 14. Lebensjahr (Bar-
baraWeber – GE).

58. Eurythmyasmeditation in the light of otherpersepctives
(Tuula Karkia – SF).

59. Critical Reflection on Practice: A criticial Incident (Anto-
nia Scherzinger – LUX.

60. Eine Betrachtung und Analyse der Literatur zu den
Lehrplanangaben des Eurythmieunterrichtes an Wal-
dorfschulen von Klasse 1-12 (BarbaraWeber – GE).

61. Eurythmy and ExpandedTonality (Bevis Stevens – CH).
62. Vidare reflektioner över datainsamlingsmetoder och

förståelse av data i samband med en studie av euryth-
mistudenters upplevelser av att överföra Garners multi-
pla intelligensteori till eurythmisk praxis (Charlotte
Krantz – SE).

63. Kritische Relfexion meines Unterrichts unter besonder-
er Berücksichtigung des Portfolioprozess (Dietmar
Ziegler – DE).

64. Einführung in Eurythmie als eine besondere Bewegung-
stechnik – Kritische Relfexionen überMethode und Auf-
bau zweier Einführungskurse (Ernst Reepmaker – A).

65. Ett projekt att utveckla eurytmiskt gåendemed en grupp
studenter (Hans Fors – SE).

66. Erdetmuligatt etprosjekt i eurytmiekanhabetydning for
en grupe ungdomer? (Hadwig Christina Pedersen –NO).

67. Die Spirale inderEurythmie –EinekritischeBetrachtung
der Literatur zur Spiralbewegung in der Eurythmie (Yas-
mina Dakhlaoi – NO).

68. Aspergers syndrome and Eurythmy lesson and is revers-
ing the direction of mirroring in Eurythmy lessons a
worthwhile activity with a student with Aspergers syn-
drome? (Outi Rouso – SF).

69. Melodic intervals as reflected in bodymovement (Göran
Krantz – SE).

Conference of the Representative from
the Eurythmy Trainings
Dornach, January 2009

Marcel Sorge, DE-Freiburg

At the end of the ’70s, the Eurythmy-School Leaders Confer-
ence was the regular form of the collaboration for the lead-
ers of the Eurythmy Schools within the Section under the
leadership then of Dr Hagen Biesantz and later Dr Virginia
Sease. For decades it was a relatively small group, consisting
of the leaders of the eurythmy schools recognised by the
Section. It gave a form of quality assurance and stood for a
strong feeling of responsibility for eurythmy in theworld. As
anorgan to prepare for and advise on the decisions and sug-
gestions out of the Conference of the Section, there was an
Advisory Group (Rosemarie Basold,Wener Barfod, Michael
Leber and Christoph Graf).
At the end of the ’90s, under the leadership ofWerner Bar-

fod, the Eurythmy School Leaders Conference was extend-
ed andopenedup in the face of the generation changes.The
attempt wasmade to pass on the common responsibility in
the still existing forms and structures. From then on this
group was known as the “Conference of those Responsible
for theRecognisedEurythmyTrainings”.TheAdvisoryGroup
also grew, becoming the“AdvisoryGroup responsible for the
EurythmyTrainings”. In this group the followingwere active:
UrsulaZimmermann,HelgaDaniel,MargretheSolstad,Tan-
jaMasukowitz, GöranKrantz, Arnold Pröll, BaptisteHogrefe
andMarcel Sorge.
It is quite clear that much was achieved in these years by

the working together of the eurythmy tutors. Professional
outlines were formulated for all branches of the profession;
in the context of the Steiner-Waldorf School movement and
the necessity to establish BA andMAcourses, the integrated
courses were established [e.g., education studies within the
basic training]. Under the theme “ways to quality”, an
accompanyingprocess tookplace throughDrKlaus Fischer,
whose strong concern amongst other things was the devel-
opment of eurythmy students with regard to the changing
structures during the training. How much can the students
take, and in what form of consciousness is appealed to dur-
ing the training and what accompanies it, with regard to
what they do and later will do with eurythmy?
After the passing on of the leadership of the Section to

MargretheSolstad, those responsible for the trainingsbegan
during the Conference in summer to discuss the structures
within the Section and the relationship to the Association of
EurythmyTrainings.The leaders of the recognisedeurythmy
trainings founded this Association at the beginning of the
‘90s. Somehow those present at the summer Conference
found difficulty to want to change the forms that had come
about.
At themeeting of the Advisory Group inNovember 2008 it

was re-expressed that the tutors today carry a great common
responsibility for the future development of eurythmy. The
link to the Section can no longer be taken for granted. The
landscape of the eurythmy trainings has changed. In order
to stimulate a really free discussionwith the representatives
of the eurythmy trainings, without pre-arranged directions
or answers, the members of the Advisory Group had decid-
ed to dissolve their group. The participants in January 2009
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were to have the possibility to find new forms that could
arise as a community out of the given context.
By saying the Advisory Group and the Group Responsible

for the Eurythmy Trainings dissolved itself and, within the
still existing Conference of those responsible for the recog-
nised eurythmy trainings, looked at new forms of working
together, this does not imply that the previously described
path of deepening theway of work in the trainingswas to be
abandoned.Much rather, this new, freely chosen discussion
on the working-forms appealed to a greater but especially
autonomous feelingof responsibility of all participating col-
leagues of the trainings on the professional level.
With this background those members of the “Association

of EurythmyTrainings” present concerned themselves dur-
ing the Conference on 6 & 7 January 2009 with the nature of
this conferring group and what it saw as the most pressing
tasks.
After intensive, lively discussions in smaller groups and

with the whole group, out of all the extensive themes it was
soon agreed that it is concernedwith (a) the quality of eury-
thmical training, (b) collaboration with the Section, and (c)
visions for the future.
Themembers of this Association will work further on this

theme in July 2009 and January 2010. For the transitionperi-
od a smaller group, called together by Margrethe Solstad as
Section leader, are working in collaboration with her on the
results of the Conference, and have taken on to prepare fur-
thermeetings. Serving in this collaborating groupare:Maria
Sheily (Budapest), Shaina Stoehr (Stourbridge), Göran
Krantz (Järna), Volker Frankfurt (Stuttgart), Stephan Nuss-
baum (Witten) andMarcel Sorge (Freiburg).
In July 2009 the representatives of the trainings now have

a concrete point of departure for the choice of themes for
discussions. I think we can look forward to hear of further
developments.

Centenary Celebration of the lecture
“The Being of the Arts”
eurythmyperformanceby theEnsemble ELISA, Stuttgart

Rosmarie Felber, DE-Stuttgart

On 28October 1909, on the occasion of a festive occasion in
Berlin, Rudolf Steiner held an unusual lecture,1 which
begins:
“Beforeus extendsanextensive snow-covered land; it con-

tains rivers and lakes, frozen. … In our vicinity stand two
female figures. And out of the dawn there is born … a mes-
senger from higher worlds…”
The relationship of Art and Science is presented in the

form of two women, in a pictorial language, almost in the
narrativemood of a fairy-tale. One of the twowomen, called
by themessenger“Art”, throughher self-forgetfulnesswas in
theposition toperceive the surroundingbeautyof the frozen
landscape.This experienceof beautybecomes the key for an
imaginative nocturnal encounter: one after another seven
spiritual forms appear to the soul of the woman. These sac-
rifice and transform themselves into seven different arts.
While all this happens the other woman sleeps in the frozen

landscape. She is “Science”, who wakes in the morning half
frozen beside “Art” andwho is saved by her, warmed and re-
enlivened. The lecture ends with a sentence from Friedrich
Schiller:“Only through thedawnofbeauty canyou reach the
land of knowledge!”1

What seven arts are described in this lecture? The series
appears to be unique to Rudolf Steiner: the art of the dance,
mime, sculpture, architecture, painting, music, and poetry.
Wearemore familiarwith another series,whichSteiner gave
in 1914: architecture, sculpture, painting, music, poetry,
eurythmy;2 is there a contradiction here, or a connection?
I have found thatboth series canbemutually relatedwhen

you consider that the presentation of 1914 so to speak cor-
responds to a rising and a falling wave, which stands in the
context of the supersensorymembers and the [evolutionary]
planetary incarnations. The other series of 1909 describes a
curveas far as the cosmicmidnight (Saturn sphere) andback
again. In this way, summarised in aword, one can recognise
more the spatial arts “above” and the time-arts “below”:

(diagram by R. Felber)

It is extremely charming to follow the nocturnal experi-
ences of the soul of thewoman in the rising and falling curve
of “The Being of the Arts” through the archetypal pictures of
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the arts. The woman has all sort of beautiful experiences,
which are also fraught with danger. This lecture is wonder-
fulwith its imaginative, oftenhymn-like repetitive language.
In 1960s/70s in Bern, Ida Duwan-Nater frequently per-

formed in eurythmy the lecture “The Being of the Arts”.3

These performances, of which a few of the last ones I saw as
a young person in Bern, impressedme so strongly that from
then one I remained very connected to the contents. The
wish myself to perform this lecture “The Being of the Arts”
becameever stronger till eventually, sevenyears ago, I found
colleagues who also wanted to be involved.
Wemet as a study group,moved the contents, tried things

out; I wrote choreographic forms… and then initially as
workshop performanceswe showed some things fromwhat
wehaveworked. Laterwe gavemore than ten complete per-
formances, with original transition music composed and
playedbyMayumiWeiler.4We touredvarious venues around
Stuttgart, but also further afield: in Luzern, Salzburg, Bern,
NL-Zeist, and finally for the art-therapy conference, Dor-
nach, January 2007. In the course of time, the group experi-
enced some changes, where it is a special pleasure that
Anna-Louise Hiller, who worked earlier with Ida Duwan in
Bern, joined us as our speaker.
Now that the project has slept for a while, we nowwant to

take it up again for the centenary of the lecture. We are
already busy with rehearsals to be able to show afresh in
renewed form fromOctober 2009 and into 2010.
Who are “we”? The Ensemble ELISA consists of: Anna-

Louise Hiller (speech); MayumiWeiler (music); Tinka Aign-
er,WolfgangHeger,DavidStewart (eurythmy), andRosmarie
Felber (eurythmy and director).
And the programme? It consists of Rudolf Steiner’s lecture

“The Being of the Arts”, spoken complete word for word and
presented in eurythmy, arranged intonine sceneswith tran-
sitionmusic. Themanner of presentation is uncomplicated
and is conceived to promote a living and deepened under-
standing of the lecture. A review appeared in theweeklyDas
Goetheanum.5 The presentation lasts two hours; after the
fourth art (architecture) an intermission can be made. A
short introduction (if wished, it can be longer) to the lecture
“The Being of the Arts” can be integrated into each perfor-
mance. Upon request workshops on the theme can take
place.
The first performance for the 100-year anniversary takes

place in the venue where Rudolf Steiner held the lecture
“The Being of the Arts” – in Berlin, 24 Oct. 2009, 7.00 pm,
Rudolf Steiner-Haus, Berlin.
Would you care to support this project?Would you be pre-

pared to organise a performance? Would you like to see a
performance?

Enquiries: Rosmarie Felber
Schönbühlstr. 55, DE-70188 Stuttgart

Tel. +49-711-26 05 23

(1) Rudolf Steiner. “Kunst und Kunsterkenntnis”. Lecture
“The Being of the Arts” 28 Oct., 1909 in Berlin [GA 271];
ET tr. Adam Bittleston in The Golden Blade 1965[?], RSP
London; reprinted in The Nature and Origin of the Arts.
Mercury Press, New York 1992. Electronic version:
http://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/Dates/ 19091028p01.html
The quotation from Friedrich Schiller (from “die Kün-

stler”) runs: “Nur durch das Morgentor des Schönen
drangst du in der Erkenntnis Land”.

(2) Rudolf Steiner. “Art as seen in the Light of MysteryWis-
dom”. Lecture Dornach 29 & 30 Dec. 1914 [GA 275].

(3) Ida Duwan-Nater, b. 1915 in St Moritz, d. 1981 in Bern.
Founded the“Pflegestätte fürMusischeKünste”with Ilja
Duwan in Bern.

(4) Zwischenspiele zur Eurythmie «Das Wesen der Künste»
von Rudolf Steiner von Mayumi Weiler for soprano and
soloalto lyre.PublishedbythenorddeutschenArbeitskreis
für Leierspiel; printed asmanuscript, Hannover 2006.

(5) Das Goetheanum”, 24 Feb. 2006, No. 9 im Feuilleton.
Title: “Zeitlos-Imaginativ [Timeless, Imaginative]”, a
review by Kuni Porsche on the performance “The Being
of the Arts”.

Kalevala 2009. Sanan mahti
The Power of the Word
Amany-levelled new discovery of the Finnish Kalevala

UlrikeWendt, DE-Stuttgart

One can approach the Finnish national epic Kalevala in all
sorts of ways. Since the appearance of the first edition of
what is called the “New Kalevala” 160 years ago, artists have
beenmoved:musicians, painters, poets anddramatists have
been inspired by this tremendouswork to new readings and
new creations. For Kalevala2009 we chose the path through
the word. For more than a year we have been on an exciting
journey of discovery in the magical world of the Kalevala-
language and its translation intomovement motives.
The project Kalevala2009. Sanan mahti / Die Macht des

Wortes is co-carried by Mikko Jairi (dancer, choreographer
and eurythmist), and UlrikeWendt (eurythmist), both cur-
rently active at the Eurythmeum, Stuttgart. As a threefold
programme, it sets forth the Finnish epic Kalevala and espe-
cially themagical verses and“origins” it contains.With artist
colleagues fromFinland,GermanyandSwitzerland,whoare
at home in the fields of contemporary dance, speech and
eurythmy, we went looking for possible adequate presenta-
tions. After the preparatory stage of rehearsals in Germany
for the most part and in Finland, Kalevala2009 will be pre-
miered there on 15 May in Helsinki, followed by a tour
through Germany and Switzerland.
In this work we need to be not only artists but also

researchers and entrepeneurs. The latter can hardly be
ignored in freelanceprojects. Alongside application and ini-
tiative it always demands a good portion of courage and
trust in the work that is being created. The success of a pro-
duction is always a risk. With new co-workers it acquires
greater dimensions; they have to get their finances together
completely on their own. Most colleagues know the
moments of ecstatic joy when an application for financial
support is accepted or a certain theatre has agreed to host
you. And they also know the phases of lack of courage when
apparentlynothingwants tomove –and thenonceagain the
times of excessive demands when everything suddenly has
to be seen to at once.
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The researchwork for ourproject, alongsidebasicworkon
the Kalevala and the history of its reception, had two differ-
ent directions. The one was concerned with the language,
thedifference and things in common in the sequenceof pic-
tures of the Finnish and of the German, and the essential
spirit which is thereby expressed. To this comes the search
for possibilities to make the eurythmical movements our
own in a new way. Here, along with the continuing work on
the basic elements, to keep an open attitude to what wants
to be formed.
A usual way to approach the essential spirit in eurythmy

consists in studying the connectionsof the soundsof aname
orword.Therebyalreadyaprofound level of language canbe
opened up. We formed the question whether one cannot
penetrate even deeper into this essential spirit through
training in perception of the etheric.With simple but effec-
tive exercises according to the methods of Dorian Schmidt
and the ether-exercises of Marjorie Spock, we attempted of
training ourselves in this area. For such work the Kalevala
offers special possibilities, for here at many places elemen-
tal beings are named, which would need to be expressed as
forms. In Runo 14, for example, Nyyrikki – Tellervo –Mielik-
ki appear, three verydifferent spirits of the forest:The cheeky
Nyyrikkiwithhis red cap is toput thehunter on the right trail
(«Nyyrikki, Tapion poika, mies puhas, punakypärä! Veistä
pilkut pitkin maita, rastit vaaroihin rakenna...»), Tapios the
daughter of Tellervo with her silver trinkets and golden hair
is spun into her playing («Tellervo tytär Tapion, metsän tyt-
tö, tylleröinen, kaikki kullassa kuhisi, hopeassa horjeksi-
he...»), andMielikki, the honey-mouthedmistress of the for-
est,watchesoverher expanses –wanting towelcomehuman
beings in a friendlymanner, but quick to point out their lim-
its if they do not sufficiently acknowledge the spirit of the
forest («Mielikki metsän emäntä, puhas muori, muoto kau-
nis, pane kulta kulkemahan, hopea vaeltamahan,...»). We
tried tomanifest the essential spirit of these figures not only
in the text but also in silent eurythmy. The beings can be
eurythmically expressed through the gestures that were dis-
covered and unfold before the actual text begins.
It is especially excitingwhen theoriginal Finnish language

encounters the German language. Finnish remains still
dreaming and the pictures are conveyed almost below the
border of consciousness. In German clear, contoured pic-
tures arise. In a passage from Runo 40, we risked allowing
both languages to come directly into dialogue. The lines
alternatebetweenGermanandFinnish, spokenandmoved.
This parallel occurrence is rather irritating for the intellects
amongst the audience, since one can neither enter properly
into the unknown language, nor properly understand the
German word, because the ratio in simultaneous interpre-
tation lags somewhat behind. But precisely through this
something new can arise – a kind of wake attention for the
connection of picture and sound. Because both languages
soundwell together, despite the great difference inhow they
use consonants andvowels – also results in aharmony in the
eurythmical gestures.
A further chapter in the search for adequate fashioning is

the question of transition gestures, seal-like sequences of
sounds, which gives the whole thing a further rhythm. Born
out of the mood of a scene and adapting itself then to the
alternating of the lines, these gestures should be a still-yet-
moving element in the flow of the Kalevala text, supporting

and emphasising themagical character of the language.
Quietness is altogether an important element; it is felt by

everyonequite directly inFinnishnature itself, and it should
also take an important place in Kalevala2009. How do the
speech, movement, accompanyingmusic and stillness flow
together?
Out of the stillness there arises in the beginning the pure,

bodily emphasised, almost animalistic movement of con-
temporary dance. It suits themythical animal-figures in the
Kalevala: they picture a special transition to human soul-
development. Out of the dance, inwhich the earthly, animal
connection can develop into the upright dimension, the
movement of speech awakes. It demands a more intimate
space, inwhich it can become effective in a healing-magical
manner as in the old Kalevala-rituals.With the eurythmical
movement in the ensuing thirdpart of theprogramme, a still
deeper level of thework canbe takenup.Through this struc-
ture eachart canbe fullydrawnon in its owncreativemeans,
yet also stand in direct connection with the other.
Despite all searching for magic in the speech and the

movement, we could but do not want to tell a fairy-story.
Although the Kalevala addresses deep levels of the earlier
collective consciousness, people today have to meet even
themost profoundwork with a contemporary spiritual atti-
tude, which the ironical breaks or a commentary at certain
places demands.
We have tried many ideas of what else to offer so that the

performance can really be received, especially because the
theme is not generally known. One possibility would be an
informative introduction with eurythmical demonstration.
Different aspects (especially concerning the strange sounds
of theFinnish language)notonlymentionedbut also shown,
andwhich the audience finds again later in the piece.More-
over, with Kalevala2009 we offer workshops in all the arts it
involves, in order to enable the people looking for direct
meeting a chance to dip into the world of movement. That
this concept is taken up shows us the reactions of the venue
hosting us, who according to circumstances have all decid-
ed on one of the accompanying activities.

Kalevala2009. Sananmahti / Die Macht desWortes
A dance-theatre of the word inmovement, in three parts:
contemporary dance – speech – eurythmy

WithMikko Jairi (choreography/eurythmy/organisation),
Ulrike Wendt (eurythmy/organisation), Suvi Olavinen
(speech/eurythmy), Anja Riska (eurythmy), Ivo Bärtsch
(contemporary dance), NN (contemporary dance), Yvonne
Karsten (speech), Kai Olander (music), Marcel Zaba (stage
manager and costumes), Peter Jackson (lighting design)

Contact:
mikkojairi@hotmail.com, ulrikewendt@web.de

+49 560 38 52 (AB)
Further information also dates of ticket sales:

www.kalevala2009.com, www.kalevala2009.blogspot.com



EEN – Euritmie Ensemble Nederland
A community educational impulse. 33 years sum-
mer conference in Wanne Eickel

Helga Daniel, NL-Den Haag

In summer 2009 it will be thirty-three years that the Ensem-
ble of the eurythmy school in The Hague [earlier NEE (Ned-
erlands Eurythmie Ensemble), now EEN (Euritmie Ensem-
ble Nederland)] has accompanied the summer conference
in the Hibernia School inWanne Eickel. Thirty-three years –
a period of change.
At the end of the 70’s, during the time of the great growth

of Waldorf-Steiner schools and eurythmy schools, in the
summer holidaysmore andmore conferences took place to
bringWaldorf education to interested people.
In the Ruhrgebiet, Germany, a conference took place in

which from the beginning eurythmy took a central place.
The collaborationof thepreparationgroupwithWernerBar-
fod led to a quite distinct form. The day began and ended
witheurythmy. In themorning, small demonstrations assist-
ed perception and understanding for the subject; the
evening closed with a short performance.
The conference theme was orientated each time to the

programmeof theEnsemble.This onceagainwason theone
hand inspired out of interest in the difficulties of the time,
and on the other hand out of the research in our own sub-
ject. In this way the viewing of themorning demonstrations
and the eveningperformanceof parts of programmesby the
participants led ever deeper into the themes of the confer-
ence. In courses, the participants through their own activity
could add to their experiences in eurythmy – also in relation
to education. At the end of the conference the pieces of the
puzzle came together for a large performance, so that the
audience experienced everything eurythmical summarised
in a great moving picture.
The situation of the Steiner-Waldorf Schools changed, the

preparatory group changed, and also the style of the confer-
ence. The content of the conference moved from the devel-
opment of children and their accompaniment through the
school to the development of the parents, who alongside or
with the school accompany the children on their path. A
development or a schooling conference for parents gradual-
ly emerged.
Eurythmy appeared morning and evening as before. Yet

the eurythmists related more closely to the participants.
They demonstrated not only things they had rehearsed. At
the beginning of the conference they received a short poem,
which they rehearsed during the course of the week and
publicly performed at the end. During the course of the
week, this text became amotto thatwas heard daily andwas
always visible. In addition to the morning eurythmy course
ran a eurythmy course for everyone. Before the demonstra-
tion rehearsal, the eurythmists under the direction of a
member of the Ensemble did some group-eurythmy with
those participants who had gathered in the hall, in sitting or
standing by their chairs or between the rows. This involve-
ment intensified the ensuing perceptions. For the evenings,
the Ensemble rehearsed specific things that supported the
inner processes of the conference participants.
An increasing number of young parents attending the

conferences meant that the children needed activities. So

over the years a children’s conference developed within the
conference. In summer 2009 the children, who meanwhile
have become young people, take over for the first time the
organisationof their conferencewithin the conference.They
tooasked for eurythmyandorganisedaeurythmycourse for
themselves, initially as childrennowas youngpeople. In this
way, gradually a family conferencehas comeabout,which is
impulsed throughout by eurythmy.
A new element of the conference was what was called the

“deepening space”. Here the content of the morning contri-
butions was artistically explored. The participants each day
chose out of the available arts the one that met their need.
In this consolidation the eurythmical collaboration of eury-
thmists and participants arose out of the shared questions
and knowledge concerning the respective lecture. Presence
of mind was demanded of the eurythmists in order sponta-
neously to be inspired out of their own repertoire and expe-
rience for the artistic working through the shared impres-
sions.Togetherwith theparticipants somethingentirelynew
took place every day.
The summer workshop in the Hibernia School inWanne

Eickel (sommerwerkstadt.eu) is a conference inwhich eury-
thmy is integrated into every part of the day and in which it
is also requested. Eurythmy as a support and a deepening of
the processes which during the course of the week the peo-
ple go through, eurythmy as an artistic experience.
33 years of change and deepening; 33 years – from view-

ing to joining in; 33 years – a time of transformation.

International BA from the Eurythmy
School, The Hague

Helga Daniel, NL-Den Haag

Approximately six years ago, the Colleagues of the North-
German EurythmyTeacher Training, of the six-week educa-
tional course in Witten-Annen and of Eurythmy School in
TheHague decided to collaborate in the aim to lead the stu-
dents towards a state-recognised diploma. A further collab-
oration with the Bund (the Waldorf/Steiner School Fellow-
ship in Germany), helped to support the project financially.
The fourth course ends in summer 2009.
A regular working-together of the colleagues both on the

organization and as regards content carries the project. An
on-going exchange on the one hand the mentoring of stu-
dents in theprofessional fieldon theotherhand lead toever-
new ideas to renewandchange the training. Students of oth-
er eurythmy trainings and those renewing their eurythmical
career have also joined. A new initiative has developed, as
follows.

BA I and BA II
BA stands for Bachelor of Arts, “I” for beginners, “II” for

experienced colleagues.
BA I: means a BA degree that can be gained through a

practical training teaching in schools by beginners in the
training, or people wishing to take up the profession once
again. This training consists of 10 seminars and 33 weeks
teaching practice in schools, eurythmical solo work and a
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written research work. Exams take place during the semi-
nars, during the teachingpractice andduring the school vis-
its of the external mentors. The students reports the follow-
ing:
“TheBA training is the best thing that could happen tome

at the moment. Following directly on my basic training it is
simply ideal. I feelwonderfully carriedhere, challenged, and
led towards the pupils.”
“Concentrated competence and co-ordination of the very

individual teachers andhighest interest and attention of the
students led to a growing, ripening soul-and-spirit commu-
nity, where a lot of laughter is to be heard.Verdict: very valu-
able.”
“The training for me is a basic nourishment for the artist

and teacher in me:
As anartist I am ledon thepathof ahealthy anchoring and

truth of expression.
As teacher I gain insight into human development and an

overview of its eurythmical accompaniment.

Refreshed, renewed
Blessed through truthfulness –
To have found the way.

The essential resounds,
Lays hold of the human seed,
Becomes themidwife.”

BA II: Bachelor degree for experienced colleagues, who
have worked at least for five years in educational eurythmy
in an institution. For them it is threeweeks of seminar, a solo
and a research work. In addition, they will be visited by BA-
tutors during their lessons, and thus also experience an
external mentoring.
This course takes place for the first time this year. Yet the

reactions are already very clear: the colleagues experience
through the tutors and in meeting each other that they are
not alone, but “pull on the same rope”. Many things are
exchanged. The solo work too is a positive and refreshing
experience. At last one is again a student and allowed to
work on one’s own habits of movement.
In the academic year 2009/10 both trainings will be run.

All information from Renate Barth reba@gmx.ch

Switzerland: Strengthened collaboration
of the anthroposophical trainings
Integration and Differentiation of Methods

ElisabethWiederkehr, CH-Dornach

For decades in the surroundings of the Goetheanum, train-
ings have existed for various arts and forms of therapy, hith-
ertomore or less alongside each other. This is to change: on
20 November representative of five schools have decided to
found the Academy for Therapy and Art on an anthropo-

sophical basis. Additional training centres are able to join.
What was always common to these schools in the sur-

roundings of the Goetheanum is the view of the anthropo-
sophical understanding of the world and of the human
being.“This is also thebasis of the future collaboration”, says
Dietrich von Bonin, coming from the side of the speech-
training, is godfather of the project. The Academy aims to
create a framework which allows the individual schools to
collaborate on curriculum, administrative and organisa-
tional levels.
To the following founding institutionsof theAcademy (Aus-

bildung für plastisch-künstlerische Therapie, Dornach; Freie
Malschule, Dornach; Heileurythmie-Ausbildung am
Goetheanum;Orpheus-Schule fürMusiktherapie inLenzburg;
Schule für Rhythmische Massage in Arlesheim), a new train-
ing also belongs. The “Schule AmWort” is still a concept, but
intends to continue further training in therapeutic speech
practice as it has existed at the Dora-Gutbrod-Schule for ten
years, as well as an autonomous speech-formation training.
The carriers of the Akademie are to become a useful Associa-
tionwhichwill be founded by the institutions involved.

Open for more institutions
At present the foundingmembers aremainly active in two

directions. “Various discussions are in process with other
training institutions, who are considering to join the
impulse, and possible patrons for the project”, says von
Bonin. According to the plan, from April 2009 with the set-
ting-up of a co-ordination centre for trainings, a concrete
realisation of the impulse will be established.

Info: Akademie für Therapie und Kunst
Ruchtiweg 5, CH-4143 Dornach

ATEKUA@gmx.ch

From: Das Goetheanum Nr. 51-52/2008

Therapeutic Speech Practice
The future is forming

Martina Kallenberg, CH-Dornach

Speech-formationin its therapeuticapplicationbelongstothe
anthroposophical art therapies. Recently, people have heard
about speech-formation rather through the closing of institu-
tions.Yet itbecameclear fromthemeetingof23–26Octoberat
the Goetheanum that speech formation is very much alive.
This was shown in the discussion published in Das
GoetheanumwithSilkeKollewijn fromthepreparatorygroup.
Over 130participants,more than in theprevious year,met

in order towork together on the effective principles ofTher-
apeutic Speech Practice, working on speech exercises and
entering discussions. The focus was the Apollonian and
Dionysian basic forces.
The double lecture by Barbara Denjean von Stryk and

Dietrich von Bonin, “The small human being in the greater
human being”, led directly leading into therapeutic prac-
tice. The special effects of three lesser-known therapeutic
speeches by Rudolf Steiner were presented. During the fol-
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lowing days thesewere looked at in the light of the study-of-
man and deepened through practice.
Dr Christian Schopper presented the polarity of Apollon-

ian and Dionysian principles as the basic forces in the
human being.

Apollo and Dionysus
The listenerswere takenback to ancientGreece.The clear,

light uprightness of Apollo and the dark, chaotic, flow of
Dionysus canbe refound in thehumanconstitution, seen in
our contemporaries Hans Albers and Elvis Presley. Every
individual is placed into the polarity if these forces and con-
stantly called upon to create a new balance.
HansPaul Fiechter led fromthegreathumancontexts into

the effects of these forces in poetry, as far as sentence struc-
ture and the impulse of the word. In mythology Apollo is a
god, his half brother Dionysus, “the middle one”, and a
divinely conceived human being. Apollo does not know
earthly conditions, Dionysus stands right in it. Apollo
beholds, he is the epic narrator, the impressionist, and for
him the earthly element remains semblance and dream. In
the Dionysian element, the human being stands directly
expressionistically completely in the event; it doesnot reach
his consciousness and become a picture. The working
together of these polar forces canonly take place in themid-
dle of the human being, which is also the secret of poesy.
Poesy is able to express eternalmatters as temporal, and can
at the same timebe intoxicated and sober art the same time:
“… ihr holden Schwäne,/ und trunken von Küssen/ taucht
ihr das Haupt/ ins heilig-nüchterneWasser/ …” [“you sub-
lime swans, and drunk with kisses, you dive your head into
the holy-sober water…], as Friedrich Hölderlin expresses
this in his poem“Hälfte des Lebens”.
Serge Maintier presented the results of his research on

morphodynamic-acoustics on the forms of the air-stream in
speechwithexampleson film.Scientists of air-steamsaswell
linguists took up the results with widespread recognition.
Following the research of Johanna Zinke, he worked with

new technical possibilities of laser light and high-speed
cameras. Thus he was able to show correlation between the
behaviour of the air-stream and the picture of the sound.

Gesture of the air
These air-stream forms, which Rudolf Steiner referred to

as ‘Luftgebärde – gesturesof the air”,“impressedand infused
the speech-formation artists”, said Kollewijn.
Michaela Glöckler rounded off the conference on the

breathing of speech.
The “burning professional questions” formulated in

recent years, have already produced initial initiatives to the
following themes: In clinics, in education for the develop-
ment in children of competence in speech, in the early fur-
thering of speech, to training initiatives, networking and the
public domain. In the reports it became clear that today
againmany people are looking for speech-formation.
Despite the difficulties and resistance with which many

speech artists the world over are confronted in their profes-
sion, the conference participants fromnine countries expe-
rienced, according toSilkeKollewijn, a courage-givingmood
of “let’s go!” Speech-formation is alive today!

From: Das Goetheanum Nr. 45/2008

Puppetry Working Days from 23–25
January 2009
Content, Mood, and Significance
of the Production Process

Gudrun Ehm, DE-Pforzheim

In a broad sweep, alongside Swiss and German groups, an
Italian group attended, twopuppeteers inGeorgia, twoAus-
trians and an American Waldorf-teacher who at present
works in Germany. Alongside many known faces some new
ones appeared.
Margaret Solstad our new Section leader spoke about the

possible new thoughts and new structure of Section work:
What does the world need?What do the participants need?
What does Dornach need? What does mutual perception
demand?
Stefan Libardi took on to lead to the conference theme:

Howwill the scoreof a literary text be soenlivened that apro-
duction appeals to the audience?During the previousmeet-
ing we have planned to look at the different elements.With
the example of “The Shepherd Boy” of the Brothers Grimm,
he called up ourmemory of these different things. The story
is very short. A king asks a shepherd boy three questions. To
his astonishment he answers them, and he takes him in as
his own son.
What shoes was the king wearing? Are they both standing

on the steps of the castle or in the throne-room? Regardless
of how different each one saw it, these questions belong to
the content level. How is themood? “Friendly”, “light”, “seri-
ous” came the suggestions. How does it change from begin-
ning to end? First the patronising king asks intellectually,
then begins to wonder and finallymeets the youngman eye
to eye.
With the question: “What does the story want to tell us?”

we arrive at the level of meaning.What does the king want;
how do the questions develop?
Working groups followed on the text for the conference

“The Fortunate Person”, a Greek story [Der Glückliche – in
Germ. “Glück” means luck, happiness, fortune. Tr. note]. A
sick king can be healed through the mantle of a fortunate
person.Yet as his children finally find one, he has nomantle.
I joined the grouponmoods. Firstly,wedecided themood

of the piece was between happy/lucky and ill/sad. Quite
practically we began to bemoan, to lament and to cough,
then flowing over to the other side, shouted for joy, sang and
opened our arms with smiling faces. In this way a breathing
was establishedbetween contraction and expansion. A cho-
rus behind the puppeteers took over this swinging hither
and thither in sound-painting. Surprisingly, itwasquite sim-
ple with lamenting – it had rather to be subdued, just as in
real life.Yet theblessing, the cheer couldbe caught onlywith
difficulty.Hummingquickly became sentimental or ghostly.
Christoph Bosshard ordered our attempts into clear pro-
duction concepts. Where did the power-point in the story
lie?Whendowe stand andwhendowemove? Is not the king
in his illness benumbed and the lucky person the healthy
one, who canmove? How is luck presentable, the complete-
ly inner source of harmony and joy? Lamentation and cries
of joy soon no longer suffice.We left the storyline and con-
centrated on the pure soul-content, avoiding as far as possi-
ble the explanatory text. And so there arose between both
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poles of suffering and joy the searching, questioningmiddle,
in which the king’s children progress on the way to fortune.
In only twice two sessions there arose a preliminary presen-
tation of the piece.
The resultswerepresented inplenum.The first groupcon-

cerned with the level of content struggled very much for an
adequate form. Can one isolate and extract the externally
perceptible? They showed us how a tired, prostrate mari-
onette king takes leaveof his children, sending them into the
world to fetch help. At the end the fortunate one is seen
behind a lit screen in silhouette. In a secondattempt, simply
hands alone wandered over the playing area, the king lay as
a beringed hand flat at the edge of the stage; the fortunate
one was presented as an upright flat of the hand, lit from
behind.With this difference in the adaptation you could see
immediately with every practical attempt moods arise and
promptings of meaning. But the valuable thing is to sharp-
en one’s viewing, to use themethods consciously.Thehand-
king does not suffer; themood is less graspable, whereas the
frailty in colour, form and position of the marionette
appeared really clearly. As in eurythmy attention is given to
movement, feeling and character and for the appearance of
a complete sound, there are also three levels of production
inmutual connection.
Irritated by the free form of the group concerned with

mood, the viewers asked: Who now is the king?Why does the
fortunate one relax all over the place as if he were on the
beach? How can the effect of the puppets be retained by the
chorus of people? How can the movement convey mood? To
produce a soul-experience the same for everyone is not pos-
sible.And,pureemotion isquite tiring for theviewer.Whatare
the effects of narration, and of silentmovement? Do I remain
with the formermoreaviewer,perhapsevencriticallydistant;
with the latterdoIbecomemorecarriedalong,engaged?Con-
sciously made speech gives accents. “Give us your shirt!”
intoned the chorus, “He doesn’t have a shirt,” piped up one

Betty Parker
(31 Aug. 1919 – 21 Nov. 2007)

Margaret & Arthur Osmond

Some of us knew Betty as a eurythmy teacher, others as a
eurythmy therapist. Her love and dedication for this art was
the great light shining in her life; her personal life was
eclipsedbyherprofessional one.Betty continued todoeury-
thmy faithfully, right to her last days, believing fully in its
healing powers.
Betty had special insight into the breathing, rhythmical

nature of the English language. She wanted eurythmy to
“speak”, and for gestures tohave“substance”.Thismeant the
student/patient had to delve into a more “real” part of their
being, where a deep source is waiting to unfold. To do eury-
thmywithBettywasdemanding! Shewould frownon super-

ficiality in movement,
though she had a tremen-
dous sense of irony,
humour, and fun.
I recall practising “w”.

She seemed so dissatis-
fied: “Haven’t you ever
experienced weight
before?” and she formed a
gesture full of mood and
depth. It was simply inim-
itable! As Betty grew older,
her gestures ripened, sat-
urated with years of
intense practice and
study. When her health
slowed her down in her
mid-eighties, her remark-
able biography came

individual, making us all laugh. All experiences that are so
suggestive for consciously adapting an idea, a story.
The thirdgrouphadcreatedstructure for itself; they focused

on the question: what is luck/fortune? A potpourri grewwith
figures from Grimms’ fairy-tales, like “Hans in luck”. State-
ments were important: “To be rich, to bemighty, to be free is
luck/happiness.”Or thepig [symbolof luck] speaks tohisnew
owner: “Letmebe thehappy/fortunate/lucky pig.Happiness
is, tobe loved, as I am.”Or thebutcher consideringaloudhow
many cutlets the cowwouldmake:“My luck is not your luck.”
With this light, cabaret-style note, we received an enlivened
concept of “luck/fortune”. What remains are pictures, not
“infos”. If you have expanded the spectrum first in lively pic-
tures, you have more in the bag for the production on which
you currently work.
In the final plenum questions arose: How do we proceed?

Where do we stand, how do we form the new? What is the
prospect with courses, further training, international net-
working, publications and all the accompanying things?This
will bean importantpoint for thenext conference from15–17
Jan. 2010. Each person can take their questions and wishes
during the course of the year a stage further, can work carry-
ingresponsibility.Othershoweverwantconcretework, that is,
workshops, e.g., presentations of the stages of a project.
In review it became clear, the short time brought a com-

promised result, whereby form and freedom kept a good
balance. Both went well, bringing something of your own
and being open for something else.
My sights changed. In the train I saw the people sur-

roundingme in amore human way, more warmly. I noticed
funny things: an especially morose man had enthroned a
cheeky pompom on his hat. My attention to speech was
sharper. I must really smile at thoughtless talk; the
announcements of theGerman railways are like that!With a
real delay, the connections gone, one can hardly add the
standard sentence: “We wish you a good journey”!
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more to light. She entered into hermemorieswith vivid feel-
ing, and would usually conclude by saying how grateful she
was for her life, especially for eurythmy.
Bettywas born in a prairie-town inManitroba, Canada. At

the tender age of three Betty was struck with a blow of des-
tiny when her mother tragically died. Despite the
tremendous shock, her childhoodmemories are interwo-

ven with a sense of freedom – owing to the kind upbringing
she and her sister, Grace, received from her aunt and uncle.
She thrived on the teeming nature forces in Canada.
Inher youthBetty turned towards theworld of art, andher

sister toballet. Sheenjoyedcartoon sketching,wonanation-
al award for a painting, and achieved a high
standard in sculpture and relief work. She was a valued

colleague at a commercial art studio when a friend invited
her to explore the world of art in England. Those of us who
perhaps considered Betty to be very proper or cautious
might be surprised to know she hitch-hiked 2000 miles
acrossCanadaandworkedherwayoncargo ships across the
Great Lakes. Despite a stormy Atlantic crossing, she danced
every night on the ship’s deck. In London, she went around
with a sketch-pad and made friends with musicians at the
Royal Albert Hall. A glamorous time!
Again, destiny struckwhen she became seriously ill with a

respiratory illness. Her landlady called her doctor to attend
to Betty; it was Dr Karl Nunhofer [well-known anthropo-
sophical doctor]. It was then, through a eurythmy class with
Marguerite Lundgren, thatBetty discovered the“real reason”
for her trip to England! She never looked back.
Betty trainedwithMarguerite inLondonandspent time in

Dornach. She enjoyed the stage-work there, and with some
regret returned to England to take up teaching at Cecil Har-
wood’s request. She spent one half the week teaching the
children/co-workers and teachers in St Christopher’s
School, Bristol and theotherhalfworkingwithMarguerite in
the London Stage Group. Perhaps one highlight was a chil-
dren’s eurythmyperformancepresented to theQueenMoth-
er. Later she was asked to be a teacher at the Eurythmy
School in London, and with some regret, she said goodbye
to the work she had grown to love.
Both at Rudolf Steiner House, and later in Peredur Centre

for the Arts, East Grinstead,many encountered Betty’s guid-
ance through the dynamic world of English poetry. The
forms which she drew on the blackboard where always
beautifully balance and artistic.
Later she returned to London-life which she dearly loved.

Betty lived independently, working every week at Rudolf
Steiner House as a therapist, until she was stopped in her
tracks by a fall. Betty died inWhittingtonHospital in the care
of her dear friend and co-worker Annemarie Baeschlin. Bet-
ty had ultimate belief in the powers of eurythmy for the
future. To be with her gave one wings to carry on.

Gerda Lehn
(28 April 1930 – 5 March 2008)

Well known, much scolded, and
also really not always comfort-
able and simple – yet Gerda
Lehn had the gift, to live com-
pletely in the level adjoining the
physical and to help her stu-
dents towards this.“Oh joy!”was
always her saying, with the wish
to breathe into every fixed situa-
tion lightness and ease; “Joy,
beautiful sparks of the gods”!—
Claudia Peinelt

Birrethe Arden-Hansen

On an October evening, half a year after her death, we sat,
twelve friends andone-timepupils ofGerdaLehn, inher flat
in Arlesheim, asking the question: “Who was she?” Almost
everyone present knew her in the eurythmical phase of her
life, but there was one person who could contribute to the
picture of her destiny full of the hardest tests and the inner
greatness to go through them remaining upright.
She grew up in Berlin as the third of seven siblings. Her

father was a technician, an idealist who loved Goethe. He
clearly saw through the events of the time and fully con-
sciously tried to endure it. Hermother had left her daughter
so much work with her younger brothers, that the neigh-
bours had to ask whether it was not too great a strain for a
child.Thebombs fell, night anddaywas spent in thebunker.
Whenher beloved elder brother in the final assault onBerlin
was wounded and died, the parent’s relationship broke up.
Thepost-war experiences in the ruins, thehunger, themany
dead everywhere drained the now 15-year-old; she became
so ill with typhus, that hopewas despaired of. At her bed she
saw Death and the mild face of a Being who asked whether
she wanted to live or die. She herself writes about this:
“Before Death I had to resolve, whereby Someone helped

me; I could choose and this time through the unspeakable
love which was offered me, I chose life. From that hour I
becameevermore foreign tomyenvironment andbelonged
less and less to my family. I think I no longer had anyone to
care for me, but a vow never to forget the love which was
revealed at my decision; it allowed me to bear unspeakable
things.”
In this new loneliness thewrittenwordbecamehermeans

of expression. Poems and diaries witness to a strong and
inner relationship to language,which for her further lifewas
to influence her destiny.
After housekeeping school and kindergarten work, her

particular educational talents stood initially in the fore-
ground. After her training in the kindergarten seminary,
from spring 1947–March 1949, she was entrusted with war-
damaged children and young people, difficult to educate.
Her awakened thirst for knowledge found its way through
the friendship with an older female student into the cultur-
al life that blossomed after theWar. From this time on, at the
rightmoment destiny sent a personwho helped her further.
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In her work she missed a concept of the human being, and
decided to enrol at theUniversity. But the power of commu-
nism, which in all its harshness had begun tomake its effect
inEastBerlin, completely tore apart the family.With thepur-
suit and flight of her father, all further possibilities to study
were cut off. She too was threatened, and fled at the end of
October 1950 to theWest. Under the most difficult circum-
stances she had to lead the life of a fugitive “politically not
recognised”, till at theadviceof a former teacher she received
work and rooms in the home for children with learning dif-
ficulties in Schlachtensee. This home, that in Michaelmas
1950 was expropriated, was rebuilt by Franz Löffler and co-
workers from the Educational-Institute Gerswalde. She
arrived inmid-May 1951. Here shemet anthroposophy and
eurythmy.HeleneReisinger gavedaily to the teachersunfor-
gettable lessons, which made on Gerda Lehn a profoundly
moving impression. She had to get deeper into it. In Sep-
tember 1952 she began her eurythmy training. But she also
had to live, and applied for a grant to the Berlin Academy of
Art with strongly expressive pictures. She was immediately
accepted and could now continue the training during the
evenings.
During this time of teaching she met Angela Locher who

finished her eurythmy training with Helene Reisinger. A
working community came into being that was to continue
all her life, built on the strong ideals and aims for eurythmy
of themboth.Thedifficult years of childhoodand youthhad
sapped her strength. Travel papers obtained from Dr
Friedrich Lorenz enabled her to travel to Zürich, for recu-
perationwith the Locher family. After a final working period
in education, she could continue and finish her eurythmy
training in Dornach with Lea van der Pals. Marie Savitch,
who saw her artistic possibilities, took her immediately into
the stage-group. There she was happy to take over the
responsible task, increasingly given to her, of organising all
the rehearsals, the wardrobe and the sewing room.

Angela Locher writes about this time
“A deep interest of hers was contemporary poetry. Tire-

lessly she looked for works suitable for eurythmy or that
even ask for it. For this Marie Savitch had an open ear and
great interest. Several modern poems that she tried as solos
or as group-pieceswere taken into the programmes.Honest
and independent, she tried to understand and humanly to
carry the spiritual battleswithin theAnthroposophical Soci-
ety in the 60’s and their effects in daily life at the
Goetheanum.TheGoetheanumwas, with some short inter-
missions, her workplace for over 20 years.”
On 13 August 1961 news came of the building of the wall

in Berlin. This blow hit her deeply, for her brothers and her
mother lived in the east, her father and sister in the west.
This deep shock with the destiny of her family, but very
much too the now cruelly sealed division of Germany,
accompanied her throughout the ensuing time. From 1967
she began completely secretly some regular eurythmywork
in the DDR, beginning with performances and courses,
which resulted inAngela Locher andher conducting a train-
ing for ten students drawn from different towns.

Katharina Sonntag writes of this time
“I first met Frau Lehn in October 1970 in Erfurt. She stood

in a large group of eurythmy-interested people and was

impossible to find by looking, so inconspicuous and simple
she was; you didn’t notice her. Then Frau Locher introduced
her asher colleagueofmanyyears standing.As she shookmy
hand in greeting, she looked atmewithher grey eyes, friend-
ly but also“somewhat testing”. But at the same time I also felt
in her look humanwarmth and the spiritual greatness of this
personality. I knew straight away that I had met someone
whoworked hard on herself, and forme, whowas quite new
to anthroposophy and eurythmy, to have received as a gift a
new spiritual and artistic homeland.The training and devel-
opment in eurythmy that now began took place twice in the
year, for 8–10 days, alternating between Jena, Dresden,
Berlin, Leipzig andErfurt.TheChristianCommunity provid-
ed a sheltered space. Very soon a training group arose. Frau
Lehn took on for the most past lessons in speech eurythmy.
Her lessons were unforgettable. In eurythmy she was amas-
ter of theeconomically simple, outwardly visiblemovement-
form.Very conscientiously she saw that the seed of the eury-
thmical gesture couldunfold.This is probably themost valu-
able thing that onemay experience in eurythmy.The spiritu-
al basis was working at Rudolf Steiner’s anthroposophy. This
took place with Ulrich Göbel before the eurythmy lessons.
Frau Lehn bequeaths us an especially comprehensive life-
work with her work adapting modern poems for eurythmy.
For my own adult classes and performing I received from
FrauLehn’s lessons a very valuable basis, which till today fills
mewith great gratitude. Forme, she has always remained an
ideal as a personality and as a human being.”
In 1973 Dr Biesantz asked Angela Locher and Dorothea

Mier to build up a further training for young stage-euryth-
mists, which at the same time would be open to all euryth-
mists who wanted to train further spending a time at the
Goetheanum. Gerda Lehn took some of us into her
rehearsals of three songs from Bernardus Silvestris: “Über
die Allumfassende Einheit derWelt—On the all-embracing
unity of the world”. Here we experienced her special ability
to create large group-forms and her deep connection to
speech and poetry.
In 1975 she entered completely into the work with us. Her

exclusive concern was the artistic work. The “Eurythmy
Stage-Work at the Goetheanum” came about, which organ-
ised independentperformances for tours inSwitzerlandand
Germany.

Her activities in the 80’s is described
by Angela Locher
“In 1980/81, the decisionof theExecutiveCouncil to unite

both eurythmy groups brought tremendous changes into
the eurythmyworld, andmuch painful renunciation by col-
leagues who were not taken into the Ensemble. Gerda Lehn
was not able to continue her artistic impulse of rehearsing.
In this forher tragic situation she tookher creative forces and
impulse into curative education. Not only adapting to the
Zürich situation, but above all in a home for young people
and adults with special needs on Zürichsee, with whom she
did unforgettable performances. She contributed to the
public educational and anthroposophical summer confer-
ences inZürich, andbrought eurythmy into the teacher pre-
seminary. Shewas appreciatedas a teacher, as is shown from
countless letters.”
After theWall fell in 1989, in autumn 1990, she and Angela

Locher began in East Berlin a new training with people who
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could not immediately go to the schools in theWest, initial-
ly with blocks in the rooms of the “Kaspar Hauser-Forums”.
Later she went with 12 of them as a closed course to West
Berlin to the Reisinger-School.”

Ulrike Kleeberg reports on the years there
“Gerda Lehn bequeathed us students trails of light – she

sent deep into our hearts that seed of light, eurythmy. … In
1992 Gerda Lehn and Angela Locher together with their
East-German eurythmy students entered the ‘Schule für
Eurythmische Art und Kunst’ in Berlin. Gerda Lehn worked
for five years in the school collegium. Sheput all her strength
into her lessons. She led us students in a very wisdom-filled
manner to speech eurythmy, where the most important
thing was our experience! Whether it was our own experi-
ence of eurythmy, it was always her aim that those practic-
ing come to a common experience, which could be repeat-
edly produced. She took very seriously our personal and
inter-human development.
In class meetings she calmed the waves by placing before

our souls the content and the actual ideal of thematter. She
never needed anyone to feel attacked, and surely everyone
had to correct themselves. If nevertheless some individual
was in need, she helped without conditions. The eurythmi-
cal life of the school blossomed under the creative collabo-
ration of the new collegium. In order to ensure the survival
of the school in the future, after four years of building it up,
people were sought who wanted to work their way into
teaching. Here the school was shaken by the counter-forces
and a difficult time for everyone ensued.The circumstances
made collaboration impossible. Gerda Lehn and Angela
Locher began a further training work independent of the
school.With the newmillennium they returned increasing-
ly to Arlesheim. In this time Gerda Lehn’s last great project
took place – rehearsing poems by Peter Huchel, in which I
took part. An unbelievable ripe fruit of many years’ tireless
work and struggle accompanied this work. A great inner
gratitude in my soul for everything I was able to learn and
experience through her! May her inspiring thoughts stream
over from the spiritual world and help carry further the little
torch of eurythmy.”
Iwas blessed in 2000 to experience inRostock the last per-

formance, which Gerda Lehn and Angela Locher with seven
young colleagues gave. The main piece was from Saint-
Exupéry’s “Declaration of a friendship”, Gerda Lehn’s last
appearance.

In a letter, Ada Bachmann writes about rehearsing:
“The Exupéry-rehearsals were something so impressive –

a glance into the future of eurythmy– a really greatmoment;
the text was not “trotted out” simply as a text – almost it was
not about that at all – the view of an esotericist on themilieu
of the text – that is what suddenly for me was so tremen-
dously present. Up to now I have only experienced this with
Lehn.”
After the work in Berlin her physical forces were exhaust-

ed. The struggle with her constitution became increasingly
difficult, until her spirit in her body had as it were no more
fuel. On 5March 2008 she returned to the world in which all
her life she was just as much at home as on the earth.

From the life of Beatrice Albrecht
(1 Sept. 1929 – 24 Aug. 2008)

Ruth Dubach, CH-Dornach

When death has spoken, its
message asks us to hear more
strongly, see more truly. We are
called to take life itselfmorepro-
foundly, this life given to us all
on the earth, yet also that other
life illumined from the other
sideof the thresholdby thepass-
ing of a friend. Yet if we want to
accompany onewhohas died in
the experiences on his further
path, we look for the written

traces, impressed on the events left behind of the earthly
path.
Shortly before her death, Beatrice Albrecht wrote—in the

Foreword to her edition of documents and biographical
accounts of the first group of pupils of Marie Steiner - in a
few sentences her own biography:
“Already as a pupil of theWaldorf-Steiner School in Basel,

I attended almost all the performances at the
Goetheanum—at that time on the stage in the Carpenters’
Workshop—which Marie Steiner had rehearsed with her
Ensemble of actors. After meeting her, I began the training
for speech formation anddramatic art (1946-50). In thisway
I came into closer contactwith the artistswhomI revered. In
1947 JanStuten askedme to takeover the role ofMaria in the
Christmas Plays; in 1948KurtHendewerk encouragedme to
join Marie Steiner’s speech-choir for the Easter conference
and to play Luna in “The Soul’s Awakening”.
Since this time, my professional activities can be said to

follow the speech-impulse of Marie Steiner, whose power
leading tomastery I could experience withmy teachers.
In the ’90s I asked Edwin Froböse to edit a documentation

with the biographies of the actors of the first Stage-Ensem-
ble of Marie Steiner. But he thought, “Beatrice, I can’t do it
anymore; youdo it. I give youall thepapers.Youhave access
to my archives.” However, to carry out this task—alongside
leading the ‘Bildungsstätte für Sprachkunst und Gestik’ in
Zürich and rehearsing Steiner’s four Mystery Dramas—was
not immediately possible.”
This short account has to be somewhat supplemented.

Beatrice Albrecht was born in 1 September 1929 into a well-
to-do, educatedenvironment.Herparentswerewarm-heart-
ed people, open to the world. As a 17-year-old, Beatrice,
through hermother whowas in discussionwithMarie Stein-
er, was allowed to meet her. What a wonderful arch was
formed from this impression from the morning of her life to
the evening, where she describes with all her strength and
devotion thememoryof thegroupofpupils ofMarieSteiner!*
The path of her own biography is shown through the

breadth between her enthusiastic will to learn and to assimi-
late, and her ability to realise it and pass it on. Already in the
Waldorf-Steiner School in Basel, she stood out through her
vital temperamentandher talent foracting.Shewas the“star”,
the Lila, in Goethe’s Singspiel of that name, for which Jan
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Stuten wrote some enchantingmusic.Was it not like amotto
for her own striving, when the following verse sounded?

…. Allen Gewalten
ZumTrutz sich erhalten,
Nimmer sich beugen,
Kräftig sich zeigen,
Rufet die Arme
Der Götter herbei…!

[Hold yourself against all odds; never bend, show you are
strong; this calls up the (helping) arms of the gods…!]

And how often we used to challenge in the poetry lessons
through our cheeky behaviour the patient teacher Dr Lauer!
In order to help himself, he demanded of us – no doubtwith
a secret smile – to sit behind each other, because “side by
side” we would get up to toomuchmischief!
Beatrice left school beforeme, inorder to start – still under

Marie Steiner’s overseeing – the above-mentioned training
in speech formation and dramatic art with Herrn and Frau
Dr Ernst-Zuelzer. Following this, she studied English and
French in London and Paris. As foreign-language teacher
and artistic director at the Rudolf Steiner-Schule in Zürich,
her pupils knew her not only through her elegant appear-
ance, but also to be inspired through her masterly abilities.
Even as tutor at the Novalis-School in Stuttgart she
impressed the students through her exceptional education-
al abilities. In a letter she wrote to me, happy about the
progress of a student: “It is such a high-point in teaching,
whena student suddenlymakes abreakthroughandbreath-
ing worlds, cosmic breathing, floods into him.”
And then came the great decision to build up and herself

lead in Zürich a training centre for speech and gesture. Out
of this there arose, amongst other things, a speech-chorus
that performed during seasonal festivals and for those who
have died, and Steiner’s four Mystery Dramas were per-
formed.
Lookingat all these facts, that is, onall these fully engaged,

tireless deeds, then we can experience with astonishment
how convincingly she revealed her very own being through
all these achievements. Yet softly arose, too, the question of
what is hidden “between the lines”.Where was the source of
this ceaseless striving?Where was the deeper dimension of
such an existence that appeared so light and vital? …. How
did she deal with disappointments, times of crisis, inner
struggles?As a friendonecouldnowand then seebehind the
scenes, and see in her the ever-searching pupil of the spirit,
whomatured under painful experiences.
And then there was a further circle of fellow travellers.

With great interest and an engagement full of imagination,
she fostered the connections to her own family – to her old-
er sister and younger brother and their children and grand-
children, then to friends, colleagues, and students. She saw
herself surroundedby a cohort of truehelpers,who stoodby
her side in her work and times of celebration. To this group
also belong those who from beyond the threshold accom-
panied her path and towhomshe knew shewas deeply con-
nected.
To themany pictures of the earthly life of this individuality

comes that of her indeath.Whoever sawBeatriceAlbrecht on
her deathbed, was overwhelmed by the dignity of this noble
countenance, decisive, turned towards the shining goal.

Überströmt von der Schönheit, dem Adel, der Kraft
Deines ewigen Selbst, so liegst schweigend du da,
schon verjüngt, schon hinstrebend zuwachsendenKreisen,
schon zum Aufbruch bereit für die fernste der Reisen,
und doch unserem Lauschen noch liebevoll nah….

Und dein letztes, schonWesen gewordenesWort,
es wirkt flammend in jenen Bereichen einst fort,
wo der Chor hoher Geister mit göttlicher Kraft
aus demmenschlichenWerk künft’ges Erdensein schafft.

[Flooded by beauty, nobility, the strength of your eternal
being, thus you lie there in silence, already rejuvenated,
already striving towards growing communities, already pre-
pared to go towards the farthest journeys, and yet still lov-
ingly close to our listening… And your last word, which has
already become a being, is works, flaming in those realms,
where the choir of sublime spirits,withdivinepower, creates
out of human work future earthly-being.]

* This publication is planned to appear in spring 2009
in Rudolf Steiner-Verlag.

R. ElisabethWidmer, CH-Zürich

Outofmy firstmeetingswithBeatriceAlbrecht in 1954at the
Steiner-Waldorf School in Zürich, there grew a lifelong
friendship. As young teachers we joined the Collegium in
which at that time there many older, experienced teachers
had been working from the time of the founding in 1927.
Beatrice came as a charming teacher of English and French,
full of temperament, joy of life and initiatives. Her lessons
were inspiring, full of life and humour – she won the hearts
of the pupils!
Soon she produced class-plays – dramas by Schiller and

Shakespeare, Greek works with choruses, Nestroy and
Calderon. InMargrit Lobeck’s“Sommerspiel” shewas a con-
vincing Pan between fauns and elemental spirits. Later she
rehearsed this rolewithupper-school students.Oftenduring
German blocks she gave speech-formation and recitation.
Our collaboration of speech and eurythmy found its

grounding in the regular seasonal festivals of the Pestalozzi-
branch of the Anthroposophical Society, and also in the
quarter-yearly festivals of the school and the pupils’ euryth-
my performances. Alongside our educational tasks, much
time was given to the artistic further-training, and we were
always grateful when Beatrice, called “the golden trumpet”,
lent us wings through her speech!
Directing was her element. This I experienced too in the

shared festivals and on journeys. Through her gift for lan-
guages and love of making friends we always enjoyed real
meetings with people, in nature, and through art. In Eng-
land, Scotland, Ireland, France,Greece, andoften inNorway
with her relatives, we entered deeply into “life B”, as we
called theholidaybreaks, inorder then to continue freshand
eager to get cracking with “life A” in the school.
When in 1977Beatricewith the supporting groupdecided

to found the “Bildungsstätte für Sprachkunst und Gestik-
Training Centre for the Art of Speech and Gesture” and
increasingly to invest her energies there, I at first experi-
enced this painfully as a great loss for the school. Yet what
came topass therewas so convincingandbelongs toher life-
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tasks! Indelible are the impressions from the performances
of Steiner’s four Mystery Dramas, rehearsed with amateurs
and speech-formation artists, and received by awide public
with deepest gratitude.
In her final years our attention was increasingly directed

to sharing a fostering of anthroposophy. As an eye-com-
plaint made reading difficult, she asked increasingly to be
read to. Our final session out of Rudolf Steiner’s lecturing
work according to her wish was, “The forming of destiny in
sleep and while awake. The spirituality of speech and the
voice of conscience” (GA 224, lecture 6 April 1923).
Beatrice was permitted to pass over the threshold out of a

full life; the memory of her joyful, strong-willed undertak-
ings rayed over her sudden departure from this life. Just two
days before her death we planned in the study-group with
her on theMysteryDramas to readScene3of“TheGuardian
of theThreshold”.Wewaited in vain forher; the“final” illness
hadalready claimedher.May thewordsofMaria toCapesius
(from this Scene 3) sound to her in the other world!

The body which belongs to earthly souls
bears in itself the means to recreate
the divinely beautiful in noble pictures.
And though these pictures only live as shadows
In human souls, they are the seeds which later
Must flower and bear fruit in world-evolving.
So through his bodyman can serve the gods.
And the truemeaning of his life of soul
Can only show itself to himwhen in his body
The strength of the essential ‘I’ confirms itself.

Rudolf Steiner (tr. Ruth & Hans Pusch)

Artist and teacher

Blanche-Marie Schweizer, CH-Bern

In 1961,wepupils ofClass 7ofRudolf Steiner School, Zürich,
full of anticipation, await the arrival of our new English
teacher Beatrice Albrecht. We know that she has returned
from abroad; the wind of the wide world wafts around her.
She is young and beautiful, elegantly dressed, wears light
make-up – a relief for us young people. Beatrice Albrecht is
a teacher full of temperament, funny and full of original
ideas. I can still see today, how spontaneously she lies down
on the front bench to demonstrate the verb “to sleep”. Then
later inClass 10, she joins regularly to the rhythmical part, in
order to recitewithus.Here too full of intensity, full of enthu-
siasm forpoetry:“BlutroterDampf... Rossegestampf... Keine
Szenen gemacht! Es harren und scharren die Rosse der
Nacht.” The energy that we had to put into Christian Mor-
genstern’s lineswas a forming experience. Beatrice Albrecht
had something of a flame in her being, a flame that burned
for the subject, but alsowith the danger of consuming itself.
One of her favourite sayings was, “No involvement without
fire”.On24August 2008BeatriceAlbrecht, unexpectedbyher
family and circle of friends, returned to the spiritual world.
On 1 September she would have been 79 years old.
For all those who have collaborated with Beatrice

Albrecht, who were still able and wanted to learn from her
great abilities, this is a great loss. And also a loss for the
impulse of speech-formation, which Beatrice Albrecht had
served untiringly and without compromise. But she herself

now lives in the spirit-realm, which for her was always pre-
sent in her work and speaking.
I would like to honour here some aspects of Beatrice

Albrecht’s rich work, through the experience I gained in the
training with her as member of the speech chorus and as a
participant in her productions of Rudolf Steiner’s four mys-
tery dramas.
The conscious awareness of Beatrice Albrecht as a speech

artist was a turning point in my life. After many years of an
easy, friendly relationship, I heard her speak in 1986 during a
leavingpartyof acolleagueat theRudolf SteinerSchool.What
she said, I no longer recall, but the unforgettable impression
lived inme: here a human being has trained her voice into a
selfless instrument. Out of this impression the wish grew to
learn asmuch fromBeatrice Albrecht as possible.
Beatrice Albrechtwas an excellent teacher.With precision

she perceived the weaknesses and one-sided tendencies in
her pupils and could show ways for them to recognise this
themselves and in time overcome them. She never worked
out of imitation – although through imitation one could
learn a lot from her – but she taught the autonomous use of
the methods of artistic speech. When you went to her
lessons, she wanted to know exactly what your intentions
were and why and how you intended to realise them. The
deepening, widening, freeing of the breathing were central
for her. She herself was amaster of control of the breathing.
Her demandswere great, oftenunrelentless. If youwerepre-
pared togive yourself to this, thenyoucouldexperienceafter
long thirsty stretches of unexpected breakthroughs, which
always made her too deeply satisfied. Not everyone could
tale this pathwithBeatriceAlbrecht; therewerebreak-ups in
their relationships, which always pained her very much.
An important part of the training was the participation in

the speech choir. I experienced this as an essential school-
ing in styles; no textwas spoken in the samemanner, the cer-
tainty of the most varied means of expression was always
there, whether it was the Prologue to John’s gospel, a Celtic
Michael-verse or the “Tannhuser”, to mention only a few.
The speech-choir appeared regularly in the festivals of the
Pestalozzi group of the Anthroposophical Society.
In 1990BeatriceAlbrechtbeganwithagroupof colleagues

andamateurs to rehearse thePeasant Scene fromthe second
MysteryDrama.Out of this“seed”work grewover nine years
on all four dramas. In 1993 “The Portal of Initiation” was
performed in Zürich, in 1995 “The Probation of the Soul”, in
1997 “The Guardian of the Threshold” and in 1999 “The
Soul’s Awakening”. Before each entire performance, individ-
ual scenes were shown three times a year. This strict rhythm
demanded intense rehearsals and the readiness besides
one’s own professional activities to give oneself to this task.
But the fruit that one was permitted to gain was the experi-
ence of an ever researching, differentiated work on speech,
the roles and scenic situations.
For Beatrice Albrecht this work stood unquestionably

indebted to Rudolf Steiner and Marie Steiner. No perfor-
mance began, without her placing it under the “protection”
of these personalities.
These nine years certainlymeant a pinnacle in the artistic

work of Beatrice Albrecht and for her the fulfilment ofmany
years of inner preparation. At the last performance she was
70 years old, the great effort left clear marks on her health,
traces in her health, for she knew no consideration.
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In 2002 Beatrice Albrecht retired from leading the “Bil-
dungsstätte für Sprachkunst und Gestik”, which she found-
ed in 1977. The modest room in the old part of Zürich gave
out a great radiance.During fourdaysof theweek twocours-
es in speech formation took place, various recitations, lec-
tures on literature and cultural history, and musical events.
Many colleaguesperformed there, andartist friends; a faith-
ful group of people enabled support for thework of Beatrice
Albrecht.Today an association to further artistic speech and
gesture, the space will be further used by speech artists.
Even after 2002 Beatrice Albrecht continued to teach. I

experiencedhermature abilities in further trainings in addi-
tion to thebasic elements of recitationanddeclamationand
in regular individual lessons. She repeatedly discoverednew
things in thepossibilities of fashioning and in the lawfulness
of speech. She never rested on what she had achieved. In
personal conversation, her concern for the future of speech-
formation was expressed. Thus she supported, furthered,
and especially showed interest in younger colleagues.
A final great task she gave herself was to publish the

biographies of personalities of the first group of pupils of
Marie Steiner. Shortly before her death even the Prefacewas
completed, so that the book will appear in 2009. The book
can be seen as a kind of testimony: it should not be forgot-
ten that a streamof influence flows from thepath intowhich
we can place ourselves, autonomously and directed to the
future.
During the autumn days a poem for Beatrice Albrecht

came into being, with which I would like to conclude:

Lichtatem
trug deinWort,
inWahrheit erlebt,
von Feuer durchglüht -
Jetzt
Bist du lebend,
im atmenden Licht,
imWahrheitswort,
von Liebe getragen.

[Breathing of the light carried your word, experienced in
truth, glowed through by fire, now you are living in breath-
ing light, in the word of truth carried by love.]

Aurel Stroé, composer
(5 May 1932 – 3 October 2008)

Angelika Kohli-Stroé, DE-Mannheim

“Actually I am a philosopher”, he used always to say. His
compositions are thought-plans that build bridges. In the
early years, bridges frommathematics tomusic. The golden
section (the Fibonacci series) sounded in such a way that it
resonated in the whole orchestra (in “Arkaden”). Then there
was themeetingwith theDanielous Institut for comparative
music,wherehegot to know theworldmusicofChina, India,
etc., that is, different systemsof tuning. Should it not bepos-
sible tobridge theBabel-world of themusical languages?He
composed works in which two worlds met—the Western

tempered tuning and the Indian
raga tuning (“Violin Concerto”).
New notes were unfolded—
micro-intervals. Or he com-
posed works, where the systems
of tuning always keep their
semantic meaning: overtone
singing (“Orestes’ Prayer”), pro-
portional music with the Greek
[modes], pentatonic in round
dances. In aworld-council there
emerged an ancient Pelog-
sequence for the Antichrist and a 12-note row for Scorning
Songs, Byzantine [modes] for the story-teller. He said, the
tuning systems have a seed and a covering where one can
find moments of transition. He looked for these bridging
moments. Another category he called “morphogenetic
music”, where there are processes as in nature—catastro-
phies, coming intobeing, dying,metamorphoses.Theworld
of rocks of the Carpathians with its ravines and rushing
rivers was the background of many works.
He could rather be moved by colour-moods of modern

painters than by other musicians, except by Bartok, Messi-
aen and Enesco, his reveredmaster.
Already as a child he wanted to compose the Aeschylos-

trilogy, and did so at 38 years old, taking twelve years—a
work lasting six hours.
He sat everymorningathis desk.During theafternoonshe

composed during his walks. Rumania and France greatly
honoured him (Chevaliers des Art et letter; for his entire
work he received the Prometheus Prize). He especially loved
a drawing by Steiner: “Why human beings especially love
roses.” He caused it to sound with an oboe and three gongs.
A 12-note chord in his work “Chords and Children’s Songs”
endedhismain creativeperiod like a testament, that after all
in the world of the 12 world-conceptions, or zodiacal signs
there exists a great harmony.
In a peaceful mood in the presence of his wife Angelika

Kohli-Stroé, hediedatmidday3October 2008.Two rainbows
stood at this hour over Mannheim: bridges.
A concert in memoriam is being prepared in Mannheim

for October 2009.

Biographical notes
On5May1932Aurel Stroéwasbornat theonly child of the

children’s doctor Stroé. His stock was a mixture of Italian,
German and Rumanian ancestors.
His impulse to become a composer came from a direct

meetingwithGeorgeEnescu forwhomthechildwasallowed
to turn pages. He said to his father, “Enescu shines so! I have
to become a composer!” Despite belonging to no party, he
just managed to survive the Stalin era. A religious group,
who commissioned him to write “Job”, were sent to prison.
He was the only one to be spared. During the Ceaucescu
timehewas throughout his lifewatched.His file at the Secu-
ritate measures 14 km, placing the pages side by side. His
“Greek” work “Die Coephoren” was performed in Avignon.
From then on he felt at home in France. From there he
receivedmanycommissions. In 1985hewent as visitingPro-
fessor to IllinoisUniversity.When fromtherehe visited sum-
mer courses in Darmstadt, he was hindered on his return
because he had not applied for a visa. At half-past three in
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the morning I received a phone-call from his pupil Violeta
Dinescu: I am standing here with my old Professor and do
not knowwhat to dowith him. She found a place then in the
Künstlerturm [ArtistsTower],Mannheim,where I foundhim
in greatest despair. He was already too old for a Professor-
ship. Hewanted to remain Rumanian.The only thingwas to
take care of him privately for the next 22 years, where he sat
daily at my desk and composed about 25 great works. We
married in 2006. In 2007 an opportunity arose for a repre-
sentation in the Goetheanum with his “Eumenides” (3rd
part of the Aeschylos-trilogy). That was like a thank-you to
anthroposophy – which had become his conversation part-
ner. One day he returned from awalk and said, “I had a con-
versation today with Rudolf Steiner on the etheric nature of
musical sound. The works of his middle phase are con-
cerned with morphogenetics, with processes of metamor-
phosis in nature and art: chaos, coming into being, breaking
off, dying.Hismusic aimed tobecomenature again. And the
Tower of Babel of the different systems of tuning in themain
cultures he wanted to bridge with a kind of meta-music. He
became a builder of bridge. Indeed, he built.

Stella Hagel, née Frankfurt
(27 Nov. 1953 – 16 March 2008)

Volker Frankfurt, DE- Stuttgart

With her husband, Stella Hagel lived andworked since 1991
in Darmstadt. After a long, active time in Dornach she felt

worn out and initially looked for
some rest.Yet in Darmstadt new
eurythmical tasks came imme-
diately towards her, for which
she prepared to take up. She
took on the eurythmy in several
kindergartens; in time it grew to
11 groups in the region. For 17
years she travelled with public
transport and partly long
stretches on foot. With great
devotionandcreative forces, she
brought eurythmy to the chil-

dren. Her poetic talents came as a very good advantagewith
the little ones. Despite her bodily exhaustion, however, she
could always muster the necessary will throughout all the
years. In her final years she even wrote a book, in which she
describes through her uniquewealth ofmemories an abun-
dance of wisdom and humorous-serious experiences with
children. For many parents these accounts could be a great
help for teachingand for life. StellaHagel also tookover adult
classes in Darmstadt, with which she gave small presenta-
tions in themeetings of the Anthroposophical Society.With
colleagues, too, original public eurythmy performances
arose (Haushofer; Goethe and Love; Susanne v. Bonin). Stel-
lawas also a good speech-formationartist, andwith thehelp
of her mother, Christel Frankfurt, she trained further. So it
was no wonder, for particular occasions, she contributed in
recitation. Quite out of her own impulse she realised sever-

al large eurythmical and recitation projects, arising out of
her considerable artistic capacities. Yet she increasingly
missedartistic collaborationwith colleagues, so that shehad
to unfold her creativity—as far as exhaustion—in a certain
loneliness. It may have been a consolation that it was grant-
ed her during the last years to train her abilities in painting
to a high degree. Deeply moving pictures came into exis-
tence. StellaHagel possessedahealthyand sure sense for the
spiritual connections of anthroposophy, as well as for the
natural-scientificwork-themesofherhusband,whoworked
as a bio-dynamic researcher. A special characteristic of her
being was love and the empathetic understanding with
which shemet everyone, friends as well as familymembers.
She carried them all with deep interest in her heart and cul-
tivated an intimate relationship with each one. In the last
years her health began increasingly to tell. Her feet hurt and
made the way to the various kindergartens and her euryth-
mical work increasingly an agony. Catching cold often
caused a cancellation. And mentally she had to struggle for
balance. It was clear something had to change. She knew
nothing as yet of the leukaemia soobvious in all these symp-
toms, for all the medical examinations yielded no results.
Her last acting and eurythmical stage appearances were in
the“Portal of Initiation”, Scene3,Maria,withherhusband in
the roleof JohannesThomasius, and theSun inRudolf Stein-
er’s “TwelveMoods”.
How did Stella Hagel come to eurythmy? During her

school time eurythmy for her was initially an unhappy love.
Only inClass 12, in a free-will group did she find in it the ful-
filment. The decision to train was quickly made. She went
through the trainingat theEurythmySchool Lea vanderPals
full of devotion and feeling. She was deeply grateful to her
parents. It was a happy time! During the valuable two years
of stage further-trainingwithAngelaLocher andGerdaLehn
her eurythmical capacities could ripen. Through a connec-
tion toHedwigGreiner-Vogel, a conscious artistic deepening
followed. In collaboration with Lili Reinitzer there arose a
further completionof her abilities. Shebecameamemberof
the Eurythmy Ensemble Lea van der Pals at the
Goetheanum, still before both stage groups combined. At
the same time it was granted her to join rehearsals with the
Zuccoli-Group with Lili Reinitzer on Dubach’s Saturn-Auf-
takt. The flow of her movement led from the periphery
deeply impressedme at the time. Other appearances before
and after the merging of the stage-groups remain unforget-
table in my memory. Although stage-art was her calling, on
the occasion of problematic events of the Goetheanum
stage,which shepainfully experienced, she left. Stella taught
for a fewyears in curative education, till in 1987 shewas con-
tracted to teach in the Eurythmy School Lea van der Pals.
After several years there she nevertheless resigned when in
a crisis situation she felt she was not collegially supported.
This was the spur to move to her friend, later husband, in
Darmstadt.Outof the extremesufferingofher timeof illness
she struggledoutof situationsof fear to anewwill for life and
confidence. Doctors and her dear husband stood at her side
ready to help. She wanted after her recovery to devote her-
self completely to theeurythmy therapy impulse,withwhich
already before she felt connected. She believed in a recovery
to the last day.We may be sure that from the other side she
is able to take onmore strongly the needs of ourmovement,
eurythmy, since for her on earth this was begrudged.
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Professional Conference Moved
Speech – Meaningful Movement
See the inserted prospectus

Eurythmy-Symphony Summer Week
Eurythmy Take part – experience – see

From 19 to 24 July 2009 – in response to many requests –
another Eurythmy-Symphony SummerWeek takes place.
An active holiday week for the whole family “with bag and
baggage”, for old and young.
Thepossibility is offered that you are active in themornings,
moving to symphonic sounds, and in the evenings enter into
the colours, light and sounds of various symphonies.
The stage is reserved for you on the finalmorning –we show
each other the work of themornings.
Carina Schmid

The Ensembles
Else-Klink-Ensemble Stuttgart
Artistic director: Benedikt Zweifel
Overture “The Hebrides” (Mendelssohn), 3rd movement
from String Quartet op. 73a and 110 (Shostakovich)

Eurythmy-Ensemble Euchore Dornach
Artistic director: Lili Reinitzer
Symphony no. 39 in Eb major, K. 543 (Mozart), Sun-Evolu-
tion (Josef Gunzinger), Saturn-Evolution

Project-Ensemble
Artistic director: DorotheaMier
Symphonyno. 9, 1stmovement (Dvorak)withdemonstration

Goetheanum Eurythmy Stage-Group
Artistic director: Carina Schmid
Symphony no. 3 in A minor “The Scottish” (Mendelssohn),
Lamentate (ArvoPärt) – in collaborationwith theElse-Klink-
Ensemble Stuttgart

Music played by the orchestra of the Gnessin Conservatory
in Moscow: the Gnessin-Virtuosos, conductor Mikhail
Khokhlov

Detailed information from:
Goetheanum Empfang, Postfach, CH-4143 Dornach

Tel +41 61-706 44 44, Fax +41 61-706 44 46
tickets@goetheanum.ch

www.goetheanum-buehne.ch

Events of the Music Department

1/2May – Goetheanum
Composers Meeting III
(by invitation)

3May – Goetheanum
Organ Recital
Works for organ and trumpet by Bach, Evensen, Graf,
Kozeluhova, Thomas. Wolfram Graf (organ), Christian
Ahrens (trumpet)

16May – Goetheanum
Section Day II 2009 – Therapy and effects of Music
Demonstrations, reports, discussion

5/7 June - Cusanus Haus, Stuttgart
Meeting of singing tutors of the School for Uncov-
ering the Voice III
(by invitation)

11 & 12 September – Goetheanum
Josef Matthias Hauer (1883-1959) – on 50th
years since his death-day 22 September
Presentations, workshops, concert and eurythmy perfor-
mance (responsible: Johannes Greiner andMichael Kurtz)

3-5 November – Goetheanum
Meeting of young musicians
Presentations, discussion, recitals (by invitation)

Autumnwork
Goethe’s Theory of Music – research work
Workshops, exercises, concerts (responsible: Manfred Blef-
fert) Dates: www.manfred.bleffert.de

12 December – Goetheanum
Eurythmy and the Lyre III – Research work
Workshop and performance
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Responsibilty for the following events rests with the respec-
tive organiser.
The inclusionheredoesnot signify that these events in every
case correspond to the direction of work sought by the
Leader of the Section or the Editor of this Newsletter. Read-
ers and participants are explicitly asked to exercise his/her
own judgement.

EURYTHMY

Eurythmy Courses and Seminars,
Class work with Werner Barfod

5–9 April 2009 International Eurythmy-Students meeting in
NL-The Hague
15–17May 2009 Social-Eurythmy Symposium in DE-Alfter
20–24May 2009 Eurythmy-ForumDE-Witten-Annen
26–28 June 2009 “Eurythmical Meditations on the Founda-
tion-Stone Verse with special reference to I A O”. Exercises
and rhythms. AT-Neudörfl

Courses with Annemarie Ehrlich 2009

15–19 April, IT-Bologna: Breaking through boundaries: in
myself, between us, and in social life
Registration: Monica Galluzzo, +39-051-58 09 33

24–25 April, IT-Rom: Lead and being led
Registration:MarinaCensori:marinacensori@assicapital.it;
Motiva: info@motivanet.it

8–10 May, DE-Weimar: Reforming community, breaking
through structures
Registration: Hans Arden, am Weinberg 42, DE-99425
Weimar/Taubach, +49-36453-74 811

22–23 May, DE-Freiburg: Keeping the balance in myself,
between us and in social life
Registration: Mona Lenzen, Sommerberg 4a, DE-79256
Buchenbach,+49-7661-905755,monalenzen@bewegdich.org

19–20 June, Slowenien-Ljubliana: Public course
Registration: Primos, +386-31-31 12 55

9–14 Aug., NL-Den Haag, Summer week: Time as builder of
bridges
Registration: Annemarie Ehrlich, Dedelstr. 11, NL-2596 RA
Den Haag, +31-70-346 36 24

28–30 Aug., FR-Paris-Chatou: Zodiac (Scales – Ram)
Registration: JehanneSecretan,+33-1-43369354or-30534709

4/5 Sept., DE-Hamburg: Zodiac (Ram – Scales)

Registration: Uta Rebbe, Ehesdorferheuweg 82, DE-21140
Hamburg, +49-40-79 75 35 94

19/20 Sept., Ukraine-Kiev: Planets, Vowels, Musical Sounds
26/27 Sept., Ukraine-Kiev: Lead and being led
Registration: LashaMalashkhia, +38-044-567 87 87,malash-
ki@yahoo.com

3/4 Oct., DE-Krefeld: Eurythmy in working life
Registration: Peter Gerlitz, +49-2151-59 50 99, info@peterg-
erlitz.com

17–18 Oct., BE-Brugge: Zodiac, planets, vowels, musical
sounds
Registration: marie.annepaepe@telenet.be, +32-50 34 42 66

EURYTHMY IN ITALY 2009
LA FABBRICA

“La Fabbrica–the Factory” is a eurythmy studio, a centre for
work andmeetings for artists and art-lovers. “La Fabbrica” is
situated in Cortiglione (North Italy), a small village in the
hilly landscape of Piemonte. It consists of a large, light-filled
room (19x7 metres) with views of the surrounding green
hills, a changing room, a kitchen and an inner courtyard in
which in summer we can also work and which can serve as
an auditorium. “La Fabbrica” offers space for rehearsals,
artistic events, presentations andexhibitions.The space can
also be rented.Our guests can take up residence in the near-
by hostel.
Meals inPiemontesemanner areprepared in the village café
opposite “la fabbrica” by Caterina.

Tailor-made individual work
Over the whole year, I offer, after previous discussion, indi-
vidual lessons, solo corrections and advice.

“EURITMIA, UNA GIOIA”
2–8 August
Eurythmy Summer Week for amateurs and eurythmy stu-
dents, an artistic refresher and inspiration in sunny Italian
surroundings.
Theme: Colour and moods in poetry and music especially
withworksof Italianpoets andcomposers. Possible art-trips
toMilan, Turin, Genua
Tutors: Gia van den Akker (Incisa Scapaccino), Christina dal
Zio (Venice)
Fees: 300€; reduction for students. Registration till 1 July

MASTERCLASS FOR EURYTHMISTS
16–22 August
“Practicemakes perfect” Theme: Deepening andmastering
the basic elements,
a path of practice without end. Alongside this, imaginative
and individual fashioning of solo work. Possible art-trips to
Milan, Turin or Genua
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Tutors: Gia van den Akker (Incisa Scapaccino) and Bettina
Grube (Hamburg)
Fees 300€; reduction for students.
Registration till 1 July.

PREVIEW
MASTERCLASS/FURTHER TRAINING Stage eurythmy for
young eurythmists
7–26 September
WHAT does a stage eurythmist need now and in the future:
individualising what has been learnt, strength of initiative,
social abilities, imagination, joy to take up work.
HOW do we work towards this: through a deepening of the
basic elements, improvisation, discussions & reflections,
planning and presentation of a programme.
The programmewill be announced inMarch.

Contact: Gia van den Akker
tel. +39.0141.747113 or +39.0141791247

acre777@zonnet.nl
www.giavandenakker.nl

Eurythmy Therapy Further-Training
Course at the Goetheanum
1–3 July 2009

Registration documents
Roland Tüscher, Medizinische Sektion am Goetheanum

Postfach, CH-4143 Dornach
Tel: +41 (0)61-706 42 93, Fax +41 (0)61-706 42 91

roland.tuescher@medsektion-goetheanum.ch

Eurythmy Therapy Training
in Great Britain

The trainingwill takeplaceover aperiodof twoyears, begin-
ning at Easter 2010 and finishing at Easter 2012. It is a part-
time course consisting of five blocks. The course will take
place in Stroud, Gloucestershire.

For further information and application forms:
Eurythmy Therapy Training

Ursula Browning
143 Slad Road, Stroud, Glos. GL5 1RD, UK
eurythmytherapytraining@hotmail.com

The Goetheanum building concept and
its metamorphoses in the seven neigh-
bouring buildings
Guided tour with Christian Hitsch

Eurythmy was developed in the context of the First
Goetheanum.With Christian Hitsch we are offered the pos-
sibility of practising entering into themetamorphoses of the
concept of theGoetheanum, as it is tobe found in theneigh-
bouring buildings:
Hochatelier – Eurythmy Houses – Haus Duldeck – Halde –
Glashaus – Heizhaus.

Times: Saturday, 21May 2009 from 2.00 to 6.00 pm
Venue: Goetheanum campus.

The perception of thinking with Plato – Novalis – Steiner
Can the perception of the gestures of thought fructify eury-
thmical work?
Rudolf Steiner affirms this in his introduction on 16 June
1923. We intend to practice this with Plato, Novalis and
Rudolf Steiner.
Seminar work with Dr Salvator Lavecchia, tutor at the Uni-
versity Udine
Times:Friday, 26 June, 7.30pm, till Saturday, 27 June, 6.00pm.
Venue: DE-Karlsruhe

The path to the threshold and the encounter with beings on
the threshold
Anthroposophical-Eurythmical SeminarwithMichelVitales
onSteiner’smysterydramasandSteiner’s indications for the
beingson the threshold (theGuardian,Ahriman, Lucifer, the
Double).
Eurythmical technique results in a concrete, intensive and
existential experience of these beings. Talks and practical,
eurythmical work alternate.
Michel Vitales worked for 24 years as a eurythmist in the
Goetheanum stage-group. His special research emphasis is
dramatic eurythmy.
Times: Friday, 6November, 3.00pm, till Sunday, 8November,
3.00 pm
Venue: DE-Karlsruhe
Sequels to these seminars are planned for 2010.

Organiser:
HELIOS Institut und Schule

Für Anthroposophie und Eurythmie
Postfach 21 06 20, DE-76156 Karlsruhe

Information: Dietmar Ziegler, +49-721-6 60 79 49,
d.ziegler@eurythmie.org

Eurythmy and Members Conference
in the Culture House in Järna, 23– 28 June 2009

Impulses for the future of the Foundation-Stone Verse and
theMichael-Imagination
With Sergej Prokofieff and Eurythmy Ensembles from Nor-
way, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Russia

Through lectures, eurythmy-performances, eurythmical
demonstrations and working groups the inner and future
aspects of bothVerses by Rudolf Steiner will form the work.
The lectures will be held in German, and the eurythmy pre-
sented inNorwegian,Danish, Swedish, FinnishandRussian.
Each evening there will be a eurythmy performance, each
time with poems andmusic from the various countries.

For further information: Kulturhuset i Ytterjärna
SE-153 91 Järna, Tel +46 8 554 30211

inger.hedelin@kulturforum.se
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BA in Eurythmy Education
Schulpraktische Qualifikation, 2009/2010

The eurythmy teacher BA (earlier Eurythmielehrer Referen-
dariat) offers for the academic year 2009-10 a school-practi-
cal qualification. This is a communal project, supported by
the Bund der Freien Waldorfschulen (the German Steiner-
Waldorf Schools Fellowship) involves: the Euritmie Acade-
mie Den Haag, dem Institut Witten/Annen and the Nord-
deutschen Eurythmielehrer-Ausbildung. It is a one-year,
professional introduction supported by the schools, leading
to a state BA. Individualmodules canbe attended on a guest
basis; our own certificate is issued.
For colleagues of many years experience, we offer a BA with
particular requirements.
The seminars take place in The Hague in German.
Crash course: 31 August – 11 September 2009
(including “emergency kit” for Classes 1-12)
Lower school: 14 – 25 September 2009
Middle school: 11 – 22 January 2010
Upper school: 25 January – 5 February 2010
Showing of work and examweek: 17 – 28May 2010

Information:
Renate Barth, Katteweg 29c, DE-14129 Berlin

Tel. +49-30-803 87 90, Fax +49-30-692 08 00 59
reba@gmx.ch

Educational Seminars of the “North Ger-
man Eurythmy Teacher Further Training”

September 2009
Joy in and with speech eurythmy
How to I extend my creative access – How do I avoid work-
blocks?
With stimuli to build up a speech-eurythmical working cul-
ture (how can I facilitate an autonomous-creative working
formwithpupils of themiddle school to the endof theupper
school).
Tutor: Andreas Borrmann (Berlin)
Dates: Friday, 11 Sept. (6:00 pm) to Sunday, 13 Sept. 2009
(12:00 noon)
Venue: Berlin
Fee:€ 125

November 2009
Work on the eurythmical instrument
Basic exercises: warm up – relaxing – developing sensitivity
– perceiving oneself
Tutor: Edith Peter
Times: Friday, 6 Nov. (4:00 am) to Saturday, 7 Nov. 2009 (7:00
pm)
Venue: Berlin
Fee:€ 125

February 2010
Refresh – Change – Renew
Eurythmical elements of education through all classes
Tutors: Doris Bürgener (Augsburg), Renate Barth (Berlin)
Times: Friday, 12 Feb. (6:00 pm) to Monday, 15 Feb. 2010

(12:30 pm)
Venue: Augsburg
Fee:€ 175

May 2010
Play
Not to engage in games, but to learn so to use the artistic
methods of eurythmy and teaching methods, that lessons
become a serious playing – as is meant in the correspon-
dence between Goethe and Schiller towards a serious play-
ing. For this there also belong attitudes to preparing and
reviewing lessons and the inner relationship with pupils.
Times: Friday, 16 April (6:00 pm) to Sunday, 18 April 2010
(12:00 noon)
Venue: Berlin
Fee:€ 125

Renate Barth, Katteweg 29 c, DE-14129 Berlin
Tel. +49 (0)30 803 87 90, Fax +49 (0)30 692 08 00 59

reba@gmx.ch

Kalevala2009
Sanan mahti / The Power of the Word

A dance theatre of the word inmovement, in three parts
Contemporary Dance – Speech – Eurythmy

With Mikko Jairi (choreography/eurythmy/organisation),
Ulrike Wendt (eurythmy/organisation), Suvi Olavinen
(speech/eurythmy), Anja Riska (eurythmy), Ivo Bärtsch
(contemporary dance), NN (contemporary dance), Yvonne
Karsten (speech), KaiOlander (music),Marcel Zaba (stage&
costumes), Peter Jackson (light design)

Contact:
mikkojairi@hotmail.com

ulrikewendt@web.de, +49-175-560 38 52 (AB)

15May 2009, Helsinki/Finland, STOA, 7.00 pm, premiere
16May, Helsinki/Finland, STOA, 7.00 pm
20May, Turku/Finland, Manillateatteri, 7.00 pm
25&26May, Berlin,Tacheles, 7.00pmwith introduction and
demonstration
25 – 27May, Berlin, workshops in DOCK 11
28May, Hamburg, Rudolf Steiner-Haus, 7.00 pmwith intro-
duction and demonstration
2 June,Basel, SCALA, 7.00pmwith lecturebyMarcusSchnei-
der and demonstration
4 June,Köln,Arkadas-Theater –BühnederKulturen, 7.00pm
with introduction and demonstration
6 June, Mannheim, Freie Hochschule, 8.00 (introduction,
demonstration andworkshops on 5 June 6.00 pmand 6 July,
10.00 am)
7 June, Stuttgart, Theaterhaus, 7.00 pm with introduction
and demonstration

Further information including tickets:
www.kalevala2009.com

www.kalevala2009.blogspot.com
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Eurythmy Further Training in Järna

The development of speech eurythmy from 1912 to 1924 – a
path of research and practice in nine courses

Course begins: 30 September to 4 October 2009

Aphoristic description of the nine courses:
Course 1 – The first seven exercises with Lory Maier-Smits,
January to September 1912.
“Eurythmy steps strongly into the world.”
Course 2 – Dionysian Course, 16–24 September 1912.
“The gestalt and the arms express a fine and differentiated
feeling for the individual speech sounds.”
Course 3 – Apollonian Course, 18–11 September 1915.
“The inner meaning of speech” – Forming of gestures and
forms as expression of the inner laws of speech.

“Eurthmy asVisible Speech”, 24 June – 12 July 1924
Course 4 – Lectures 1–4.
“The whole human being is composed through vowels and
consonants.” The larynx as womb of the etheric human
being. The gestures of the single speech-sounds and the
character of the different languages.
Course 5 – Lectures 5 & 6.
Moods and soul-content of speech and their expression
through gestures, forms and colours.
Course 6 – Lectures 7–9.
“The spiritual element lies behind and between the speech
sounds.” Spiritual substance as the forming element.
Course 7 – Lectures 10–12.
“The cosmic human being.” Zodiac and planets as summa-
ry of the whole human being. Themoral-soul exercises.
Course 8 – Lectures 13 & 14.
“Inner movement precedes the outer.” The being of euryth-
my. Hallelujah. Themeditation for eurythmists.
Course 9 – Lecture 15.
“The whole body has to become soul.” Love as the carrying
element of eurythmy.

These courses take place from autumn 2009 to June 2012,
each 4–5 days, three time a year: beginning of October,mid-
dle of February and end of June. As far as possible guest
course-leaders are invited; at the same time throughout
emphasis is given to your own individual work. The first
course is led by Margrethe Solstad, Goetheanum, and the
third course by Carina Schmid, Goetheanum.
This further training is an initiative within the Anthropo-
sophical Society in Sweden.

For further information:
Inger Hedelin, Kulturhuset i Ytterjärna, SE-153 91 Järna

Tel. +46 8 554 30211, Fax +46 8 551 50644
inger@antroposofi.nu

Eurythmy Spring Valley

Full-Time Training begins September 9, 2009 Part-Time
Frontier Training Course begins September 27, 2009
Frontier Eurythmy Independent Training Course 2009-

2010 Come join our part-time training course designed
especially for people who live at a distance from the School
of Eurythmy inSpringValley,NewYork, but are able to attend
the school for sixweeksduring the year. Betweeneachblock,
students are expected to work on their own at home, with a
local eurythmist serving as a mentor. New course begins
witha two-weekblock, September 27 –October 10, 2009; fol-
lowed by further blocks: January 10 – January 16, April 18 –
April 24, and June 13 – June 26, 2010.

Post-graduate Course 2009-2010 Eurythmy Spring Valley is
opening its upcoming 4th/5th year program to interested
students, September 2009 – June 2010. The program will
include elements such as: styles, English Steiner forms, the
zodiac, tone and speech eurythmy, independent work pro-
jects, and will conclude with a closing performance with
touringpossibilities. Teacherswill includeEurythmySpring
Valley faculty-members Christina Beck, Annelies Davidson,
Barbara Schneider-Serio, and possible guest teachers
DorotheaMier and others.

Eurythmy SpringValley
260 Hungry Hollow Road, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977, USA

Tel +1-845 352 5020 x13, Fax +1-845 352 5071
info@eurythmy.org

Bildungsstätte für Eurythmie Wien

Training, further training, courses in speechandmusic eury-
thmy
Beginning of a part-time training course and beginning of
courses already running: Thursday, 17 September.

Theme of the year: contributions for Joseph HaydnYear

Graduationperformances of theDiploma-course inVienna,
and in Linz end of May & June.
Diploma graduates meeting in Dornach: Sunday, 28 June –
Thursday, 2 July:
Monday, 7 July – Saturday, 12 July.
Summer working-days for eurythmists, interested persons,
students in the 4th year of a training:
The eurythmical zodiac and the different cultural epochs.
Work on a fairy-tale: Der zwölfzackige Hirsch.
Music eurythmy:The rich content of themusical intervals in
Bach; the differentiated, personal interval-experience in
classical andmodernmusic.
Further training: work on the soul-forces and works by
Albert Steffen.
Forming the annual festivals and performing programmes,
work with the Eurythmy-Ensemble: Adelheid Petri.

Registration and information:
Adelheid Petri, Edeltraut Zwiauer

Bildungsstätte für Eurythmie, Tilgnerstr. 3/3, AT-1040Wien
Tel./Fax +43-1-504 83 52

dr.johannes.zwiauer@aon.at
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Eurythmyworking-dayswith Helga Daniel

The gestures for speech-sounds in Classes 6, 7 & 8
Friday, 19 Feb. till Sunday, 21 Feb., 2010
Rudolf-Steiner-Schule
Schloss Hamborn
DE-33178 Borchen

SYMPOSIUM EURYTHMY
– A MOVING SOCIAL FORCE

Saturday, 16May 2009
Research and Overview
10.00 am Introduction to the theme
professional Association
11.30 am Research: Eurythmy in social context of work –
results of the Alanus-/GAB-study
2.00 pm Eurythmy accompanying development
Small child – youth – training and further training – in pris-
ons – old people
4.30 pm Eurythmy in the work place
Health – social context – conflict situations – competition –
management
7.00pm Discussionson thequestionsof research inplenum
8.00 pm Artistic eurythmy with amateurs ––  aspects of
accompanying biography
8.30 pm  Coming and going 
A lively search for the trail: through homeland and feeling
foreign: presentation by the amateur eurythmy group Blauer
Wunder/Bern
Night cafe with videos, discussions, meetings

Sunday, 17 May 2009
Deepening
10.00 am  Eurythmy in social life today – spiritual aspects
12.00 noon  How can new professional areas arise? – A devel-
opment model
Professional and training information
1.00 pm Plenum

Eurythmists offer people the possibilities of eurythmy as a
room to experience, as a means of schooling to develop use-
ful capacities, for awareness when living with life’s ques-
tions, for the meaningful organising of life-situations.
Eurythmists are gaining the most different areas of activity.
We introduce some in the form of presentations lectures,
demonstrations and performances.
Where and how is eurythmy working in the social field of
work? Where is the need for development? What capacities
do eurythmists need who want to be active in the social field
of work? How does the spiritual aspect of eurythmy mani-
fest?
To the focus of the symposium stand the results of the
research project “Eurythmy in the social context of work”
with the GAB Munich, presented by Prof Michael Brater and
others.

Responsible: Prof Andrea Heidekorn
Co-workers include: Prof Michael Brater, Marieta Biemann,
Annemarie Ehrlich, Gudrun Haller, Cristi Heisterkamp,

Heike Houben, Christiane Hemmer-Schanze, Dorothea
Klemt, Bernhard Merzenich, Elisabeth Rieger, Beate Spehr-
Bechinger, Regula Stettler-Merz, Jost Wagner, and Hans
Wagenmann.

Participation fee: SA € 35, SO € 15, total € 40, 
Entrance free for students of Alanus Hochschule.
Our Mensa and Cafeteria are there for your individual board.

Information and registration: 
Alanus Hochschule für Kunst und Gesellschaft

Fachgebiet Eurythmie und Institut Kunst im Dialog
Johannishof/über Loheckenweg, DE-53347 Alfter
Tel. +49-2222-932 11 73, Fax +49-2222-93 21 21

eurythmie@alanus.edu
www.alanus.edu

Personally: Andrea Heidekorn, +49-2222-41 03

You can also come to us spontaneously without registration. 

Alanus Hochschule, Eurythmy Department

Friday, 15 May 2009
Symposium on the theme Eurythmy Education:
The strength of imagination and improvisation in eurythmy
lessons
Responsible: Ulrike Langescheid and Jost Schieren

Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 May
Symposium on the theme Social Eurythmy
Eurythmy – a force for social movement?
Responsible: Michael Brater and Andrea Heidekorn

Saturday, 26 September
Research symposium on the theme
Rudolf Steiner’s work with music, rehearsing Goethe’s
“Faust” and eurythmy
Martina Maria Sam, Michael Kurtz, Hans Fors and Stefan
Hasler report out of their research work

Friday, 13 November
Symposium on the theme
Kairos – the phenomenom of inner organising of time in the
present day
with Ursula Zimmermann, Tanja Masukowitz and Heinz
Zimmermann

Further information in our Sekretariat
Tel. +49-2222-932 11 73

www.alanus.edu
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SPEECH

Development of language – ability to
play – social competence

Further training for speech-formation artists working in
schools and freelance at Pentecost 2009: Friday, 29 May to
Monday, 1st June at the Institut für Waldorf-Pädagogik in Wit-
ten-Annen

The impulse for this conference came out of the interre-
gional meeting of speech-formation artists at the autumn
conference of the Steiner-Waldorf School Fellowship in Ger-
many (the Bund) in Greifswald.
In order to be able to answer the topical educational
demands we have ever and again to discover afresh the pro-
fessional concept for speech formation and seek discussion
with related subjects. 
The focus of our conference is not only the loving accompa-
niment of children on acquiring speech and the training of
social capacities in the realm of school drama, but also two
central themes of our present-day society. Consequently we
are very pleased to have gained the concern for this theme
and its foci of Mr von Bonin and Mr Lohmann. Dr Zimmer-
mann through his public lectures will endeavour to deepen
the content of our conference theme. Moreover, Mr and Mrs
Solstad, through their work contribute the connection of the
conference-initiative to the Section for the Performing Arts.
In addition, we are happy not only for the support of the
Association for Speech Formation and Acting but also of the
Bund.
Apart from the opening and concluding lecture, this confer-
ence is organised as a professional conference. Its content is
concerned in all three areas of the theme with the intensify-
ing and exchange of capabilities which are relevant in the
educational field of speech-formation:
Berufsverband Sprachgestaltung und Schauspiel,
Elbchaussee 366, DE-22609 Hamburg
Frau G. Ruhnau, Institut für Waldorf-Pädagogik, Annener
Berg 15, DE-58454 Witten 
or with details of the programme on the internet www.wit-
tenannen.net/eforia/sprachgestalter/anmeldung09.html
Registration till Thursday, 30 April 2009.

Warm greetings from the preparation team,
Gabriele Ruhnau, Ulrich Maiwald, Bernhard Heck

A new training-impulse for the art of
speech formation is announced:

AMWORT
Training and further training in speech formation
in art, education and therapy

Language as a cultural possession is caught in incessant
change. In speaking the cosmic lawfulness of the sounds
can be experienced in their relationship to the human being.
Through using the breathing and unfolding the voice in

speech formation, the syllables, the word and the sentence
retain their specific effects. Speaking, however, demands
learning to listen. In this way, on the stage, in conversation
and in art, a freed speech can build bridges between people. 
With exercises in perception and movement the corporeal
suppleness and transparency is trained and the sensitivity
intensified.�The capacity of the speaker is trained through
Rudolf Steiner’s 60+ speech exercises and through the art of
narration, the lyric and through the gestures arising out of
dramatic speech in monologues, dialogues and scenes.

The training is available to those who would like to get to
know the essence of speech with the background of anthro-
posophy.�Further subjects include: eurythmy, speaking for
eurythmy, spatial dynamics and Greek gymnastics, choral
speaking, rhetoric, competence in conversation, improvisa-
tion.

Building on the artistic capacities, choice can be made in the
third year for competence in various professional realms:

Speech in education:
The aim is to discover and learn to use the educational pos-
sibilities in breathing, speech and poetry. The basis for this
is formed by the anthroposophical study-of-man and Wal-
dorf education. Through teaching observation and practise,
teaching methods can be acquired and speech formation
work with teachers practised.

Therapeutic speech practice:
The aim is to discover and learn to use the possibilities in
breathing, speech and poetry, linking to the impulse of Dora
Gutbrod. The competence developed through the artistic
training is integrated into the therapeutic training in con-
ventional medical, speech-therapeutic and psychological
concepts – especially anthroposophical medicine – and on
this foundation therapeutic insights, capacities and a corre-
sponding basic attitude for therapeutic speech practice
developed.

Tutors:
Kirstin Kaiser, Brigitte Kowarik, Dietrich von Bonin, Agnes
Zehnter and other colleagues.

In collaboration with:
– the Section for the Arts of Eurythmy, Speech and Music

at the Goetheanum
– the Medical Section at the Goetheanum
– the Educational Section at the Goetheanum
– the Goetheanum Stage

Certificates:
Year: Basic training 1st year and/or further training certifi-
cate in speech formation, Stage I (e.g., for teachers on sab-
batical year)
Year: �Basic training 2nd year and/or further education cer-
tificate in speech-formation, Stage II (deepened capacities)
Year: �Graduation certificate of the basic training in speech
formation
Year: certificate: Anthroposophiche/r Kunsttherapeutin,
Fachrichtung Therapeutische Sprachgestaltung* 
or Sprachgestalter im Bereich Kunst und Pädagogik�



*in planning: satisfies the conditions of the state Höheren
Fachprüfung as “Diplomierte/r Kunsttherapeut/in HFP,
Fachrichtung Sprache und Drama” in Switzerland.

Venue: Dornach, Switzerland
Begins: 31 August 2009 (in terms). Intensive course: 31 Aug.–
25 Sept. 2009 for all interested in forming the four weeks with
intensive speech

AmWort
Unterer Zielweg 81, CH-4143 Dornach

+41-61-702 12 42
auhcz@bluewin.ch

12–14 June 2009, Eugen-Kolisko-
Akademie (in the nursing school),
Filderstadt/ Bonlanden

“Consciousness and Life”
The Nervous System and therapeutic questions 
Lectures, workshops, urgent intervention, supervision.

Therapeutic speech further-training for speech-formation
artists, doctors and therapists with Barbara Denjean–von
Stryk (Stuttgart), Dr Armin Husemann (Stuttgart) and Bar-
bara Taubenreuther (Filderstadt). This further training is
recognised by BVAKT.

Information and registration:
Barbara Denjean, Einkornstraße 23, DE-70188 Stuttgart,

Tel. +49-711-28 38 42

MUSIC

“Creative Improvisation”
4th International Lyre Conference in Järna, Sweden

31 July to 3 August 2009
The 4th International Lyre Conference will take place in the
raying Swedish summer-light in Järna. Our host is the
Solvikskolan with their unique buildings, lying directly on
the lake (just south of Järna), 40 minutes south of Stock-
holm. Here Pär Ahlbom lives and works.
The conference begins on Friday, 31 July in the morning. A
public concert takes place in the evening in the beautiful cul-
ture-house “Kulturhuset” in Ytterjärna.
The theme of this conference is “Creative Improvisation”.
Pär Ahlbom will give the set the scene of the conference and
give of his knowledge and experience.
The three following days are working days: 1–3 August. John
Billing, Volker Dillmann, Martin Tobiassen and other well-
known lyre-players‚ Orchestra and lyre builders from all over
the world offer working groups and concerts. We would like
to attempt together to fashion a Lyre Festival that carries a
lyre-impulse and links to previous international conferences
with a preview of future impulses.
To make the journey to Sweden somewhat “tasty”, during the

days of the conference Kjell Andersson offers two excur-
sions:
1. the city of Stockholm – historical city and modern impuls-
es – the city on the water;
2. the wonderful, beautiful nature outside Stockholm with its
35,000 islands in the Baltic Sea.
On the official conference-website the “4. Internationale
Leiertagung – Järna” www.lyre2009.com, more details and
information can be found. (This website is created and
maintained by pupils of the Solviksskolan). Here you will
find further details of the conference.

PUPPETRY

The Essence of the Marionette:
Making and playing marionettes 

Puppentheater Felicia, Goetheanum, CH-Dornach
29 July–4 July 2009

Fairy-tales – rehearsing with marionettes for the fairy-tale
“The Golden Bird” (Grimm)
– making a simple marionette
– working out the rehearsals
– discussion on fairy-tales
– exercises in gestures, playing and speech
– rehearsing the playing of a fairy-tale
– study of performing
The course takes place each morning and afternoon;
evenings by arrangement.
Course leader: Monika Lüthi / Mathias Ganz
(Directors of Puppentheater Felicia)
Course fee: 900 Sw. Fr. (incl. materials)
Participants, min. 5, max. 12 persons (early booking requested)
Registration (by 30 May 2009)

Monika Lüthi, Puppentheater Felicia
Goetheanum, CH-4143 Dornach 

Tel. +41-61-706 43 84; mobile +41-78-778 95 07
puppenspiel@goetheanum.ch
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Why do we love to read biographies? In order on our path of
life to meet questions of destiny and individually lived
answers, to find pictures for our own solutions and golden
seeds as nourishment.

Elisabeth Göbel
Auf der Suche nach Mitteleuropa

(The Search for Middle Europe). Eine Lebensreise zwischen
West und Ost im 20. Jahrhundert. Verlag Freies Geistesleben,
Stuttgart 2008, with c. 40 black and white illustrations. 39.50
Sw. francs; euros 19.90.

Astrid Prokofieff, CH-Dornach

Elisabeth Göbel, Lebensreise zwischen West und Ost im 20.
Jahrhundert. Auf der Suche nach Mitteleuropa [Life-journey
between West and East in the C20th] is a thoroughly self-crit-
ical biography to stimulate questions and widen horizons.
Growing up in Berlin in the 30’s, the author feels the ten-

sion between the artistically active, free-thinking family-life
and the denigrating Nazi-regime, and through the bombing
of the War she arrives in south Germany and is able to spend
the last of her school-years after the War in the re-opened
first Waldorf School in Stuttgart. She is impressed by the
great teacher-personalities E. Bindel, E. Schwebsch, K. Schu-
bert and J. Tautz. Here she finds answers to the experiences
of her youth: war, the persecution of the Jews and the divi-
sion of Germany. The renewed meeting with eurythmy and
the life work of Rudolf Steiner ripened her decision to con-
tribute towards the healing of the wounds which the events
of the first half of the century produced – the inner abysses
between people, the outer borders between countries, espe-
cially divided Middle Europe, and to bridge the various con-
victions.
Under the strict leadership of Else Klink who demanded

complete artistic expression, Elisabeth Sigler studied eury-
thmy. With the engagement of all her forces, she worked for
some years in the stage-group and then decided to follow her
actual task as the first eurythmist in Dresden, into the East-
ern brother-state of Germany. She intended to work in the
social field with art and to fashion society more humanly
through the new spiritually inspired movements of euryth-
my. 
Whoever has met the totalitarian regimes of Europe will

read this part of her life and the sensitive descriptions with
great interest. Those who have been born later may be tak-
en to heart in order to develop a fine ear for inner qualities
of understanding.
It becomes clear how despite dearth, grey emptiness,

repression and foreign orders through the ideology of com-
munism in the post-war East Germany, people can survive
carried by spiritual impulses. Merry festivals, blessed
through the art of eurythmy, connect what is separated. It is
a valuable personal report of underground anthroposophi-
cal work, supported by The Christian Community, which
developed in East Germany.

The great trust in the strength of the spirit to overcome
outer and inner hindrances allowed Elisabeth Göbel with
her husband fortunately to manage the dangerous escape
from the DDR. A deep friendship and faith towards those
who remained overcame the strictly guarded border, and
continues up to today.
Then we see a woman’s destiny unfolding, as is often seen

today, to balance an artistic profession and a family. Through
Arlesheim, Tübingen, working in the Kindergarten in Göt-
tingen and the founding of the Waldorf School, Elisabeth
Göbel unfolded her many years teaching eurythmy.1

Many experiences travelling are concerned with the key-
question for one’s own middle and with it the middle of
Europe.2 Especially a journey to Russia in 1959 should be
mentioned, which deeply connected E. and F. Göbel with
this country. Looking repeatedly from the periphery, she
described her attempts to dedicate her best forces to the
spirit of Middle Europe. Anthroposophy and practical ini-
tiatives working from her throughout the world that made
possible a temporary “true humanity” became a life-task of
E. and F. Göbel.
How travelling through Palestine led this searching for “the

middle” toward the great unsolved problems of the C21st,
and to more questions than answers, is elucidated by Udi
Levy in his postscript. Confirming, he concludes that all
honestly striving human being finds a “middle” in them-
selves. But how is it with the middle in the destiny Europe?
Yet another layer of this biography seems to me important.

A thread of destiny can be found in the eurythmical, artistic-
educational activities of E. Göbel. In the pictorial language
of Grimms’ fairy-tales, the sister of the “six swans” who has
to become silent becomes the key of the hidden spiritual
individuality of the human being, which, against all resis-
tance, is able to effect its own freeing and its fellow brothers.
What becomes a symbol of communist East Germany and
Russia, can contribute to the finding of the Self of the upper-
school pupils in the ’90’s who through drugs have become
unstable.
However, Rudolf Steiner’s eurythmy exercises, T A O, Evoe

and Hallelujah, reach even further. At marked turning-
points in life they are heard and show themselves as effective
bridges to the spiritual world, uniting art and life. Divine wis-
dom is creating in the world: T A O. To meet the event of
meeting the archetypal essence of the other: Evoe. And the
active cleansing preparation of the self in order to meet the
spiritual: Hallelujah. These are three steams which, effective
in the soul, can prepare in the present a meeting with Christ
in the etheric.
Marta Heimeran, a founding priest of The Christian Com-

munity living in Tübingen, gave E. Göbel the task of artisti-
cally interpreting the late poem of F. Hölderlin in eurythmy.
Here she fulfilled the search for the real “middle” through the
genius of Middle Europe. It is expressed in the words of the
prophetic visionary poet.

Einmal mag aber ein Gott auch Tagewerk erwählen,
Gleich Sterblichen und teilen alles Schicksal.
Schicksalgesetz ist dies, dass Alle sich erfahren,
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Dass, wenn die Stille kehrt, auch eine Sprache sei.
Wo aber wirkt der Geist, sind wir auch mit, und streiten,
Was wohl das Beste sei. So dünkt mir jetzt das Beste,
Wenn (...)
Der stille Gott der Zeit und nur der Liebe Gesetz,
Das schönausgleichende gilt von hier an bis zum Himmel.
(From: Friedensfeier)

[But one day a God will choose even the daily round, like
mortals He will share destiny entire. It is a law of destiny that
everyone experiences himself or herself, that, when the
silence turns there will be a language. But where the spirit is
active we are also there and fight, what indeed is the best.
That seems to me now the best, when… The silent God of
time and only the law of love, what balances with beauty, is
valid from here until heaven.]

These mighty words sound out of the heart of middle
Europe. Does there not lie in them a seed of a future Chris-
tianity that unites in brotherhood all human beings in a “fes-
tival of freedom”?
The language, full of life, chosen by the artistic sense of the

author, allows the reader to go through the well-composed
chapters, laced with fine humour chapter, enriched and
refreshed, to recommend this book to its friends.

1. See also: Elisabeth Göbel, Eurythmie im ersten
Jahrsiebt. Ein Lebenselexier in unserer Zeit (Verlag Freies
Geistesleben, Stuttgart 2005).
2. According to her own words, she found a confirmation

for her search in the book Die geistigen Aufgaben Mittel- und
Osteuropasby S.O. Prokofieff (Verlag am Goetheanum, Dor-
nach 1993).

Erika Beltle
Was die Sprache versteckt hält – vom
Zauber ihrer Kunstelemente. Gesam-
melte Schriften zur Ästhetik

Urachhaus, 2007, ISBN 978-3-8251-7602-0, CHF ??, € 24.

Sylvia Bardt

Whoever Erika Beltle’s book [“What is hidden in speech: its
enchanting artistic methods”], holds a book revealing won-
ders. Although consisting of individual essays, it hangs
together as a well-composed whole. It is a stimulating work
for the study and understanding of speech in artistic form.
It is pleasant to experience that, and how, Erika Beltle has
thoroughly assimilated what Rudolf Steiner said on the
essence of the art of poetry. Steiner’s stimuli are one with the
artistic impulse and work of Erika Beltle.
In 240 pages, this poet leads us through various speech-

landscapes:
“What makes speech poetry?”
“What are its artistic methods?” 
“The musical element – a future element in the arts” 
“False paths and craziness in art”
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These are only a few of the themes she addresses.
The reader is shaken awake to look consciously at the

material with which every person uses. Criteria are worked
out, through which answers are given to the question: What
is necessary that speech become poetry? What are the true
artistic methods, and how do I learn – from an artist of our
time – to listen into the realm of truth of that which speech
wants, can and has to be today.
Taking a chapter, one in which she looks at an element, an

artistic method, we read on page 116: “Rhythm is a magician
who can let us experience two things: firstly, that speech
consists not only of meaning, and secondly, that we possess
not only a head to understand this meaning but also feet to
feel this through the dance.”
This chapter can enthuse us all, whether educators, teach-

ers, speech artists or eurythmists! The whole human being
is brought into movement through artistic speech. All the
elements of speech in the further course of the book are
explained and illuminated in a very fine artistic manner.
Clear, because always worked out of an artistic sense of

speech, Erika Beltle also writes on what is called contempo-
rary, modern poetry. She describes this poetry in its essence
as a time-art whose body is formed in the stream of time and
dissolves again after it has sounded. A-rhythmical “poems”,
on the other hand, freeze into spatially-artistic forms, where
the breath of life is withdrawn.
With this example - a single note from an extensive sonata

– may serve to make clear what this work of Erika Beltle is
able to give. In all the arts – here shown in the essence of
speech – artistic methods are the actual spiritual element.
Our task is on many paths to recognise and foster them. Here
Erika Beltle helps us. The reader is made happy through the
depth, clarity and serious lightness with which she illumi-
nates art out of art between prose and the art of poetry.
One picks up the book ever again with pleasure. One

would wish the working on the themes in speech and poet-
ry lessons in our schools. A study of this handy and beauti-
ful book will boundlessly stimulate especially every speech
artist and eurythmist – stimulations to make language visi-
ble, bringing to the fore the spiritual element that lies as the
basis of speech.
Recently Erika Beltle’s collected poems appeared. She her-

self depicts in the first verse, in a kind of quintessence, sum-
marizing the concern of this work:

Was der Poet sich wünscht

Gib bei Versen nicht dem Sinn 
einzig und allein dich hin, 
er bleibt Prosa, dürr und nackt. 
Schaue an, wie er verpackt,
fühl‘ den Klang, die Melodie. 
Erst im Kleid der Fantasie 
wird aus Worten Poesie.

[For what the poet wishes.
Don’t give yourself alone to the meaning of the verses; it

only remains prose, dry and naked. Look how it is fashioned;
feel the sound, the melody. Only in the dress of imagination
does poetry come out of words.]



Planetengebärden und Menschenwesen 
(sequel to “Tierkreisgesten und Menschenwesen”)

Werner Barfod, Verlag am Goetheanum, 2009, ISBN 978-3-
7235-1339-2 , 24 Sw. francs / € 14.

Elisabeth Göbel, DE-Göttingen

Untergegangen / sind wir/ mit den Göttern. 
Wir werden / auferstehn / mit Göttern / sterngeübt. 
Ich werde nicht müde / zu sterben.

“Unermüdlich” (Rose Ausländer)

“We have gone under with the gods. We shall resurrect with
gods, star-practised. I shall not be tired of dying.” This poem,
“Tireless”, could be taken as the motto of Werner Barfod’s
book “The planetary gestures and the human being”. The
poem appears in the middle of his account as an example for
two possibilities of artistic fashioning. The one is for intent
listening to what is at work out of the seven “situation of
being” behind the language, originating from the planetary
realm. The other possibility is that which can arise out of the
various primal pictures of the twelve moods—cosmic sta-
tions of definition of a statement from an “I” in our time. This
is one of the poems written out of strong shocks in life, which
have released vision for the power of resurrection—“mit
Göttern sterngeübt – with gods, star-practised”. And pre-
cisely this power is what the book intends to stimulate in us.
In it we are led to become at home with the stars as the chal-
lenge of our time, in order to get to know concretely the
active influence of the gods in all our members and be able
to differentiate. From there, we can work out in a similar way
the possibilities of creating both individually and according
to cosmic lawfulness. 
It can indeed appear to everyone as a wonder how through

practice we are able to develop feelings through conscious-
ly practising the zodiacal positions and the planetary ges-
tures—as it were, as the active, dreaming power of judge-
ment—for the connections of the realms of spirit, soul and
the etheric in the cosmos with the corresponding supersen-
sible member in the human being. In the first book, the sub-
ject focuses on the creative forming power of the zodiac and
its twelve soul-forms in authentic gesture and becoming
conversant with their gestures of speech. In the second book
we are made aware through the seven planetary gestures,
firstly of the essence of the midpoint, and secondly how
spheric being can be experienced. On the one hand, with the
Sun-gesture and the inner planets, the consciousness of the
“I” and the soul is awake, sense-perceiving; on the other
hand, with the outer planets, the night-side in the sleeping,
will pole of the soul. We feel the balance as the rhythmical
middle in the Moon-gesture. “Star practised”, in harmony
with a study of Steiner’s lectures on the Ephesian mysteries
(GA 233a), we can live into the working of etheric forces of
our life before birth. It becomes a living bridge to the spiri-
tual world. It allows eurythmy as the conscious continuation
of the divine creating its deep effect, as Rudolf Steiner claims
in lecture one of Eurythmy as Visible Singing (GA 279). Wern-
er Barfod beautifully describes the respective source of
movement when the “I” is experienced either as midpoint

being or as spheric being within the seven capacities. Seven
steps of work are described for these qualities for eurythmi-
cal practice. 
Through the book we feel the inexhaustible richness of the

seven conditions of being of the “I” as gifts of spiritual being
in the soul, whether in the seven vowel-answers of the ether-
body, or whether in the seven stages of becoming of the cre-
ative formers, right up to the capacity through the speech
sound to create the relationship to these beings. Artistic
examples of the applications give the book a warm fullness.
If the spiritual science threatens to overpower one, one

can encourage oneself by saying; This is a book of practice
for one’s whole life! Concentration on the mental moods,
which the seven conditions of being of the “I” produce in the
soul, can be experienced as soul-nourishment. And if this
can be imagined by us fully as artistic method, a true enthu-
siasm takes hold of us. For this can be experienced with the
examples of the seven verses from Steiner’s The Soul’s Cal-
endar and with poems of the C20th, which Werner Barfod
suggests to live into the seven conditions of being of the “I”.
Here he shows us how in artistic fashioning we are able to
differentiate the “I”-breathing between the feeling-oneself-
at-one with the world and the finding-oneself.With the same
examples we become acquainted in part 2 with completely
different points of view and their fashioning.
In part two, the concern is now a fundamental embedding

of the soul-forces in the wholeness of the twelve soul-forms
with their zodiacal gestures and their dynamic sources.
Increasingly towards the end the appeal to our will is made,
e.g., through the influence of the planets into the life-
processes, or through the insight into their reflection in our
biographies. The transforming power of eurythmy appears
ever clearer as far as one’s own destiny, right into the social
environment as the transformation of our human nature
towards true humanity through a selfless devotion to the
justifying forces of the cosmos, that nevertheless can on the
contrary also overturn.
In this book together with the first volume we have a con-

centrated fundamental work, matured through lifelong
artistic research, rehearsed through holding seminars, that
grew in last but not least the many years collaboration of
Werner Barfod with Thomas Göbel. “With the gods, star-
practised” opens doors to a new creativity of crossing the
threshold.
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This Newsletter is addressed to all trained eurythmists, all
trained speakers/actors and all musicians who are interest-
ed in the Section caring for the arts and their sources in
anthroposophy. Each author is responsible for his/her con-
tribution. The Editor reserves the right to make possible cuts.
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